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Summary of thesis

The data from ground-based gravitational-wave interferometers has been used for direct astrophysical observations of transient signals for almost a decade. With this data, over 90 compact binary systems have been observed and studied via their gravitational-wave emission. These observations have, and continue to, provide new solutions to astrophysical questions. Gravitational waves can provide information about astrophysical systems that has previously been inaccessible through electromagnetic observations.

The aim of this thesis is to outline some of the dangers of making incorrect assumptions about observed signals in gravitational-wave interferometer data. In Chapter 1 I provide a summary of gravitational-wave interferometer data; from the basic design of the interferometers, through the form of the data, and some methods can be used to manipulate the data for analysis. I then describe the types of signals that can be observed in this data, how these signals are studied, and what further analysis can be performed on the results of these studies.

In Chapter 2 I calculate the probability that transient gravitational-wave signals will overlap with each other in the data. In the chapters that follow I outline the potential problems that time-overlapping transients will cause for the signal detection and analysis methods currently implemented by the LIGO-Virgo-KAGRA collaboration.

Chapter 3 shows how the presence of a second, time-overlapping, binary black hole signal can cause inaccuracies in the estimation of the parameters of the other binary black hole system. I show how this problem manifests in the estimated parameter distributions for different relative parameters between two compact binary signals.

In Chapters 4 and 5 I consider whether it is possible to detect these cases of time-overlapping transients with current methods, determining what cases will be missed without modifications to current algorithms. I also discuss possible modifications to these algorithms, and a separate bespoke method, designed to identify which detected signals contain time-overlapping transient signals.

Chapter 6 presents an analysis of the data of a gravitational-wave interferometer for the purposes of a search for scalar dark matter signals. In this work, we produced extremely precise estimations of the noise floor of the interferometer. We used this to identify and reject possible candidate signals from scalar dark matter.

Finally, in Chapter 7 I provide a summary of the key findings in each of the chapters of this thesis. This chapter includes recommendations of extensions and adaptations to the described investigations to expand and improve upon this work.
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1.1 Power Spectral Density (PSD) estimations for the noise curves of first generation detectors (dashed lines), predicted final state second-generation detectors (solid lines), and third generation ground-based gravitational-wave (GW) interferometers (dotted lines). The PSD used for this plot are taken from the standard predicted noise representations of each detector listed in the PyCBC PSD package. The LIGO-Voyager PSD here is an exception as it is not present in this package. This PSD was generated using the pygwinc Python package [10, 11].

1.2 Comparisons of four different window functions, generated using the SciPy Python package [21], across a four second data segment.

1.3 A power spectral density (PSD) estimation of data from LIGO: Livingston around the time of the detection of GW150914, the first GW detection. The red line shows the strain of the detector calculated across a 32 second segment of data, with a Tukey window function. The black line is an estimation of the same data using Welch averaging. The blue line shows the estimation without proper windowing of the data and the orange line showing the trend of the unwindowed data. It should be noted that this plot is an adaptation of Figure 4 in Abbott et al. 2020 [116] generated with public LIGO data.

1.4 A demonstration of the effects of windowing and filtering of data. The data in this figure is the public strain, sampled at 4kHz, of GW150914 released by the LIGO-Virgo-KAGRA Collaboration (LVK), the strain for the waveform of GW150914 is calculated using the PESummary plotting library [15] and the maximum likelihood from the public samples of GW150914 [74], the approximant used is SEOBNRv4PHM [118].

1.5 Example power spectral densities (PSDs) of the contributions of different noise sources to the design sensitivity of an Advanced LIGO interferometer. The data in plot was produced using the pygwinc package [10, 11]. Environmental noise consists of contributions from seismological shifting in the Earth’s crust, the Newtonian Gravity component is due to the affect of gravity on the test masses and the Mirror Coating noise is due to thermal oscillations in the components.
1.6 Frequency domain representations of a binary black hole (BBH) signal, using three versions of the IMRPhenomX waveform approximant. The left plot shows the strain as a function of frequency, right the power in the waveform at each frequency across the waveform. The three approximants shown here each include different physics, aligned spin only (IMRPhenomX), in-plane spin (IMRPhenomXP), higher multipoles and in-plane spin (IMRPhenomXPHM). These signals have the following parameters $M = 24.3M_\odot$, $q = 0.5$, $\chi_{\text{eff}} = -0.3$, and $\chi_p = 0.4$ (IMRPhenomX has $\chi_p = 0$). These signals were generated at a distance of 400 Mpc.

1.7 Time domain representations of a binary black hole (BBH) signal’s strain, using three versions of the SEOBNRv4 waveform approximant. Left shows the strain from 20 Hz to the merger and ringdown, right shows a close in representation of the merger and ringdown. The three approximants each include different physics, aligned spin only (SEOBNRv4), in-plane spin (SEOBNRv4P), higher multipoles and in-plane spin (SEOBNRv4PHM). The parameters of these signals are the same as those given in Figure 1.6.

1.8 A plot of the component masses of templates in the template bank used for the PyCBC-broad search in the third Advanced LIGO (aLIGO) observing run (O3).

1.9 Posterior distributions for component masses (left) and chirp mass-mass ratio (right) of the first transient gravitational-wave (GW) detection, GW150914. The KDEs on the horizontal and vertical axis represent one dimensional marginalisations the individual parameters. The central plot shows a two dimensional representation of the parameters.

2.1 Example power spectral density (PSD) estimations of the LIGO: Livingston detector across the three observing runs of LIGO. The data for these power spectral densities (PSDs) are taken from publicly released estimates at the time of signals in those observing runs. O1: GW150914 [230], O2: GW170814 [254], O3a: GW190828_063405 [255], O3b: GW200306_093714 [256]. The third observing run was split into two halves, O3a and O3b. There were only minor upgrades, such as through the adjustment of the vacuum squeezers, to the sensitivity during the break [55]. In this figure we have applied a low frequency cut off of 15 Hz.

2.2 Distribution of primary mass (blue), secondary mass (red) for binary neutron star (BNS) mergers.

2.3 Probability distribution for the likely number of binary neutron star (BNS) (blue), and binary black hole (BBH) (red) mergers, that overlap that each signal of that type in Einstein Telescope. The likely number of binary black hole (BBH) signals overlapping each binary neutron star (BNS) signal is also presented in the green curve.
3.1 Recovered chirp mass posterior distributions. Posteriors labelled Signal A and Signal B are for data with a single signal injected at SNR 30. Signal B is injected with a relative merger time of $|\Delta t_c| = 0.025$ seconds and a chirp mass of $26.6 M_\odot$. The next five posteriors have the two signals injected with the same properties but with the SNR of Signal B varying from 5 to 30. Signal A is kept with an SNR of 30 in all runs. The two horizontal lines in blue and red show the injected values of the chirp mass for Signal A and Signal B respectively.

3.2 Recovered chirp mass posteriors. Posteriors labelled Signal A and Signal B are for data with a single signal injected at SNR 30. Signal B is injected with SNR 30 and a chirp mass of $24.1 M_\odot$. The next seven posteriors have the two signals injected with the same properties but with the relative merger time of the secondary varying. The two horizontal lines in blue and red show the injected values of the chirp mass for Signal A and Signal B respectively.

3.3 Time domain composite waveforms of two time-overlapping waveforms creating a composite waveform. The top plot shows this when Signal B merges 0.05 seconds before Signal A, the bottom shows the case where Signal B merges 0.05 seconds after Signal A. These waveforms are identical to those injected in two of the time-overlapping runs shown in Figure 3.2 however we have here shown the case where Signal B is half the SNR of Signal A.

3.4 Recovered chirp mass posteriors. All runs are identical with Signal B of chirp mass $27.6 M_\odot$, relative merger time of $|\Delta t_c| = -0.025$ seconds and SNR 30. As in all runs, Signal A has a chirp mass of $28.1 M_\odot$. The time-overlapping signal posteriors differ due to the initial phase of Signal B, which was selected at random from a uniform distribution. The two horizontal lines in blue and red show the injected values of the chirp mass for Signal A and Signal B respectively.

3.5 A plot of posteriors for recovered mass ratio. Here Signal B has chirp mass $26.6 M_\odot$ relative merger time of $|\Delta t_c| = +0.025$ seconds compared to Signal A. The numerically labelled posteriors are at different injected SNRs of Signal B. Signal A has SNR 30 throughout. The two horizontal lines in blue and red show the injected values of the mass ratio for Signal A and Signal B respectively.

3.6 A plot of posteriors for recovered $\chi_p$. Here Signal B has chirp mass $26.6 M_\odot$ relative merger time of $|\Delta t_c| = +0.025$ seconds compared to Signal A. The numerically labelled posteriors are at different injected SNRs of Signal B. Signal A has SNR 30 throughout. The two horizontal lines in blue and red show the injected values of $\chi_p$ for Signal A and Signal B respectively.
3.7 Recovered mass ratio posteriors for Signal B overlapping either 0.025
seconds before or after Signal A at a variety of initial phases, injected
into an aLIGO-adVirgo network. Signal B was injected with an SNR
of 25. The sky locations of the two systems of Signal A and Signal B
were selected to maximise the travel time between the LIGO: Hanford
and Virgo sites. Stated relative merger times apply to the LIGO:
Hanford detector, the equivalent merger time separations in LIGO:
Livingston are −0.03s and 0.02s, and −0.08s and −0.03s in Virgo.
The two horizontal lines in blue and red show the injected values of
the mass ratio for Signal A and Signal B respectively.

3.8 Recovered luminosity distance posteriors for Signal B overlapping ei-
ther 0.025 seconds before or after Signal A at a variety of initial
phases, injected into an aLIGO-adVirgo network. Signal B was in-
jected with an SNR of 25. The sky locations of the two systems of
Signal A and Signal B were selected to maximise the travel time be-
tween the LIGO: Hanford and Virgo sites. Stated relative merger
times apply to the LIGO: Hanford detector, the equivalent merger
time separations in LIGO: Livingston are −0.03s and 0.02s, and −0.08s
and −0.03s in Virgo. The two horizontal lines in blue and red show
the injected values of the luminosity distance for Signal A and Signal
B respectively. The final horizontal line shows the injected luminosity
distance for Signal B in the combined runs at the lower SNR.

3.9 Two dimensional posterior distributions showing the relationship be-
tween the recovered binary inclination and the luminosity distance of
the source. One dimensional posteriors for each parameter are shown
on their respective axis. Shown here are the posteriors of the single
signal injection, Signal A (blue), a weakly biased time-overlapping
case where the quieter signal merges before the louder signal (red),
and a strongly biased time-overlapping case where the loud signal
merges first. The two time-overlapping cases are the first two phase
cases from Figures 3.7 and 3.8.

3.10 Recovered mass ratio posteriors for Signal B overlapping either 0.025
seconds before or after Signal A at a variety of initial phases, injected
into an aLIGO-adVirgo network. Signal B was injected with an SNR
of 25. The sky locations of the two signals are identical creating
identical arrival times at all three detectors. The two horizontal lines
in blue and red show the injected values of the mass ratio for Signal
A and Signal B respectively.

3.11 Recovered luminosity distance posteriors for Signal B overlapping ei-
ther 0.025 seconds before or after Signal A at a variety of initial
phases, injected into an aLIGO-adVirgo network. Signal B was in-
jected with an SNR of 25. The sky locations of the two signals are
identical creating identical arrival times at all three detectors. The
two horizontal lines in blue and red show the injected values of the
luminosity distance for Signal A and Signal B respectively. The fi-
nal horizontal line, purple, shows the injected luminosity distance for
Signal B in the combined runs at the lower SNR.
3.12 Recovered chirp mass posteriors for Signal B overlapping either 0.025 seconds after Signal A at a variety of different SNRs, injected into an aLIGO-adVirgo network. The values given for each posterior are the SNR of Signal B in the LIGO: Hanford detector. Signal A was injected with an SNR of 8. The two horizontal lines in blue and red show the injected values of the chirp mass for Signal A and Signal B respectively.

3.13 Recovered mass ratio posteriors for Signal B overlapping either 0.025 seconds before or after Signal A at a variety of initial phases, injected into a LIGO-Voyager network. The plot for the equivalent Advanced LIGO (aLIGO) run is given in Figure 3.10. The two horizontal lines in blue and red show the injected values of the mass ratio for Signal A and Signal B respectively. Due to the shift in detector sensitivity, here Signal A has an SNR of 120, and Signal B has an SNR of 100. Signal A’s chirp mass was kept constant at 28.1M⊙, and Signal B has a chirp mass of 24.1M⊙. Signal B is here recovered with the 90% credible interval not covering the injected value for the chirp mass. This difference is not significant enough to change the conclusions from the time-overlapping analyses. The cause of this is unclear, we expect this is due to the sampler getting stuck in a local maximum.

3.14 Recovered luminosity distance posteriors for Signal B overlapping either 0.025 seconds before or after Signal A at a variety of initial phases, injected into a LIGO-Voyager network. The plot for the equivalent Advanced LIGO (aLIGO) run is given in Figure 3.11. The two horizontal lines in blue and red show the injected values of the luminosity distance for Signal A and Signal B respectively. The final horizontal line, purple, shows the injected luminosity distance for Signal B in the combined runs at the lower SNR. The parameters of these signals are the same as those listed in the caption of Figure 3.13.

4.1 Bar charts for the found injections, in the binary black hole (BBH)+binary black hole (BBH) injection sets, in both pipelines in the different overlap bias regions. Each region has four bars, split into two for each pipeline. These show the percentage injections in which the pipeline found a trigger. The “unique” column shows the percentage of unique triggers, i.e. if both signals are found by the same trigger, then they are only counted once. The shaded segments show injections recovered at a FAR threshold of $< 1 \text{yr}^{-1}$.

4.2 A stack plot showing the distribution of how injected signals were found by relative merger time in the PyCBC binary black hole (BBH)+binary black hole (BBH) PAIRS injection set. Blue and red show the pairings in which only one signal was found, Signal A or Signal B respectively. Green shows the the pairings in which both signals were found with separate triggers, while yellow shows signal pairings where both signals were found by a single trigger. Grey represents entirely missed pairs. This plot covers both the strong and weak bias regions. The time convention is $T_B - T_A$, this is always less than 0 due to the convention of drawing Signal B’s merger within the observable duration of Signal A. The percentages in the caption refer to the fraction of pairings in this region, $|\Delta t_c| \leq 2 \text{s}$, that fall in each category.
4.3 A stack plot showing the distribution of how pairings were found as a function of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) ratio between the two signals. The ratio is defined to be $\text{SNR}_B/\text{SNR}_A$. Colours are consistent with those in Figure 4.2. Similarly, the data comes from pairings in the strong and weak bias regions of the PyCBC binary black hole (BBH)+binary black hole (BBH) PAIRS injection set. The percentages in the caption refer to the fraction of pairings in this region, $|\Delta t_c| \leq 2$ s, that fall in each category.

4.4 Bar charts for the found injections, in the binary neutron star (BNS)+binary neutron star (BNS) injection sets, in both pipelines in the different overlap bias regions. Each region has four bars, split into two for each pipeline. These show the percentage injections in which the pipeline found a trigger. The “unique” column shows the percentage of unique triggers, i.e. if both signals are found by the same trigger, then they are only counted once. The shaded segments show injections recovered at a FAR threshold of $<1$ yr$^{-1}$.

4.5 Bar charts for the found injections, in the binary neutron star (BNS)+binary black hole (BBH) injection sets, in both pipelines in the different overlap bias regions. Each region has four bars, split into two for each pipeline. These show the percentage injections in which the pipeline found a trigger. The “unique” column shows the percentage of unique triggers, i.e. if both signals are found by the same trigger, then they are only counted once. The shaded segments show injections recovered at a FAR threshold of $<1$ yr$^{-1}$.

4.6 Distribution, across the overlap regions, of the fractional difference between the recovered and injected chirp masses for PyCBC triggers in the PAIRS injection set. Also shown, in grey, is the same distribution for recovered and injected in the SINGLES injection set. A perfect pipeline, with an infinitely finely gridded template bank, running on clean detector data would find injections close to a delta spike centred on zero on this plot. These distributions have been given in terms of the number of triggers. For a direct comparison between the overlap regions we have included normalised distributions in Figure B.1 in the Appendix.

5.1 A plot of whitened strain, in the LIGO: Hanford detector, for a single binary black hole (BBH) injection. The blue lines shows the matched template found by PyCBC in the SINGLES$_A$ injection set from Chapter 4. The red line is the cWB reconstructed waveform from the same injection set. The green, dashed, vertical line indicates the injected merger time.

5.2 A plot of whitened strain, in the LIGO: Hanford detector, for a binary black hole (BBH)+binary black hole (BBH) injection. The blue line shows the matched templates found by PyCBC in the PAIRS injection set, see Chapter 4. The red line is the cWB reconstructed waveform from the PAIRS injection set. The green, dashed, vertical lines indicates the injected merger times of each signal.
5.3 A plot of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) time-series for two perfect templates against simulated data containing both signals in the LIGO: Hanford detector. The blue line shows the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the Signal A template against the data, the red line shows the equivalent for the Signal B template. The blue and red, dashed, vertical lines show the injected merger times of Signal A and B respectively. The signals are the same as those shown in Figure 5.2. The peak signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) here are smaller than those given in Section 5.2 as they are single detector signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs), not network signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs).

5.4 A plot of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) time-series for two perfect templates against simulated data containing both signals in the LIGO: Hanford detector. The blue line shows the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the Signal A template against the data, the red line shows the equivalent for the Signal B template. The blue and red, dashed, vertical lines show the injected merger times of Signal A and B respectively. This plot is an equivalent of that shown in Figure 5.3 but with less similar signals and templates.

5.5 A spectrogram of likelihood and null energy for a single signal event. The likelihood contains almost entirely signal energy, while the null almost entirely noise. The data is the same as for the Single A signal in Figure 5.1.

5.6 A spectrogram of likelihood and null energy for two time-overlapping transient signals. The likelihood has been maximised with respect to the primary signal, so a relevant fraction of the energy associated with the secondary one remains in the null. The data is the same as for the signals in Figure 5.2.

5.7 A scatter plot showing the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of each signal in a pairing given to the network. Where the data segments contained only a single signal the other signal has been given a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of zero. The colour of each point represents the classification of the pairing by the network, with zero being confidently single signal and one being confidently time-overlapping.

5.8 A scatter plot showing the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of each signal in a pairing given to the network. Where the data segments contained only a single signal the other signal has been given a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of zero. The colour of each point represents the classification of the pairing by the network, with zero being confidently single signal and one being confidently time-overlapping. This plot shows the same data as in Figure 5.7 but focused on the region $12 \leq \text{SNR} \leq 25$.

5.9 Percentage of segments misidentified as a function of acceptance threshold. The blue line shows time-overlapping signal segments misidentified as single signals, and the red line shows single signal segments identified as time-overlapping. The cross composed of the two green dashed lines shows the threshold at which we have a $2\sigma$ confidence that we are correctly identifying the segment as time-overlapping.
5.10 Percentage of segments misidentified at this acceptance threshold as a function of the SNR of the injected signal. For time-overlapping transients the shown SNR is that of Signal A, the later merging signal.

5.11 Plots of the distributions of network signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in correctly identified (blue) and incorrectly identified (red) single signal data segments. The left plot shows the distributions of all signals, including those with network signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) less than 12, the right plot shows the distributions with the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) cut.

5.12 Histograms showing the distribution of the ratio of network signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) in the signal pairings, correctly identified (blue) and misidentified (red).

5.13 Histograms showing the distribution of network signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) in the signal pairings, correctly identified (blue) and misidentified (red).

5.14 Histograms showing the distribution of merger time separation between the signals in time-overlapping data segments, correctly identified (blue) and misidentified (red).

6.1 Power spectral density estimations, made with GWpy, on 100 seconds of GEO 600 data using Kaiser windows with different $\beta$ parameter values.

6.2 A comparison of three different PSD estimation methods for this search. The estimation here was made for a desired bin width of $\Delta\omega/\omega \approx 10^{-4}$ on 10,000 seconds of GEO 600 data. The optimised LPSD is the method used for our dark matter search. The single linear PSD is the typical method used in gravitational wave analyses, here the frequency bins are spaced linearly across the spectra. The chunked linear PSD is constructed of four linear PSD estimations, with narrower bins at higher frequencies set by manually changing the time segment lengths.

6.3 A comparison of the bin spacing in three different PSD estimation methods, with a value of one being the optimal bin width.
6.4 The spectral amplitude (left) and SNR (right) of a simulated DM signal (blue) and monochromatic sine wave (red) as recovered from spectra created using different frequency bin widths ($\Delta f_{\text{bin}} = 1/T_{\text{DFT}}$). The plotted recovered amplitude is normalised by the injected amplitude. The SNR ($\sigma_n$) is measured as the difference between the signal amplitude and the noise amplitude divided by the standard deviation of the noise. The appearance of a maximum for the SNR as shown on the right is a direct consequence of both the decrease of the recovered amplitude of signals with limited coherence (as shown on the left) and the scaling of white Gaussian noise with increasing integration time. The plot on the left was produced by injecting a simulated dark matter signal and a perfect sine into a segment of GEO 600 data and creating spectra using the modified LPSD technique described above. The plot on the right was made by injecting the same signals into white Gaussian noise and creating spectra using Welch’s method. Note that for any single bin and for equal $T_{\text{DFT}}$ the spectral estimate obtained with the LPSD method (Eq. 6.10) is mathematically equal to that obtained with Welch’s method.

6.5 A typical amplitude spectrum (black) produced with frequency bins that are tuned to the expected dark matter linewidth using the modified LPSD technique. The noise spectrum was estimated at each frequency bin from neighbouring bins to yield the local noise median (blue) and 95% confidence level (green). Peaks (red) above this confidence level were considered candidates for DM signals and subjected to follow-up analysis.

6.6 LPSD estimations of one of the thirteen single bin, persistent peaks. The dashed lines show estimations made with the $\Delta \omega/\omega \sim 10^{-6}$ resolution, with the red line estimated with a slightly different low frequency causing all subsequent bins to have displaced central frequencies. The other lines are estimations at different resolutions.

6.7 LPSD estimations of the 224 Hz, persistent peak. The dashed lines show estimations made with the $\Delta \omega/\omega \sim 10^{-6}$ resolution, with the red line estimated with a slightly different low frequency causing all subsequent bins to have displaced central frequencies. The other lines are estimations at different resolutions. The sub-plot in the lower left shows a close up of the region of interest.
6.8 Constraints on the coupling parameters $\Lambda_{\gamma}, \Lambda_e$ as a function of the field’s mass $m_\phi$, for scalar field DM as in the Basic Scalar scenario. The dashed lines represent constraints on the electron coupling $\Lambda_e$, while the dotted lines represent constraints on the photon coupling $\Lambda_{\gamma}$, at the 95% confidence level. The green region denotes the parameter space excluded in the current study through the spectral analysis of data from the GEO 600 gravitational-wave (GW) detector. Other coloured regions indicate parameter space excluded through previous direct experimental searches; Hees et al [307] (blue), Van Tilburg et al [306] (yellow), Kennedy et al [336] (brown), Aharony et al [337] (magenta), Branca et al [338] (purple), Savalle et al [309] (cyan), and Antypas et al [339] (red). The black curves and grey regions correspond to previous constraints from “fifth-force” searches/tests of the equivalence principle; the most stringent such constraints for this DM scenario are from the MICROSCOPE experiment [308, 340] (limits shown in the range $m_\phi = [10^{-20}, 10^{-13}]$ eV), and the Cu/Pb torsion pendulum experiment performed by the Eötvös group [324, 335, 341] (limits shown across the full mass range of this plot).
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6.10 A representation of the line shape of a DM signal (red) injected at 50 Hz, black dashed line. The blue vertical lines show the positions of the signals Full Width Half Maxima (FWHM), and the green dashed line shows the peak frequency of the signal due to the doppler shift.
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Chapter 1

Introduction to gravitational-wave interferometer data, signals and analysis methods

1.1 What are Gravitational Waves?

Gravity is an attractive force which governs the interaction of particles with mass. The first true gravitational theory was devised by Sir Issac Newton and published as the *Philosophiæ Naturalis Principia Mathematica* (The Mathematical Principles of Natural Mechanics), in 1687 [24]. This theory allowed classical mechanics to describe almost the entire world of the era. However, by the turn of the twentieth century, it had become clear that Newton’s theory could not fully describe all of the behaviour of massive objects [25]. In 1915 Albert Einstein formulated a new theory of gravity, General Relativity (GR) [25, 26]. GR is a mathematical framework that considers gravity as the curvature of spacetime within which particles move along the shortest routes possible. The mass of the particles themselves can cause spacetime to curve. In the following year, Einstein noted the possibility that massive particles moving in a non-symmetric manner could produce waves that would propagate away from the source [25, 27]. These waves, called gravitational-waves (GWs), would be analogous to electromagnetic radiation from electrically charged particles, but orders of magnitude weaker. GWs have two polarisations, commonly referred to as the plus and cross polarisations. These two polarisations stretch and compress spacetime at a separation angle of $\pi/4$ radians.

The weakness of GW strain means that only the most dense, or highly accelerating, of sources produce signals detectable by current ground-based detectors. Examples of these detectable sources include the inspirals and mergers of compact
binary systems, stellar deaths via supernova, and non-spherically symmetrical spinning objects such as mountains on neutron stars. Other, more exotic, theories of GW sources may exist, such as the cusping of cosmic strings [28, 29].

The first indirect detection of GWs was made through observations of the Hulse-Taylor binary pulsar in 1974 [30], for which a Nobel prize was later won in 1993. The observation was made by measuring the change in orbital period of a binary pulsar system. The decay in the orbital period of the neutron stars (NSs) proved that energy in the system must have been radiated away in a manner matching General Relativity.

### 1.2 GW detectors

With the existence of GWs confirmed indirectly, work began on designing and building detectors capable of direct observation. Early attempts at direct GW detection had been made using bar detectors, proposed and built by Joseph Weber in the 1960s [31]. Bar detectors are static cylinders continuously measured to ascertain their precise dimensions. Bars are tuned to precise frequencies such that GWs of that frequency will cause the bar to resonate. These resonances, should they occur, would allow for direct observations of GWs. Weber claimed confident detection in 1969 [32]. However, no other bar detectors searches have produced confident detections [33–37].

In the 1970s Rainer Weiss suggested a method of GW detection via the change in the arm length of a Michelson interferometer [38]. These detectors could be tuned to different GW frequencies by setting fixed arm lengths. As such, the first GW interferometers were designed to observe the inspirals of known GW sources, binary neutron stars (BNSs). The signals, visible from a few Hz to several kHz would require interferometer arm lengths of several kilometres, with extension via Fabry-Pérot cavities, to produce discernible strain.

GW Michelson interferometers are formed of two, typically orthogonal, arms [39]. Laser light is generated and directed towards a beamsplitter at an angle of $\pi/4$ to the beam. The beamsplitter, situated at the junction of the interferometer arms, reflects half the light down one arm. The rest of the light is refracted through the beamsplitter and down the other arm. The photons in the light travel the length of the arm to be reflected off mirrors suspended at the end. These mirrors, often called test masses, are suspended to simulate free fall. The lengths of the arms are set such that, under the presence of zero strain, the light from both arms will interfere destructively producing a null signal in most cases.\footnote{In practice, the interferometers are constructed so as to produce a slight offset signal. This allows for testing of the signal in the detector.} If, for any reason the length of the detector arm changes, such as under the presence of a transient GW, then the light from the two arms will not correctly interfere and the light will be collected by...
a photodiode, producing a measurable signal.

The construction of these instruments is of course far more complex than the summary given above. There are a great many sources of potential noise, as shown in Section 1.3.4 that require mitigation. For more detailed explanations of some of the methods used in current generation interferometers see their design papers [39–41].

1.2.1 First generation interferometers

In the late twentieth century, several collaborations of scientists formed to undertake the task of constructing and operating GW interferometers [42]. The Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) collaboration, initially built three detectors. One four kilometre arm interferometer in Livingston, Louisiana state, and two co-located interferometers were constructed in Hanford, Washington state, with arm lengths of four kilometres and two kilometres. The two Hanford detectors shared arm cavities, the shorter interferometer was much less sensitive, particularly at low frequencies [43]. The LIGO interferometers began their first science runs in 2002 [44].

The two LIGO detectors were placed at opposing sides of the continental United States, approximately three thousand kilometres apart. The distance allows for measurement of the sky location of any transient event detected by both interferometers. This can be done via triangulation [45, 46], using two or more detectors, assuming that GWs travel at the speed of light. This was later proved using the transient GW observations [47–49].

Alongside LIGO, three other collaborations built first generation interferometers. The European Virgo collaboration constructed a three kilometre armed detector in Pisa, Italy [50]. A British-German collaboration built the 600 metre GEO 600 detector in Hannover, Germany [51], and a Japanese collaboration built a 300 metre interferometer called TAMA300 in Tokyo, Japan [52].

These detectors operated in several science runs across the first decade of the millennium. Despite a decade of development and improvements in data analysis techniques, no detections were made of GWs [53]. Model sensitivity curves for these detectors can be seen in Figure 1.1 shown by the dashed lines. At the end of the decade they were switched off in order to perform large upgrades [40, 54]. The replacement detectors have since been referred to as second-generation GW interferometers [3].

---

2 The term “science run” refers to a period of data collection aimed at making a GW detection, without result. The current term for runs, with claimed detections, is “observing run”.

3 It should be clarified that TAMA300 was not upgraded, however another Japanese detector, KAGRA, was later constructed.
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Figure 1.1: Power Spectral Density (PSD) estimations for the noise curves of first generation detectors (dashed lines), predicted final state second-generation detectors (solid lines), and third generation ground-based GW interferometers (dotted lines). The PSD used for this plot are taken from the standard predicted noise representations of each detector listed in the PyCBC PSD package. The LIGO-Voyager PSD here is an exception as it is not present in this package. This PSD was generated using the pygwinc Python package [10, 11].

1.2.2 Second-generation interferometers

Upgrades to the LIGO interferometers, now called Advanced LIGO, were significant in the period between 2010 and their first observing runs in 2015. The two kilometre detector on the Hanford site was dismantled. Almost all instruments on the two sites were replaced with improved technologies, the original mirrors were replaced by larger test masses with new mirror coatings applied to reduce thermal noise. Laser power was increased, reducing shot noise contributions. Finally, seismic noise was reduced through improvements in the isolation systems. The result were detectors with much better sensitivities, an order of magnitude across the 100 Hz sensitive region. The reduction in seismic and thermal noise led to a much better low frequency threshold of 10 Hz, down from 40 Hz in Initial LIGO [39].

At this time an upgrade to the GEO 600 interferometer was also made. The upgrades were limited to improved the sensitivity at high frequency, with the detector now called GEO 600-HF [56, 57]. However, the lack of sensitivity in the compact binary coalescence (CBC) sensitive region limits the science usage of this interfer-

\footnote{This was the aim of the collaboration at the time. However, for most, if not all, analyses the low frequency limit has been set as 20 Hz [55], due to a lack of sensitivity between 10 Hz and 20 Hz.}

\footnote{For the remainder of this thesis we will continue to refer to the detector as GEO 600, except where necessary to make the distinction between the two generations.}
The site is now mainly used as a testing ground for new interferometer technology [58].

The observing runs of the new aLIGO detectors began in September 2015. The first direct observation of a GW was made on September the 14th 2015, just a few days after these detectors were first switched on. This detection was of a \(36^{+5}_{-4} + 29^{+8}_{-4} \)\( \text{M}_\odot \) binary black hole merger [59, 60]. This detection led to the awarding of the 2017 awarding Nobel prize in Physics to Rainer Weiss, Barry Barish and Kip Thorne.

The LIGO and Virgo collaborations have an agreement to share interferometer data in exchange for shared authorship on results. This data sharing between the detectors increased the chance of making a coincident signal detection and improved source localisation for GW signals. Between 2011 and 2017, the Virgo interferometer underwent significant upgrades. The new Advanced Virgo (adVirgo) interferometer was fitted with heavier test masses, higher power lasers, and baffles to reduce stray light [40]. Once these upgrades have been fully implemented, there should be an order of magnitude increase in sensitivity in the 100 Hz region. The adVirgo detector began it’s first observing run in 2017 and, alongside the aLIGO detectors second observing run, made the first three-detector observation of a binary black hole (BBH) signal [61], and the first observation of GWs from a BNS inspiral [62].

In 2020, a fourth second-generation interferometer began its first operating run [63]. The KAGRA (Kamioka Gravitational-Wave Detector) detector in the Kamioka Observatory, Japan [64]. KAGRA is an indirect replacement of the TAMA300 interferometer, and is now part of the LIGO-Virgo-KAGRA Collaboration (LVK). Unfortunately, no direct observations were made by KAGRA, due to the relatively low sensitivity of the detector. However, lower limits were placed upon the distances of several gamma ray bursts observations [63].

The second-generation aLIGO detectors have now had three observing runs, two with adVirgo and one with KAGRA. In this time they have made approximately 90 confident [6] observations of different forms of CBCs [55, 65–67] with several other groups claiming the detection of other binaries [65, 71] via publicly released data [72, 75]. However, none of the interferometers have yet to reach their full second-generation design sensitivity. The observing runs are therefore split by long periods of sensitivity upgrades.

The fourth observing run, fourth observing run (O4), is due to begin some time in mid-2023. The detectors will then shut down for another round of upgrades, before reaching the proposed design sensitivity of LIGO A+ towards the end of 2026 [76, 80]. They will then begin a much longer, high sensitivity observing run. These detectors will be joined by another aLIGO detector LIGO-India [81, 82], in

\[\text{These events are those published by the LVK in catalogues or significant event papers. However, the threshold values of } p_{\text{astro}} > 0.5 \text{, see Section 1.5.2 will allow a significant number of non-}\]

\[\text{astrophysical sources to be classified as GW events. Despite this, we refer to all these events as “confident” as the collaboration has chosen to present them in this manner.}\]
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The late 2020s, which will further improve source localisation \cite{82, 83}. LIGO-India is to be constructed partially from the remaining components of the two kilometre detector originally situated at the Hanford site.

There are several plans to improve these detectors beyond their current design sensitivity. These improvements should lead to significant increases in the observing range of the detectors. They should also increase the low frequency end of the sensitive region. The suggested modifications include heavier test masses, new mirror coatings and higher laser power. The main proposed versions of this are LIGO-Voyager and LIGO A\# \cite{78, 80, 84}, however, this design it yet to recieve approved funding. There is also a plan for Advanced Virgo+ \cite{85}. Sensitivity curves for the second-generation detectors are shown by the solid lines in Figure 1.1.

1.2.3 Third generation interferometers

By the mid 2030s, a new generation of detectors are expected to begin their observations. These will have order of magnitude better sensitivities and be able to make observations at lower frequencies, potentially down to 1 Hz. There are currently two main designs of ground-based third generation detectors; Cosmic Explorer (CE) and The Einstein Telescope (ET). CE is a similar design to the current aLIGO detectors, but with right angled arms of 40 kilometres rather than 4 kilometres \cite{86–88}. ET is a much more radical design \cite{89–94}. This interferometer design involves three arms at 60 degrees to each other. These arms will be 10 km long, leading to the equivalent sensitivity of a 7.5 km right angled detector. The corners of each arm of the triangle will contain two interferometers, one sensitive to high frequency, one for low frequency. The proposed low frequency of this observatory will allow for source localisation regardless of the active status of other detectors \cite{93}. This detector is also to be built underground to reduce seismic noise.

Alongside these detectors, there are several detectors planned for different frequency ranges of the gravitational spectrum. The Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA) will be a space based, triangular interferometer, with sensitivities between 0.1 mHz and 0.1 Hz \cite{95–97}. Other proposed space based interferometers include Taiji \cite{98–101}, a Chinese detector with similar sensitivity and DECIGO (DECi-hertz Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory) \cite{102, 103}, a Japanese detector designed to be sensitive in the 0.1 to 10 Hz band, bridging the gap between LIGO and LISA. These detectors will view much lower frequency signals, such as super massive black hole binaries, extreme mass ratio inspirals and the early inspirals of aLIGO-detectable compact binaries \cite{95}. They are also expected to suffer from continuous confusion noise produced by the large number of galactic white dwarf binaries \cite{104, 107}.

Even lower frequency GW signals, down to frequencies of approximately $10^{-9}$ Hz can be observed using modulations in the arrival time of known pulsars observed
with radio telescopes. Several collaborations have been collecting data since 2005, these include; the Parkes Pulsar Timing Array (PPTA) [108, 109], the European Pulsar Timing Array (EPTA) [110] and the North American Nanohertz Observatory for Gravitational Waves (NANOGrav) [111]. These collaborations now combine their efforts under the name International Pulsar Timing Array (IPTA) [112]. These ultra-low frequency GW measurements are expected to detect GWs from the early universe and the inspirals of supermassive black hole binaries. For the remainder of this thesis we will only consider ground-based interferometers of a second-generation design, unless otherwise stated. Comparisons of the strain sensitivity for past, current and planned ground-based interferometers are shown in Figure 1.1.

1.3 Interferometer data

Interferometers return multiple time-sampled data channels concerning the condition of the detector. The main channel for each interferometer records information about the strain in the arms of the detector. The other channels are used mainly as cross references in terms of checking data quality and to understand the state of the hardware [113]. Data segments, taken from these channel, are often referred to as time-series. Typically ground-based GW interferometers, such as aLIGO and adVirgo, use 16 kHz sampling rates for data acquisition\(^7\), however some channels are sampled at different rates. Secondary channels are often sampled at higher rates to provide clearer time-stamps for transient noise artifacts.

1.3.1 Fourier transforms

While the interferometers take time-sampled data, the majority of transient astrophysical astronomy is performed in the frequency domain. Frequency domain data can be estimated from time domain data by taking a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). The estimation of DFTs is shown in Equation 1.1:

\[ A_k(f) = \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} A_n(t) \cdot e^{-\frac{2\pi i}{N} kn} \]  

(1.1)

where \( A \) is the amplitude in terms of either the frequency, \( f \), or time, \( t \), \( N \) is the number of time samples. \( k \) and \( n \) are the frequency and time bins identifiers respectively. A pure, monochromatic sinusoidal wave in the time domain would, under a DFT, show as a delta function peak in the frequency domain. In practice, no stretch of data is long enough to provide such a distinct peak. Noise in the data would also provide peaks in other frequency bins.

Generally, Fourier transforms are calculated using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm [114]. The FFT algorithm is one of the most efficient and widely

\(^7\)The actual sampling rate is 16384 Hz.
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Figure 1.2: Comparisons of four different window functions, generated using the SciPy Python package [21], across a four second data segment.

utilised algorithms in computer science. The standard Python implementation in SciPy/NumPy [14, 21] relies upon the FFTW package in C [9]. More GW-specific data analysis code used throughout this thesis, such as GWpy [12] and PyCBC [16–20] rely upon the NumPy version.

1.3.1.1 Window Functions

Due to the finite nature of collected data, there can be issues with spectral leakage between different frequencies in the time domain data. To avoid this data is often windowed, or filtered, prior to transformation. An example of how spectral leakage between frequencies can occur in Fourier transforms of aLIGO data, are shown in Figure 1.3.

Window functions are functions, applied in the time domain, to help account for discontinuities at the edges of data segments. This is done by suppressing the amplitude of the data at the start and end of the segment. Examples of some typical windows are shown in Figure 1.2.

Some windows, such as the Hann window [115], are generated purely by the number of time domain samples of the segment. Windows typically used by the LVK collaboration are tunable. Transient astrophysical analysis using aLIGO interferometer data often uses Tukey windows with half second transition regions [116], this is shown by the blue line in Figure 1.2. In the Fourier analysis of GEO 600
data, presented in Chapter 6, we use a Kaiser window with the tunable parameter $\beta = 30$.

### 1.3.2 Power Spectral Density

For the purposes of transient GW astrophysics, it is often useful to have an estimation of the noise floor of the detector. This is done by calculating a power spectral density (PSD). PSDs are typically calculated by taking several DFTs of equal length and calculating an average for each frequency bin. The result is an estimate of the mean, or median, of each frequency bin, but with a reduced variance compared to a typical single DFT. The most common method of PSD averaging used in GW observational science is known as Welch’s method or Welch averaging. Welch’s method calculates DFTs of overlapping time segments to decrease the variance further by averaging over more data [17, 117]. Figure 1.3 shows an example of the difference between a single PSD estimation and a Welch averaged PSD of data from the LIGO: Livingston interferometer. This figure shows that an incorrectly windowed segment of interferometer data can collapse to a $1/f^2$ function [116].

### 1.3.3 Filtering and Whitening

It is often necessary to filter data to remove unnecessary noise in frequency regions separate from the signal frequency. Figure 1.4 demonstrates how windowing and filtering aid in understanding interferometer data for signal analysis. The top plot shows the raw strain recorded in LIGO: Livingston at the time of GW150914. The middle plot shows the same data, but whitened using a PSD estimation of the same data. The PSD was estimated over 32 seconds of data surrounding the signal, excluding the half second containing the signal itself. Whitening is a process used to normalise the noise in detectors. PSD estimations of the average noise floor are made; this average is then used to suppress the data in the frequency domain to provide equal amplitude across all frequencies. The expression for the estimation of the $n$th detector’s PSD, $S_n(f)$, at frequency $f$, is given in Equation 1.2:

$$ S_n(f) = 2 \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} R_n(t) e^{-2\pi ift} dt $$

(1.2)

where $R_n(t) = \langle n(\tau)n(\tau + t) \rangle$ is the auto-correlation function for stationary data.

The process for whitening, for time-domain data $d(t)$, is given by Equation 1.3:

$$ d(t) \xrightarrow{FFT} \tilde{d}(f) \xrightarrow{Whiten} \tilde{d}_w(f) = \frac{\tilde{d}(f)}{S_n^{1/2}(f)} \xrightarrow{iFFT} d_w(t) $$

(1.3)

---

8 See Sections 1.3.3 and 1.5.1 for examples.
9 For clarification the Power Spectral Density is the equivalent of the Power Spectrum (PS), but normalised by the frequency at each point. There are also equivalents of Amplitude Spectrum (AS) and Amplitude Spectral Density (ASD) which is the square root of the PSD.
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Figure 1.3: A PSD estimation of data from LIGO: Livingston around the time of the detection of GW150914, the first GW detection. The red line shows the strain of the detector calculated across a 32 second segment of data, with a Tukey window function. The black line is an estimation of the same data using Welch averaging. The blue line shows the estimation without proper windowing of the data and the orange line showing the trend of the unwindowed data. It should be noted that this plot is an adaptation of Figure 4 in Abbott et al. 2020 [116] generated with public LIGO data.

The bottom plot shows the whitened strain with a low pass filter removing frequencies above 200 Hz and a high pass filter removing frequencies below 35 Hz. There are also separate filters removing the excess power at specific frequencies due to power lines\[^{10}\]. These filters are applied prior to the inverse Fourier transform in Equation 1.3.

1.3.4 Interferometer noise

Any non-astrophysical strain produced in the data can be categorised as noise\[^{11}\]. Noise can be further divided into transient and non-transient noise.

\[^{10}\]The AC power in the United States is transmitted at a frequency of 60 Hz. Due to this there are peaks in the noise at 60 Hz, and subsequent harmonics at 120 Hz and 180 Hz.

\[^{11}\]In sufficiently sensitive detectors, such as LISA, it is likely that large numbers of astrophysical noise sources could form stochastic noise in the detector. However, these have not been detected in either past or current ground-based interferometers as such signals occupy a frequency range outside the sensitive bands of ground-based interferometers.
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Figure 1.4: A demonstration of the effects of windowing and filtering of data. The data in this figure is the public strain, sampled at 4kHz, of GW150914 released by the LVK, the strain for the waveform of GW150914 is calculated using the PESummary plotting library [15] and the maximum likelihood from the public samples of GW150914 [74], the approximant used is SEOBNRv4PHM [118].

1.3.4.1 Non-transient noise

Non-transient noise in GW interferometers comes from numerous sources, each contributing to the noise floor at different frequencies. These contributions can be seen in Figure 1.5. For example, at low frequencies, typically below 20 Hz, the dominant noise comes from environmental noise, sometimes called “seismic noise” such as the movement of vehicles in the surrounding area. A significant peak can be seen at about 10 Hz from resonant oscillations in the test mass suspensions, other modes of these suspensions can be seen at higher frequencies, 500 and 1000 Hz respectively. These oscillations are sometimes called the “violin modes”.

Above 200 Hz, the sensitivity is dominated by quantum vacuum fluctuations. This noise is a combination of shot noise, variations in photon arrival time at the photodiode, at high frequencies and radiation pressure noise at low frequencies. This can be reduced via quantum squeezing [76, 79]. Quantum squeezing of the phase of the laser increases the measurement precision of the amplitude and reduces precision of phase measurement, while in turn squeezing the amplitude increases the measurement precision of the phase. In GW interferometers phase squeezing is implemented to reduce shot noise and increase high frequency sensitivity [119].

For the majority of current astrophysical analyses noise from these sources are assumed to be normally distributed about the mean noise floor and to not change over the length of observed transient signals. These assumptions of Gaussianity and stationarity are crucial in order to perform accurate analyses.
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Figure 1.5: Example PSDs of the contributions of different noise sources to the design sensitivity of an Advanced LIGO interferometer. The data in plot was produced using the pygwinc package [10, 11]. Environmental noise consists of contributions from seismological shifting in the Earth’s crust, the Newtonian Gravity component is due to the affect of gravity on the test masses and the Mirror Coating noise is due to thermal oscillations in the components.

1.3.4.2 Transient non-Gaussian noise

Transient non-Gaussian noise, or “glitches”, appear as significant differences from the noise floor of the detector. These occurrences can be up to several seconds in length, typically shorter, and significant glitches can be as frequent as several per minute [55]. Only a limited number of these glitches have known sources, such as scattered light on the test masses, weather, or interactions with electromagnetic communications [113, 120, 121]. These sources can often be removed or reduced. There are hundreds of auxiliary channels which check the status of known noise sources, such as changes in the environmental conditions or detector measurement systems, that can be used to test data quality [113]. Other glitches, such as blip glitches, are less well understood [121]. Blip glitches cause significant problems for searches as they are frequent, can cover portions of real signals, and can also cause transient signal triggers. These glitches have to be modelled and subtracted from the data after recording [62, 122, 123]. Where this is not possible, data segments can be vetoed and removed from analyses. They can cause false signals to occur in transient signal searches [121], and later cause problems for astrophysical analysis if improperly subtracted [122, 124]. Examples of glitches in interferometer data can be
seen in Figure 4 of [113]. The presence of these glitches cause the assumptions of stationarity and Gaussianity to fail, however, work is being done to better understand these sources, and to account for these assumptions [125–128].

Non-stationarity in the data can also occur as slow drifts in the noise floor over hours and days. To avoid this, transient signal analysis typically generates PSD estimations just prior to the signal. This ensures the most accurate possible representation of the noise at that time [55]. For transient GW analyses a PSD will be calculated for each interferometer, this is then assumed to accurately represent the interferometers noise floor for the duration of that potential signal. This assumption may fail for long duration signals, such as low mass CBCs inspirals, and could cause significant problems in future generations of detectors [126].

1.4 Compact Binary Coalescences

The ground-based GW interferometers were designed to detect the signals of inspiralling BNSs, as they were considered to be the most likely candidate for observation in the accessible frequency-strain domain [129]. Despite this, the first confident detection of any transient GW was from the merger of a BBH. On the 14th of September 2015 the two aLIGO detectors observed the merger of a $36^{+5}_{-4}$M$_{\odot}$ black hole (BH) with a $29^{+4}_{-4}$M$_{\odot}$ BH [59, 60] with a network signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 24. Since then, over 90 confident detections of CBC GW signals have been observed [55, 65–71].

CBCs are the observable collisions of two dense objects, typically BHs or NSs. Such objects are extremely massive, of the order of a few to a few tens of stellar masses. The extreme densities allows the objects to orbit each other at very small radii before merger, therefore allowing for extreme GW strains to be produced. The observable length and signal strain are related to the masses of the compact objects. Low mass binaries produce less strain in a detector at fixed distances, but merge at higher frequencies, compared to high mass binaries.

The observable lifespan of such signals can be split into three distinct regions:

- **Inspiral**: In which the signals orbital radii decays. This is typically the longest observable portion of a detectable CBC signal, particularly at lower masses. Customarily, the observational start of this portion of the signal is when the GW frequency reaches 20 Hz. This is the low frequency cut off of current GW interferometers due to the lack of sensitivity at lower frequencies. However the region theoretically extends back to the formation of the binary.

- **Merger**: The point at which the two objects inspiral ends and the objects collide to form a single object. This is almost always the point of maximal strain in the interferometer. For high mass CBCs this will dominate the observable signal, due to the inspiral mostly occurring below the low frequency
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...cut off of current interferometers. BNS systems, and potentially neutron star-black hole (NSBH) systems with low BH masses, could produce observable electromagnetic counterparts \[130\] at, or just prior, to this point.

- **Ringdown**: This is the coalescing of the final object from merger to its final state. At this point the two complex objects have formed a single black hole, this black hole will be distorted away from its equilibrium state and will “ring” as it relaxes back into this final state.

1.4.1 Modelling CBC systems

The strain produced by a CBC can be modelled. In current LVK analyses, which assume that these systems will have circular orbits \[59, 131\], a BBH signal is described by a total of fifteen parameters for a BBH signal, with seventeen for BNS. The parameterisation can be divided into two parameter sets:

- **Intrinsic**: Parameters relating to the internal dynamics of the system. These will include the masses and spins of the signal. For very simple analyses the intrinsic parameters are considered to be two mass parameters and the two aligned spin parameters. However, most modern analyses will include in-plane spin, totalling eight parameters \[132\]. In the cases of systems including NSs there may also be a parameter describing the tidal deformability of each NS. Extra parameters can also be included, for example to describe a system’s eccentricity \[133\]. For all analysis in this thesis we have considered only BBH systems with in-plane spin giving a total of eight parameters, two describing the masses and six for the spins.

- **Extrinsic**: Parameters describing the relation of the signal source to the location of its detection. These typically include right ascension and declination, the parameters giving where this signal is on the sphere of the sky. The distance to the source, typically referred to as the luminosity distance. The inclination of the binary plane to the line of sight of the signal, the time of arrival, and the angles of the signal’s phase and polarisation angle upon detection \[132\]. The these parameters are typically presented by their estimated values when the signal meets the centre of the Earth, rather than from any single detector.

A list of typical parameterisations and values can be found in Tables A.1 and A.2 in Appendix A.

Some of these parameters are best represented in terms of combinations of multiple parameters. For example, one possible representation of a system’s mass would be the masses of the primary and secondary components, \(m_1\) and \(m_2\) respectively. However, it is often more convenient for analyses to use the parameters of chirp mass, \(M\), and mass ratio \(q^{12}\); these are shown in Equations 1.4 and 1.5.

\[12\] By convention the secondary component mass is always smaller than the primary. As such,
\[ M = \left( \frac{m_1 m_2}{m_1 + m_2} \right)^{3/5} \] (1.4)

\[ q = \frac{m_1}{m_2} \] (1.5)

Mass parameters are typically given in units of solar mass, \( M_\odot = 1.9885 \times 10^{30} \) kg. The chirp mass of a standard \( 1.4 + 1.4 M_\odot \) BNS is approximately \( M = 1.22 M_\odot \), and that of a \( 30 + 30 M_\odot \) BBH is \( M = 26.1 M_\odot \).

The spins of the components can be represented in a number of ways, two common representations encode the aligned and misaligned components of each object into two parameters \( \chi_{\text{eff}} \) and \( \chi_p \) [134]. These parameterisations are shown in Equations 1.6 and 1.7.

\[ \chi_{\text{eff}} = \frac{1}{M} \left( \frac{S_1}{m_1} + \frac{S_2}{m_2} \right) \cdot \hat{L} \] (1.6)

where \( M \) is the total mass of the binary, \( S_N \) is the spin of component \( N \), and \( \hat{L} \) is the orbital angular momentum of the system.

\[ \chi_p = \max \left( \chi_1 \sin \theta_1, q \frac{4q + 3}{4 + 3q} \chi_2 \sin \theta_2 \right) \] (1.7)

where \( \chi_1 \) and \( \chi_2 \) are the dimensionless spin magnitudes of the two binary components, normalised to the range \([-1, 1]\).

The most common CBC signals found by the LVK are identified as aligned spin systems, with little evidence of in-plane spin inferred [135]. A system with high in-plane spin, up to \( \chi_p = 1 \), is known as a precessing system. In these cases the unaligned spin angular momentum is large enough to cause the orbital angular momentum of the system to rotate around the total angular momentum of the system. This causes a beating-like pattern in the waveform [136, 137].

The modelling of the inspiral and mergers of CBCs is a complex process. There are currently no analytical solutions for CBC systems found through Einstein’s equations [25]. It is possible to simulate such systems using numerical simulations [138, 139]. However, the simulations required to do this are incredibly slow and complex. As such, the waveforms used in analysis are approximations constructed from catalogues of numerical relativity simulations.

There are four main families of CBC waveform approximants which take different approaches to the physical representation of the systems. Inside each of these families there are several variations of the underlying principles including different physical aspects, such as incorporating spin, tidal effects and eccentricity.

- **Taylor**: These approximants are constructed from Taylor expansions of the
Post-Newtonian approximation \[140\]. There is a significant limitation to these approximants as they only approximate the inspiral of the system and cannot simulate the merger and ringdown. As such, they are most commonly used for long inspiral systems such as sub-solar mass binary black holes and BNSs, where the inspiral is the dominant portion of the SNR. In these systems more advanced approximants can be very slow, however, as these expansions are just numerical functions, they are very quick to evaluate for different parameter sets. They can be generated in either the frequency domain, \textit{TaylorF}, or the time domain \textit{TaylorT} \[141\].

- \textit{Phenomenological}: These approximants are constructed from functions that approximate to catalogues Numerical Relativity simulations. Unlike Taylor waveforms they can approximate the inspiral, merger and ringdown of the signal. The two most commonly used approximants in this family are versions of either \textit{IMRPhenomT} \[142–144\], in the time domain, or \textit{IMRPhenomX} \[145–147\] in the frequency domain. Other than the Taylor approximants these are typically the fastest available approximants. Adaptions for each of the time and frequency domain versions are available to account for in-plane spin and higher multipoles. Example representations of a highly spinning BBH system under three \textit{IMRPhenomX} approximants can be seen in Figure 1.6 \[13\].

- \textit{Effective One Body (EOB)}: This family of approximants is broadly similar to the \textit{Phenom} family, in the manner of being approximated to Numerical Relativity simulations. However, they then fit the system by combining the mass of the system into a single “body” with orbiting point masses. These approximants can often be very slow to estimate and are only available in the time domain\[14\]. The most common approximant currently used in this family is \textit{SEOBNRv4} \[118, 148, 149\]. Like \textit{IMRPhenom} this waveform has more detailed models accounting for in-plane spin and higher multipoles. Example representations of a highly spinning BBH system under three \textit{SEOBNRv4} approximants can be seen in Figure 1.7 \[15\].

- \textit{Surrogates}: Surrogate approximants are constructed directly from catalogues of numerical relativity simulations \[150\]. These will be gridded, typically in terms of mass ratio, from equal mass up to around \( q = 0.25 \). Between points in this grid the surrogate will return an interpolated waveform between the two closest simulations.

Versions of several of these waveforms are available including extra parameters,\[13\]It should be noted here that the lack of in-plane spin in this waveform means that the parameters given to the aligned spin model were slightly different to those in the other two models.\[14\]Although frequency domain analysis is possible via Fourier transforms\[15\]It should be noted here that the lack of in-plane spin in this waveform means that the parameters given to the aligned spin model were slightly different to those in the other two models.
Figure 1.6: Frequency domain representations of a BBH signal, using three versions of the IMRPhenomX waveformapproximant. The left plot shows the strain as a function of frequency, right the power in the waveform at each frequency across the waveform. The three approximants shown here each include different physics, aligned spin only (IMRPhenomX), in-plane spin (IMRPhenomXP), higher multipoles and in-plane spin (IMRPhenomXPHM). These signals have the following parameters $M = 24.3 \, M_\odot$, $q = 0.5$, $\chi_{\text{eff}} = -0.3$, and $\chi_p = 0.4$ (IMRPhenomX has $\chi_p = 0$). These signals were generated at a distance of 400 Mpc.

for example with tidal deformability for BNS approximants. Current BBH waveforms, in general use by the LVK, include modelling for in-plane spins and higher multipoles. They do not, in standard CBC analyses, typically include eccentricity. Generation times typically increase as physics is included and as the total mass decreases. This leads to longer analysis times for later studies.

These approximations will not be perfect representations of the true systems. However, due to the weakness of currently observed signals, compared to detector noise, the systematic errors of these approximants has very rarely caused problems with analysis [151].

Systematic errors from inaccuracies in waveform approximants are more likely to occur for signals with a significant SNR [152, 153]. In these cases the likelihood in the data will be a sharper, more defined peak. There has been one case in which this has occurred in GW astronomy. GW200129 was analysed and categorised by the LVK as a standard BBH merger [55]. However, there were significant differences between the two analyses performed by the LVK using the SEOBNRv4PHM and the IMRPhenomXPHM approximants [55]. Hannam et al, 2023, noted that the SEOBNRv4PHM waveform suffers from systematics in this region of the parameter space and that the surrogate waveform and the Phenomenological waveform would be better approximants in this case [154]. This is the case in large part due to the
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Figure 1.7: Time domain representations of a BBH signal’s strain, using three versions of the SEOBNRv4 waveform approximant. Left shows the strain from 20 Hz to the merger and ringdown, right shows a close in representation of the merger and ringdown. The three approximants each include different physics, aligned spin only ($\text{SEOBNRv4}$), in-plane spin ($\text{SEOBNRv4P}$), higher multipoles and in-plane spin ($\text{SEOBNRv4PHM}$). The parameters of these signals are the same as those given in Figure 1.6.

signal being one of the highest SNR signal yet recorded.

1.4.2 CBC categories

1.4.2.1 Binary Black Holes

Binary Black Holes are currently the most commonly observed transient GW signals. To date there have been over 80 confident detections. The most famous of these is GW150914, the first detection. This signal fits into the category often called “vanilla BBHs”. These are BBH mergers, typically with near equal component masses between 10 and 50 $M_\odot$, most commonly showing little evidence of misaligned spin or higher multipoles. This category fits the vast majority of detected GW signals. The reasonably high mass of these objects allows for large viewing ranges, out to $z \approx 1$. As such they are the most common signals observed in ground-based GW interferometers.

Other cases of more interesting BBH systems include the first detection of an asymmetric mass ratio $[155]$, GW190412, in which the masses of the two components were 30 $M_\odot$ and 8 $M_\odot$, this event also showed evidence of high order multipoles and in-plane spin. There is also the high SNR, strongly precessing signal GW200129 $[55, 154]$, see Section 1.4.1.

$[155]$The detection was shown to have significant, measurable in-plane spin. The first of its kind. It should be noted that this has been disputed due to the overlap with a glitch $[124]$, however, it is unlikely that the glitch would provide enough SNR to account for the physical effects, even under imperfect subtraction.
Binary Neutron Stars

Binary Neutron Stars are much lower mass signals and as such are visible in the detector band for longer durations. They are however visible to much lower distances due to their lower masses, compared to BBH mergers. The component objects, Neutron Stars, are the high-mass dense remains of large stars. Neutron star observations are particularly valuable for astrophysical study due to their extreme conditions. It is not currently known what the distribution of NS masses in binaries is [135, 156–160], the radii of these NSs [161], or the condition of the matter within the star itself [162–164]. As such GW observations are particularly valuable for constraining the NS equation of state [62, 123, 165–168]. These uncertainties in the population of observable NSs leads to broad, potentially non-astrophysical, parameter ranges in analyses [169, 170]. The PyCBC search presented in Chapter 4 considers NSs with masses from 1 \( M_\odot \) to 2.5 \( M_\odot \) in its template bank.

Observable BNS mergers are assumed to have relatively low spins [171], compared to BBH systems. The maximal NS spin is likely below \(|\chi| < 0.7\) [172]. Typically, analyses of signals of this nature are considered under two possible spin priors high spin, \(|\chi| < 0.89\), and low spin \(|\chi| < 0.05\) [123, 173].

As the components are not BHs they are subject to tidal deformation [174, 175]. This means that modelling of the systems requires careful consideration of the matter effects, although the contribution to the waveform from tidal deformation is quite weak [176–178]. The two main waveform approximant families, IMRPhenom and SEOBNR, construct specific approximants for analysis of these systems, these are typically suffixed with \(NRTidal\) [179, 180]. The tidal deformation can lead to tidal shredding of one or both objects, prior to or during the merger. This can cause concurrent observations of the event in electromagnetic bands [62, 123].

To date there have been two confident observations of BNS GW emissions. The first, GW170817, is one of the most significant astrophysical events ever recorded [62, 123]. It was the merger of two neutron stars, with masses 1.46\( ^{+0.12}_{-0.10} \)M\( _\odot \) and 1.27\( ^{+0.09}_{-0.09} \)M\( _\odot \). The signal was found in three interferometers, both aLIGO detectors and AdVirgo, this allowed for extremely accurate source localisation. For the first time a coincident Gamma Ray Burst observation GRB170817A [181, 183]. The GW observations measured the sky location to a region of 16 square degrees [62, 123] at the 90\% credible region, subsequent electromagnetic observations allowed the source to be located to its host galaxy. The resulting kilonova was observed in all electromagnetic bands from Radio through to Gamma Rays [184].

The second BNS observation was that of GW190425 [173]. This observation was not coincident with any confident electromagnetic observations [173]. However, there have since been low-confidence claims of link to a coincident Fast Radio Burst [185] [186]. The lack of confident electromagnetic observations is likely due to the lack of sky location sensitivity from operating interferometers. GW190425 had measured
masses of $2.0^{+0.6}_{-0.3} \, M_\odot$ and $1.4^{+0.3}_{-0.3} \, M_\odot$, higher than that of GW170817.

1.4.2.3 Neutron Star - Black Hole Binaries

During the second half of the third observing run, two observations of the merger of a NS with a BH were observed [187]. These events, GW200105 and GW200115, did not coincide with any electromagnetic observations, this could be because the systems were too distant for a detectable electromagnetic counterpart, the lack of accuracy in inferred sky location, or because no such counterparts were produced. In high mass ratio scenarios it is likely that the merger occurs before the NS is tidally disrupted [188, 189]. There are also two other possible NSBH events, GW190426_152155 [66] and GW190917_114630 [67], although these signals were deemed less significant by the LVK [187].

Another significant GW detection that could fit into this category is the merger of a $23.2^{+1.1}_{-1.0} \, M_\odot$ black hole and a $2.59^{+0.08}_{-0.09} \, M_\odot$ neutron star, GW190814 [190]. This signal, again with no electromagnetic counterpart, is possibly the heaviest NS ever detected, or the lightest BH ever observed. It falls within the mass gap between the heaviest estimates of NSs and the lowest formation scenarios for BHs [191–194]. For the purposes of many LVK analyses this mass gap is defined to component masses between $2.5M_\odot$ and $5M_\odot$.

1.4.2.4 Intermediate Mass Black Hole Binaries

BHs with masses less than $100 \, M_\odot$ are known as stellar mass BHs, while those above masses of $10^5 \, M_\odot$ are Supermassive Black Holes, between these two ranges objects are known as Intermediate Mass Black Holes (IMBH) [195–198]. Mergers of binaries in these mass ranges are likely to be some of the loudest detectable signals in ground-based GW interferometers. However, to date no observations of these mergers have been made [199, 200].

Despite this, observations of high mass mergers have proved the existence of IMBHs, the most significant of these being GW190521 [201], in which the final remnant BH had a mass of $156.3^{+36.8}_{-22.4} \, M_\odot$. Several other mergers with similar masses have since been observed [55]. The high masses involved in these signals leads them to be observable at large distances. They are also only observable in the detector band for a few cycles, due to the relatively low frequency of their mergers.

1.5 Transient signal observations

For confident signal detection we need to test if a signal, $h(t)$, is present in our strain data, $d(t)$ at time, $t$. To do this we draw a null hypothesis, $H_0$, that the data contains solely noise $n(t)$, and an alternative hypothesis that it contains both noise and signal.
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\[ H_0 : d(t) = n(t) \]  
\[ H_1 : d(t) = n(t) + h(t) \]  

So far, the only GWs confidently observed by ground-based detectors have been transient signals from the inspirals and mergers of compact binaries. Despite the relative intensity of these signals, compared to other transient GW sources, the detector data containing the signal is generally dominated by noise.

1.5.1 Matched filtering

Due to the dominance of the noise in the interferometer data, observations and analysis often utilise a method known as matched filtering \cite{202}. Matched filtering works best for complex, but modelable signals. In matched filtering, a template is created for a signal. By convolving this template with the noise and data of the detector a quantity known as the matched filter SNR. An SNR greater than one indicates that a signal, matching this template, could be present in the data. The difference between the classic definition of SNR and matched filter SNR are subtle, but important. Throughout this thesis SNR will refer to the matched filter SNR unless otherwise stated.

The first step in estimating the SNR is to calculate the noise weighted inner product of template \( h(f) \) with data \( d(f) \). These quantities are generally estimated in the frequency domain, either by direct generation or Fourier transform from the time domain, as shown in Equation 1.10 \cite{202}.

\[
\langle h|d \rangle = 4 \text{Re} \int_0^\infty \frac{h^*(f)d(f)}{S_n(f)} df
\]  

(1.10)

Here, \( S_n(f) \) is a frequency domain estimation of the noise in the data. This is typically calculated using PSD estimation on detector data just prior to the region of interest\(^{17}\).

The matched filter SNR, \( \rho \), can then be estimated from this inner product, and the inner product of the template with itself, using Equation 1.11 \cite{202}.

\[
\rho = \frac{\langle h|d \rangle}{\sqrt{\langle h|h \rangle}}
\]  

(1.11)

For detected GW signals the SNR is one of the most commonly quoted values, often alongside the False Alarm Rate\(^{18}\) and relevant signal specific parameters such

\(^{17}\)Single estimations of detector PSDs are not typically used across long periods of time. This reduces errors arising from the non-stationary nature of the noise.

\(^{18}\)See Section 1.5.2 for a definition
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1.5.2 Searches for transient signals

The most common, and successful, transient GW searches utilise matched filtering through template banks. In a template bank search, the parameter space of the possible subject signals is divided up into a grid of possible signal templates. For example, in the third observing run, the PyCBC template bank was a grid across the parameter space of component mass and dimensionless aligned-spin of each of the compact objects [203]. The templates in these banks are spaced in order to provide minimal loss in SNR, 0.5% for the bank shown in Figure 1.8 between a signal and its closest template [203–205]. An example of a template bank is given in Figure 1.8

The search pipeline will iteratively generate a waveform template, constructed from the parameters of each template in the bank. It will match each template to the data at each time stamp in the data in order to return an SNR time-series. Peaks, above a certain significance, are considered as single detector triggers. Generally, detections are not claimed on single detector triggers [206], therefore further steps are taken in which two or more detectors are checked for coincident triggers within the light travel-time separation between active interferometers.

Often, as in O3, some parameters are left out in order to reduce the size of the

---

19 See Equation 1.4
template bank, mostly for reasons of computational expense. In the template bank shown in Figure 1.8, the parameters governing template placement are primary and secondary component mass and the aligned spin of each component. This could lead to searches missing significant signals; for example, if a bank does not account for in-plane spin, then highly precessing signals may be missed entirely by such searches [207].

These searches for transient signals can produce a very large number of triggers. These can be reduced under the condition of multiple detector coincidence. However, even with this constraint it is likely that the vast majority of returned signals would occur from random fluctuations in the detector noise. To avoid this several constraints are applied; False Alarm Rate (FAR), SNR, and search specific detection statistics.

Signals are not claimed as confident detections by the LVK unless they have a network SNR of 12 or higher [77]. The network SNR is a calculated by adding the individual detector SNRs in quadrature. For a three detector, Hanford (H1), Livingston (L1), Virgo (V1), detection this calculation would be:

\[ \rho_{\text{network}} = \sqrt{\rho_{H1}^2 + \rho_{L1}^2 + \rho_{V1}^2} \] (1.12)

All searches use FAR as a measurement of trigger significance. A FAR estimation is made by taking the data from one detector and offsetting the other by an amount greater than the maximum light travel time between the two detectors. This means that there can be no real coincident signals between the two data sets. The template is then matched with each data set to estimate the number of coincident events with a matched filter SNR equal or higher than that of the true trigger. If the number of these “false events” is high then the trigger is more likely to have been produced by similar noise in the detectors and the event is less likely to be astrophysical. LVK events are typically only considered significant if they meet the threshold of \( \text{FAR} < 2 \) per year [66].

Each search uses its own specific detection statistic. For example, PyCBC uses a reweighting of the SNR with a \( \chi^2 \) statistic, sometimes called “new SNR” [19, 53]. Recently confident triggers are required to meet a probability of astrophysical origin threshold of greater than 50% [55]. This threshold uses the value \( \rho_{\text{astro}} \) which makes assumptions about trigger distribution and knowledge of merger rates [208].

There are several matched filter based searches, two of the most commonly used of these are PyCBC [16–20] and GstLAL [209, 210]. There are also other, non-matched filter based searches performed for transient signals. These unmodelled searches are less optimal CBCs than modelled matched filter searches and therefore can miss significant signals found by other searches. They are, however, a more ag-

---

20 Some searches, including cWB are sometimes referred to as “weakly-modelled”, as they often include constraints for chirp-like behaviour. Commonly this is done by searching for signals that increase in frequency with time.
nostic tool and therefore are capable of finding unexpected and unmodelled sources.

The one commonly used unmodelled/weakly-modelled search is the coherent Wave Burst, cWB, pipeline \[6, 7, 211\]. cWB finds regions of excess power in the noise. It compares these regions with data in other active detectors in order to find coincident power. By using light travel times between detectors it compares the profile of these power regions in order to find coherent sky locations for these events. If there is a reasonably coherent sky location it is then able to reconstruct the waveform of the signal in the noise via excess power subtraction.

1.5.3 Parameter Inference

If a confident detection is made of a transient GW signal then it is often considered in further detail in order to establish features of the signal’s source. This processes is called parameter estimation (PE). There are several PE algorithms currently in use by different groups. However, the most common method is Bayesian Inference via stochastic sampling.

1.5.3.1 Bayes Theorem

Bayes theorem allows for the estimation of the probability that the data, \(d\), contains some signal \(h(\theta)\), comprised of parameters \(\theta\). This relates the conditional probabilities between the two as shown in Equation 1.13.

\[
P(h(\theta)|d, M) = \frac{P(d|h(\theta), M)P(h(\theta)|M)}{P(d|M)}
\]  

(1.13)

Here the posterior probability, \(P(h(\theta)|d, M)\), of a signal \(h(\theta)\) being in data \(d\), given model \(M\), is given by the estimation of the likelihood, \(P(d|h(\theta), M)\), the prior probability of the signals having the set of parameters \(\theta\) and given evidence \(P(d|M)\).

Bayes theorem therefore allows us, given some model, to estimate the probability of a signal with set parameters being present in the data. To do so we need to estimate the values of the prior, likelihood and evidence.

Customarily, the prior distributions of these parameters are chosen to be uniform across their particular parameter space. This allows for increased agnosticism in parameters. It should be noted that this does not necessarily mean that all prior distributions are straight, uniform distributions. For example, the most agnostic distribution for the inclination of a binary is uniform in the cosine of the inclination angle. Another example is the use of a cubic power law distribution for luminosity distance, as this is flat in volume. Some analysis may be done with more astrophysically informed priors, such as predicted mass distributions from published signal catalogues \[135\], however, this is not done for any PE in this thesis.

By far the most complex and expensive step in PE is the likelihood estimation.
This involves generating waveform approximants for the set of parameters and then performing inner product calculations. The quantity calculated is generally the log-likelihood and is given in Equation 1.14:

$$\ln \left( P(d|\theta) \right) = (d|h(\theta)) - \frac{1}{2}(h(\theta)|h(\theta))$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.14)

As, for each set of parameters, we must estimate a waveform approximant and then calculate the match; this step can take several seconds, leading to analysis times on the order of days. This is particularly the case for low mass systems, analysis at low frequencies, and approximants with complicated physics and many parameters. The evidence is the integral of the likelihood across all possible parameters in the model and is essentially used as a normalisation constant.

1.5.3.2 Stochastic Sampling

With these values estimated for a set of parameters, it is possible to estimate posterior probabilities. As shown in Section 1.4.1, CBC signals require many different parameters to describe the observed signal. To accurately infer the parameters of the system we must estimate the true value all of these parameters. The standard approach for this is to explore the parameter space via stochastic sampling, of which there are two main approaches; Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) and Nested Sampling.

Markov Chain Monte Carlo involves performing one or more, randomised walks around the parameter space \cite{5, 212–215}. The posterior probability is estimated at each step and is used to decide if the sample should be accepted or rejected and another drawn. Once a new sample is accepted then it is used as a base for the step to the next sample. The next step depends only on the previous step. This allows the walk to tend towards local maxima, but also escape to catch other modes.

While MCMC techniques have several methods to avoid being stuck in local maxima \cite{216}, they can often miss other modes in the data. Nested sampling, if distributed sufficiently densely in its initial samples, can avoid this \cite{217, 218}. Here a large number of points are placed randomly across the parameter space. These are then ordered by likelihood. Depending on the method the sample are then rejected or accepted by trying to find a new sample with a better likelihood than that of the least “likely” sample.

Stochastic sampling methods like this are generally very slow, mostly due to the likelihood estimation and waveform generation. Alternative methods are now in use \cite{219, 223}. While these methods draw samples, they do so in different, less agnostic, ways.

There are multiple ways to speed up parameter estimation. A common method is to reduce the number of sampling parameters through marginalisation \cite{132, 224}, in which certain parameters are removed from sampling. These parameters can
later be constructed using analytical approaches. This can be only be done over certain parameters such as time \[225\], phase \[226\] and distance \[227\]. This is because these parameters are less astrophysically interesting and simple to remove during sampling. Other possible methods, typically designed around speeding up the likelihood evaluation and waveform approximant estimation, are commonly used. These include, but are not limited to; efficiently binning waveform generation in frequency space \[228\], and constructing waveforms from linear combination of basis vectors \[229\].

1.5.4 Posterior distributions

Parameter estimation runs are performed over many dimensions. This is impossible to accurately visualise, so the distribution of samples are shown on a parameter by parameter basis, either as a one dimensional histogram, or as a comparison between two or more parameters. Figure 1.9 (left) shows a plot of the distribution of component masses in public samples of GW150914 \[59, 60, 230\], while Figure 1.9 (right) shows the same samples but parameterised over chirp mass and mass ratio. Both plots show from analysis with two different waveform approximants \[21\]. These figures also contain one dimensional posterior distributions, shown by the Kernel Density Estimations (KDEs) on the horizontal and vertical axis. KDEs are smoothed estimates of distributions \[231\]. The width of the posterior shows how well constrained the analysis is of that parameter, for example, the mass ratio of the signal is not well constrained in either analysis.

1.6 Population analyses

With a selection of GW signals detected analysis can be made to examine the makeup of the universe of GW producing binaries. Such studies provide insight into how the universe forms such systems. For example, if the distribution of binaries indicates that binaries often have in-plane spin then more binary systems may form dynamically than in isolated binaries \[232\].

These studies have been used to interpret the mass distribution of both BBH and BNS systems \[135\]. They have also interpreted how the mass distribution of BBHs varies with redshift and how the spins of such systems behave. These studies have large error margins due to the low numbers of events, particularly for BNS systems, and also due to the selection effects of ground-based interferometers biasing towards higher mass binaries. For an example of this see the difference between the

\[21\] It should be noted that, while the posterior distribution from the two sets of analyses are given equal significance in these plots, direct comparisons between the two should be made with caution. There are almost 90 times more samples in the IMRPhenomXPHM analysis than in the SEOBNRv4PHM analysis. This is due to the relative speeds of waveform approximant generation allowing for faster analyses with the IMRPhenomXPHM approximant.
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Figure 1.9: Posterior distributions for component masses (left) and chirp mass-mass ratio (right) of the first transient GW detection, GW150914. The KDEs on the horizontal and vertical axis represent one dimensional marginalisations of the individual parameters. The central plot shows a two dimensional representation of the parameters.

distribution of the detected, Figure 2, and inferred, Figure 10, merger rates of BBH mergers by mass in the most recent LVK rates and populations estimates [187]. Throughout this thesis, where parameters are drawn from distributions we have used distributions from [233] for BBH systems, unless stated otherwise. However, we use a variety of different BNS mass distributions, both due to a lack of available model data at the time of some work, and due to the specific needs of different studies. The specific choices of BNS distribution is explained where relevant.

1.7 Other observable signals in interferometer data

While all GW studies in this thesis are based upon CBCs, there are a number of other signals that ground-based interferometers could detect. As yet there have been no confident observations of any non-CBC GWs.

1.7.1 Bursts and other transients

The most commonly searched for transient signals, other than CBCs, are sources such as supernovae [234]. These are the violent explosions of large stars, which often then form a NS or a BH. These systems are very difficult to model and as such there has been little success in generating waveforms for their GW signals. Because of this they are, currently, best characterised as burst-like, or “unmodelled” signals. Supernovae are likely to be much weaker signals than those from CBC mergers. The LVK was only able to rule out detections of supernovae within 20 Mpc in the first two observing runs [235]. At this time the viewing range of a typical BNS signal
was up to five times greater \cite{65}. Despite this small range, it is possible that such an event could be observed within the current generation of detectors.

Another burst candidate is that of cosmic strings \cite{28}. Cosmic strings are theoretical one dimensional boundaries left over from the formation of the universe. These strings could potentially tangle with themselves and “cusp” creating loud GW transients. There are little to no theoretical constraints on the length or mass of such strings and as such there can be no efficient template based searches. There is also no knowledge as to the frequency ranges of such possible signals. Therefore, they could quite likely emit detectable GWs outside the frequency range of ground-based interferometers \cite{28}.

There are also several, modellable, GW emitting binary systems that have not been observed, and will likely emit waves outside the range of current detectors. These systems are predicted to emit at lower frequency, typically in the range of the planned space-based detector LISA or the Pulsar Timing Array. These include: Supermassive Black Hole binaries \cite{236}, Intermediate Mass Black Hole binaries \cite{237}, White Dwarf binaries \cite{238} and Extreme mass Ratio Inspirals \cite{239}.

### 1.7.2 Continuous waves

Non-transient, or long duration signals, are typically predicted from non-spherically symmetrical spinning NSs \cite{240,241}. “Mountains”, predicted to be on the order of a few centimetres high, on the surface of NSs, will cause broadly monochromatic long durations signals. These should be detectable by ground-based detectors. Searches for such signals are typically performed by searching for signals in the sky location of known pulsars, or as all-sky searches for unknown systems. These searches, while currently unable to observe such signals, have been able to place limits on the spherical nature of known neutron stars \cite{242,245}. There are other potential sources of continuous waves, such as matter accreting pulsars \cite{246} and dark matter boson cloud-black hole orbits \cite{247}.

There is also the possibility of other, non-GW signals interacting directly with the interferometer in a similar manner to continuous waves. One such possibility is the coupling of scalar field dark matter signals with the beamsplitter. In Chapter \ref{ch:6} we describe this possibility in more detail.

### 1.7.3 Stochastic background

Stochastic GWs have two theoretical sources, astrophysical and cosmological. Astrophysical sources are caused by the confusion noise from large numbers of similar sources \cite{104,107}. For example, between approximately $2 \times 10^{-4}$ and $2 \times 10^{-3}$ Hz, the LISA detector will likely have a noise floor set by the number and frequency of galactic white dwarf binaries \cite{96} and not by the technological noise of the instrument. The sheer number of such signals will cause a near-Gaussian signal. Long
duration studies of these signals, matched with electromagnetic observations of signals should allow for studies of the loudest/nearest signals. However, the majority of these signals will contribute to the noise [248].

Cosmological stochastic GWs come from the big bang and the early universe [249, 250]. This signal, analogous to the cosmic microwave background, would be at very low frequencies and therefore only detectable by the pulsar timing array. Such a signal would allow for measurements of the early universe, earlier than any current, electromagnetic observation has made. There are upper limits set on the GW background with ground-based GW interferometers [251, 252].

1.8 Thesis overview

The purpose of this thesis is to outline how signals in GW interferometer data can be misidentified and the effect this has on analysis of those signals. The thesis is structured in the following way:

Chapter 2 presents an estimation of how and when transient compact binary GW signals will overlap in the visible band of ground-based GW interferometers. Chapter 3 covers how typical parameter estimation techniques will behave in the presence of time-overlapping binary black hole mergers. Chapter 4 discusses how two typical transient GW search algorithms behave when transient signals overlap in time. Chapter 5 considers possible methods for ensuring that detected GW transients are correctly identified to be either single signals or time-overlapping transients. Chapter 6 gives an example of a method of estimating the power spectral estimate of GW interferometer data and how this can be used to search for scalar dark matter. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes this thesis, giving a summary of the work and its importance for the field of GW data analysis.
Chapter 2

Estimation of the probability of observing two time-overlapping Compact Binary Coalescences

2.1 Introduction

To date the only GWs observed by ground-based interferometers have been transient signals. Specifically, these signals have been CBCs. This is due to these signals typically being the loudest and most common signals predicted in the frequency range of these interferometers. For the majority of detectable CBCs, the observable portion of the signal is typically only the last few seconds, or fewer, of the binary’s life. This means that these signals are only present in the detector band as transient signals.

Since the second-generation of GW interferometers began observations in 2015 [59], they have confidently detected over ninety distinct CBC signals, across three different observing runs [55, 65–71]. While the detectors have yet to reach their design sensitivity, the periods between observing runs allow for increased viewing range and therefore increases in the number of observed signals [55, 77]. For example, between the first and second observing runs, O1 and O2 respectively, the range at which LIGO: Livingston could observe a typical BNS signal increased from 60 to 80 Mpc. This was in large part due to the replacement of a faulty temperature sensor, but also improved mass dampers and the mitigation of scattered light in the detector [65, 253]

Figure 2.1 gives an example of how the sensitivity of the LIGO: Livingston detector increased across the three observing runs[1]. In each run, this sensitivity lead to an increase in the mean rate of detected transients as shown in Table 2.1.

[1]See Section II.A of B. P. Abbott et al, 2019 [65], for the changes between O1 and O2, Section II of R. Abbott et al, 2021 for changes between O2 and O3 [66], and Section II of R. Abbott et al, 2022 for changes between O3a and O3b [55]
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Figure 2.1: Example PSD estimations of the LIGO: Livingston detector across the three observing runs of LIGO. The data for these PSDs are taken from publicly released estimates at the time of signals in those observing runs. O1: GW150914 [230], O2: GW170814 [254], O3a: GW190828_063405 [255], O3b: GW200306_093714 [256]. The third observing run was split into two halves, O3a and O3b. There were only minor upgrades, such as through the adjustment of the vacuum squeezers, to the sensitivity during the break [55]. In this figure we have applied a low frequency cut off of 15 Hz.

The current generation of detector are due to reach design sensitivity in 2025 [77], with the next generation of detectors expected to start observations by the middle of the next decade [87, 89]. In this time, the rate of signal detection is expected to increase to the point at which multiple transient signals could be observable by detector at any one time.

Current methods of CBC data analysis rely upon the assumption that the data contains either solely noise, or noise with a single signal. As the presence of one or more secondary signals would break this assumption, it is necessary to estimate when we are likely to start observing such cases, and then if and how much it affects current signal analysis techniques. This will allow for the preparation of future detection and analysis techniques for such an occurrence. In this chapter we outline how such time-overlapping signal rate estimates can be made and give estimates of when, and how often, such signal overlaps could occur.
2.2 Calculating the probability of observing time-overlapping CBCs

The number of CBC signals observed by a detector depends on the merger rate of such systems, the length of the observing period, and the volume of space in which that merger is visible by the detector. As CBC signals are random and independent, their merger times can be modelled by a Poisson distribution \[257\]. This means that the probability of a merging system being observed within a specific time period is then given by:

\[
P(k \text{ signals in time } T_{\text{obs}}) = \frac{(RT_{\text{obs}})^k \exp(-RT_{\text{obs}})}{k!} \tag{2.1}
\]

where \(R\) is the rate of mergers, \(T_{\text{obs}}\) is the period of observation, \(k\) is the number of mergers in that period. For two mergers to overlap in time, there must be two signals that are detectable within the visible duration of a single signal, \(T_{\text{signal}}\). With this duration we can use Poisson statistics to calculate the inter-arrival time for two signals. For example, if the first signal occurs at time \(t_0\), with the second signal occurring at time \(t_1 = t_0 + \Delta T\), then we can find the probability that \(\Delta T\) is less than the observable period of the signal:

\[
P(\Delta T < T_{\text{signal}}) = 1 - \exp(-RT_{\text{signal}}) \tag{2.2}
\]

This is the probability that a detected signal is overlapping another signal. Further, by estimating the number of detectable signals in an observing period of a detector, the number of time-overlapping signals can also be predicted. A rough estimate of this is given by the number of detectable signals multiplied by the probability of signals overlapping in time.

Current estimates on the merger rate of compact binaries are confined to redshifts of \(z \lesssim 1\) due to the nature of observed signals. It is known that this rate will increase with increasing redshift \[135\]. An increase in the rate of detections would lead to an increase in the rate of time-overlapping signals. However, for the purposes of
our study we have assumed a constant merger rate, regardless of redshift. This assumption should hold well for all detectors discussed here, with the exception of Einstein Telescope, as their viewing ranges are largely constrained within the volume $z \lesssim 1$. Calculated values for ET should be treated with caution due to this uncertainty. The true values are likely to be much larger, potentially over an order of magnitude higher. This will lead to a significant increase in the number of overlapping binary signals.

To estimate the distance at which a particular detector configuration can observe different merging systems we use the BNS range. By convention, the BNS range of a detector is the horizon distance at which the detector can observe a binary neutron star coalescence with masses $1.4M_\odot + 1.4M_\odot$ with an SNR of 8, from an optimal sky location. This horizon distance assumes that the signal is in an optimal sky location for the detector, all calculations in this study have included this assumption. The equivalent for binary black hole mergers is for two 30$M_\odot$ black holes at an SNR of 8. The mean BNS range for the second part of the third observing run, O3, were 115 Mpc and 133 Mpc for LIGO: Hanford and LIGO: Livingston respectively \[55\]. The LVK does not release BBH range estimates from observing runs, however estimates of that BBH range for the two detectors at this time would be 1080 Mpc and 1250 Mpc respectively\[2\].

### 2.2.1 Probability of time-overlapping BBH mergers

The rates and populations companion paper for the third GW transient catalogue produced by the LVK collaboration estimated the rate of BBH mergers from the signals it observed at: $R_{BBH} = 28.3^{+13.9}_{-9.1}$ Gpc$^{-3}$ yr$^{-1}$ \[135\].

The relatively large sample of observed BBH mergers allows for the rate of merger to be calculated as a function of the systems component masses \[135\]. We used publicly available data \[233\], for the PowerLaw+Peak mass distribution shown in \[135\]. This distribution gives a rate estimate for a variety of different merging black hole systems with primary masses between [5, 100]$M_\odot$ and mass ratios in the range [0.1, 1]. For each system in this grid we used the inspiral-range Python package \[11, 258\], alongside estimates of the PSD for different detector configurations \[92, 259–262\] to estimate the distance at which the detector could observe a merging BBH system of that mass pairing to an SNR of 8. Estimates of the visible duration of the signal were then made by generating waveforms for each mass pairing and calculating the duration of the signal between a low frequency cutoff and the merger. These were 20 Hz for the aLIGO configurations \[77\], 10 Hz for

\[2\] This agrees with the estimates by the collaboration prior to the observing run \[77\]. It also agrees with an estimate using the PSD for O3b shown in Figure \[2\].

\[3\] The PSD used for aLIGO: O3 is taken from the first three months of the Livingston detector during O3.

\[4\] The LIGO-Voyager PSD is a noise estimate calculated via the pygwinc Python package as described in Chapter \[3.3.4\].
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LIGO-Voyager \([78]\) and 1 Hz for Einstein Telescope \([90]\).

Estimates for the probability that an observed signal contains an overlap can then be calculated in the following way:

\[
P(\text{Overlap}) = 1 - \exp^{-\langle RT \rangle} = 1 - \exp^{-\langle RV(m)T(m) \rangle} = 1 - \exp^{-R \int V(m)T(m)p(m)dm}
\]  

(2.3)

where \(\langle RT \rangle\) is the average of the merger rate and visible signal duration over all mass pairings, \(V(m)\) is the visible volume, calculated as a sphere in comoving volume at inspiral range for mass pairing \(m\), \(T(m)\) is the visible duration for the mass pairing, and \(p(m)\) is the probability of observing such a mass pairing.

From this we found the probability that an observed binary, in the next aLIGO operating run, O4, overlaps another signal at approximately \(1.0^{+0.5}_{-0.3} \times 10^{-5}\). Estimating the number of signals, by multiplying the rate of BBH mergers with \(VT\), the visible volume and observing duration, leads to an expected \(100.0^{+56.0}_{-29.0}\) signals in O4. From these values there is very little chance of observing any time-overlapping signals in this observing run. The same is true for the final aLIGO configuration at design specifications.

However, when aLIGO is replaced by the proposed LIGO-Voyager detector \([84, 264]\) the sensitivity, and therefore viewing range, will increase. LIGO-Voyager is expected to have a significant increase in low frequency sensitivity. We therefore set a low frequency cutoff of 10 Hz. This increases the observable period for BBH signals, further increasing the probability of overlap.

With this detector configuration, the number of mergers in a year’s observing run is \(2700.0^{+1300.0}_{-880.0}\). The probability that an observable signal in LIGO-Voyager is overlapping another detectable signal is approximately \(2.3^{+1.2}_{-0.8} \times 10^{-3}\). This could occur in as many as \(6.3^{+7.7}_{-3.4}\) of observable BBH detections in LIGO-Voyager per year. LIGO-Voyager is therefore the most likely detector to first observe such signals. While this will only occur for a small fraction of signals, it could cause significant problems if the signals are incorrectly identified. This will be the case, particularly if the bias from the overlap causes drastic changes to the recovered signal parameters.

By the mid 2030s, 3G detectors, such as ET and CE\(^{b}\), will start their observation runs. These detectors will have almost an order of magnitude better sensitivity and much lower frequency cutoffs. Observing time-overlapping signals here is near certain and should account for the majority, if not all, BBH signals. Values for these calculations are given in Table 2.2.

\(^{5}\)The conversion to comoving volume was estimated using the Python package Astropy \([4]\) with the Hubble constant set to the value found by the Planck mission in 2018 \([263]\).

\(^{6}\)We have not included estimates for Cosmic Explorer, however we do not expect that the signals in this interferometer to face similar rates of time-overlapping signals as Einstein Telescope.
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2.2.2 Probability of time-overlapping BNS mergers

The BNS merger rate is not well constrained due to the small number of observed BNS mergers. To date the LVK collaboration has only observed two BNS mergers \[62, 155\]. To calculate the average visible duration of such signals, we have defined a probability distribution function for the mass of the primary neutron star and drew a sample grid. The grid covered the range \([1, 3]M_\odot\) for primary mass and \([0.3, 1]\) for mass ratio. For each mass pair the probability of the primary mass was drawn from a truncated normal distribution between \(1M_\odot\) and \(3M_\odot\), with a mean of \(1.4M_\odot\) and variance 0.5. The probability of the secondary mass was drawn from the same distribution, but with truncated limits between \(1M_\odot\) and the primary mass. The probability of that mass pair is then the product of these two probabilities. These two distributions can be seen in Figure 2.2.

We followed the same method described in Section 2.2.1 to calculate the probability of two or more time-overlapping signals occurring in O4. The rate of BNS mergers is \(R_{\text{BNS}} = 105.5^{+190.2}_{-83.9} \text{Gpc}^{-3}\text{yr}^{-1}\) \[135\], the predicted BNS range is 190 Mpc \[77\]. BNS signals have much lower masses than BBH systems, as such they merge

---

\[7\] This work was performed before an estimate of the BNS mass distribution was made in the most recent release of the LVK rates and populations paper. Due to this, the distribution was set as shown here. We have since rerun these calculations with updated rate estimates from this data release, however we did not update the BNS mass distribution. Similar results for this analysis with distributions taken from the second LVK rates and populations estimates \[265\] can be found in the original published work \[1\]
2.2. Calculating the probability of observing time-overlapping CBCs

We predict that the number of observed BNS mergers in O4 will be $3.2^{+5.7}_{-2.5}$ mergers per year. Over the full year of O4 the probability of detecting two signals from BNS signals that overlap is $1.4^{+2.5}_{-1.1} \times 10^{-5}$. Therefore it is not expected that time-overlapping BNS signals will be observed in the next aLIGO observing run.

The increase in visible volume allowed by LIGO-Voyager, coupled with the increase in visible duration via a lower low frequency cutoff, leads to a drastic increase in the number of observed time-overlapping BNS mergers. However, initial studies of time-overlapping binaries, imply that only signals that overlap with mergers close in the time domain, less than fractions of a second apart, will cause significant problems, see Chapter 3 for more details. This calculation only sets the requirement that the signals overlap in the time domain. Despite the large number of time-overlapping BNS signals in LIGO-Voyager, it is unlikely that any will overlap across a significant portion of the inspiral. Several studies have looked at parameter estimation upon such overlaps [266, 267].

As with BBH mergers, during third generation detector observing runs, it is likely that most, if not all, BNS mergers will overlap. This is mostly due to the increased number of observable cycles. Values for these calculations are given in Table 2.3.

2.2.3 Probability of BBH mergers overlapping with BNS mergers

BBH mergers are visible in ground-based interferometers for much shorter periods than BNS. The visible period for a typical $30 + 30M_{\odot}$ BBH merger in aLIGO is approximately 0.894 seconds, from a starting frequency of 20 Hz. For a typical $1.4 + 1.4M_{\odot}$ BNS merger, this is 161 seconds. However, at the sensitivities of aLIGO and LIGO-Voyager, BBH signals are observed at a much higher rate. It is therefore possible, and likely, that time-overlapping signals will be observed with a BBH merger occurring within the visible period of a BNS inspiral.
Table 2.2: The probabilities of detecting overlapping BBH signals, and estimates on the number of such detections, in different GW detector configurations, across a years observations. All quoted error margins are 90% credible intervals. We note here that the number of observed signals in O3, according to R. Abbott et al 2022 [55], is slightly higher than this value. This is likely due to the specific PSD estimation used for this analysis. However, these numbers are meant to be only broadly demonstrative of typical observing run values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detector Configuration</th>
<th>Mean BBH Range (Mpc)</th>
<th>Low Frequency Cut Off (Hz)</th>
<th>Mean Visible Duration (s)</th>
<th>(P(\text{Overlap})) (BBH)</th>
<th>(N_{\text{events}}) (BBH)</th>
<th>(N_{\text{Overlap}}) (BBH)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aLIGO: O3</td>
<td>611.0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6.735</td>
<td>(3.9^{+1.9}_{-0.3} \times 10^{-6})</td>
<td>42.0^{+21.0}_{-13.0}</td>
<td>0.0^{+0.0}_{-0.0}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aLIGO: O4</td>
<td>842.5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6.735</td>
<td>(1.0^{+0.8}_{-0.4} \times 10^{-5})</td>
<td>100.0^{+50.0}_{-29.0}</td>
<td>0.0^{+0.0}_{-0.0}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aLIGO: Design</td>
<td>882.9</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6.735</td>
<td>(1.2^{+0.6}_{-0.1} \times 10^{-5})</td>
<td>120.0^{+60.0}_{-38.0}</td>
<td>0.0^{+0.0}_{-0.0}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIGO-Voyager</td>
<td>2684.0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>43.11</td>
<td>(2.3^{+1.2}_{-0.8} \times 10^{-3})</td>
<td>2700.0^{+1300.0}_{-880.0}</td>
<td>6.3^{+3.4}_{-2.2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Einstein Telescope</td>
<td>4961.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19830.0</td>
<td>(1.0^{+0.0}_{-0.0})</td>
<td>15000.0^{+7100.0}_{-5000.0}</td>
<td>15000.0^{+7100.0}_{-5000.0}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3: The probabilities of detecting overlapping BNS signals, and estimates on the number of such detections, in different GW detector configurations, across a years observations. All quoted error margins are 90% credible intervals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detector Configuration</th>
<th>Mean BNS Range (Mpc)</th>
<th>Low Frequency Cut Off (Hz)</th>
<th>Mean Visible Duration (s)</th>
<th>(P(\text{Overlap})) (BNS)</th>
<th>(N_{\text{events}}) (BNS)</th>
<th>(N_{\text{Overlap}}) (BNS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aLIGO: O3</td>
<td>133.8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>151.3</td>
<td>(4.8^{+8.7}_{-3.8} \times 10^{-6})</td>
<td>1.1^{+2.0}_{-2.2}</td>
<td>0.0^{+0.0}_{-0.0}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aLIGO: O4</td>
<td>189.8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>151.3</td>
<td>(1.4^{+2.5}_{-1.8} \times 10^{-5})</td>
<td>3.2^{+5.7}_{-2.9}</td>
<td>0.0^{+0.0}_{-0.0}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aLIGO: Design</td>
<td>197.7</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>151.3</td>
<td>(1.6^{+1.5}_{-1.0} \times 10^{-5})</td>
<td>3.8^{+3.3}_{-2.9}</td>
<td>0.0^{+0.0}_{-0.0}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIGO-Voyager</td>
<td>771.6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>957.0</td>
<td>(5.8^{+10.4}_{-4.6} \times 10^{-3})</td>
<td>210.0^{+390.0}_{-850.0}</td>
<td>1.2^{+1.1}_{-0.9}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Einstein Telescope</td>
<td>2185.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>440000.0</td>
<td>(1.0^{+0.0}_{-0.0})</td>
<td>4800.0^{+1700.0}_{-3800.0}</td>
<td>4800.0^{+1700.0}_{-3800.0}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Calculating the probability of observing time-overlapping CBCs

#### Table 2.4: The probabilities of detecting a BBH signal while a BNS signal is present in the detector, and estimates on the number of such detections, in different GW detector configurations, across a years observations. Here the range, and number of individual events, is given for BBH mergers. The duration is for BNS events. All quoted error margins are 90% credible intervals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detector Configuration</th>
<th>Mean BBH Range (Mpc)</th>
<th>Low Frequency Cut Off (Hz)</th>
<th>Mean Visible Duration (s)</th>
<th>$P(\text{Overlap})$ (BNS+BBH)</th>
<th>$N_{\text{events}}$ (BNS+BBH)</th>
<th>$N_{\text{Overlap}}$ (BBH)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aLIGO: O3</td>
<td>611.0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>151.3</td>
<td>$6.9^{+3.2}_{-2.3} \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>$42.0^{+21.0}_{-13.0}$</td>
<td>$2.9^{+3.4}_{-1.6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aLIGO: O4</td>
<td>842.5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>151.3</td>
<td>$6.9^{+3.2}_{-2.3} \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>$100.0^{+56.0}_{-29.0}$</td>
<td>$7.2^{+3.8}_{-1.3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aLIGO: Design</td>
<td>882.9</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>151.3</td>
<td>$6.9^{+3.2}_{-2.3} \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>$120.0^{+66.0}_{-38.0}$</td>
<td>$8.3^{+4.8}_{-0.3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIGO-Voyager</td>
<td>2684.0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>957.0</td>
<td>$0.4^{+0.1}_{-0.1}$</td>
<td>$2700.0^{+1300.0}_{-880.0}$</td>
<td>$970.0^{+990.0}_{-490.0}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Einstein Telescope</td>
<td>4961.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>440000.0</td>
<td>$1.0^{+0.0}_{-0.0}$</td>
<td>$15000.0^{+7100.0}_{-5000.0}$</td>
<td>$15000.0^{+7100.0}_{-5000.0}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 2. Estimation of the probability of observing two time-overlapping Compact Binary Coalescences

To calculate the probability of such a signal, we use the observing range for BBH mergers to estimate the number of BBH mergers observed in the given observing run. We then treat the signal as having the duration of a BNS merger to account for the overlap with such a BNS. As the visible volumes and visible durations now do not depend on the same mass parameter, we must modify Equation 2.3 to account for the difference:

\[
P(\text{Overlap}) = 1 - \exp \left(-\langle R_{BBH} \rangle \langle T_{BNS} \rangle \right) \\
= 1 - \exp \left(-R_{BBH} \left(V(m_{BBH}) \langle T(m_{BNS}) \rangle \right) \right) \\
= 1 - \exp \left(-R_{BBH} \int V(m_{BBH}) p(m_{BBH}) dm_{BBH} \int T(m_{BNS}) p(m_{BNS}) dm_{BNS} \right) \\
(2.4)
\]

It is possible that such signals would be observed before the end of the current aLIGO detectors. They are likely to account for around 36% of all BBH mergers in LIGO-Voyager, as many as 970.0+990.0−490.0 BBH signals overlapping BNS signals in a years observation. Values for these calculations are given in Table 2.4. However, as stated in Section 2.2.2 due to BNS signals being particularly long, the vast majority of these signals will overlap at significantly different frequencies, with merger times particularly far apart.

2.3 Overlaps of other signals

The Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo detectors are sensitive to GW sources other than CBCs. Since the writing of this work, the mergers of two neutron star-black hole binaries have been observed by the LVK [187]. To the same extent very high mass collisions, such as intermediate mass black hole mergers (IMBH) [201], are rare enough to make their merger rates difficult to predict. These signals are also much shorter, further reducing the chances of signal overlaps. For these reasons we do not consider these signals any further in this study.

At the time of writing, there have been no observed GW signals from supernovae, or any other proposed GW burst source, announced by the LVK collaboration. It is of course possible that these signals could overlap. However, we do not consider these due to the lack of observations limiting signal rate estimates.

It is likely that non-transient, or very long signals, would overlap with any transient signal. These signals, such as continuous waves from neutron star mountains, would produce monochromatic, or narrow band excess power at specific frequencies. These would likely not vary across the duration of the transient [208, 269]. This overlap is unlikely to cause problems for transient analysis. Such a signal would not be too dissimilar from noise lines already present in the detector, such as that of power lines at the detector sites. These lines can either be notched out in the
2.4 Calculating the probability of observing more than two time-overlapping CBCs

Considering the large number of signals we expect to see in Einstein Telescope, we now examine the probability of observing more than two signals at the same time. This is possible by extending Equation 2.2 to the case of \( N \) time-overlapping signals:

\[
P(k > N) = 1 - \sum_{k=0}^{k=N} P(k) = 1 - \sum_{k=0}^{k=N} \frac{(RT_{\text{obs}})^k \exp^{-RT_{\text{obs}}}}{k!}
\]  

(2.5)

We calculated the probability for every value of \( N \) up to 1,000 for three cases of time-overlapping signals; BBH, BNS and BNS+BBH, using the rate and viewing range estimates given in Tables 2.2, 2.3, 2.4 respectively. Assuming the median merger rates given above, each BBH merger in Einstein Telescope will overlap \( 9^{+5}_{-3} \) other BBH signals. For BNS mergers this is \( 66^{+120}_{-53} \). These results are shown in Figure 2.3.

It follows from Figure 2.3 that it is unlikely Einstein Telescope will be able to observe any signal that does not overlap with multiple other signals. However, the probability of observing \( P(k > 2) \) in second-generation detectors such as aLIGO or LIGO-Voyager is negligible. Therefore, it is reasonable to consider the two signal situation for these detectors as a first attempt at mitigating the potential problems.

2.5 Validation of analytical probability calculation

Previous studies of the probability of observing time-overlapping signals have considered a similar analytic approach to this calculation [266]. Others have considered a more numerical approach. For completeness, we here check our result numerically in a similar method to that described in Section 2 of [267].

From the distributions described in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 we drew random samples of component masses as estimates of possible observing runs. For each signal we calculate the observable period and assigned a merger time drawn from a frequency domain, or included as part of the PSD estimation, which should cause no problems in the matched filter process.

There are plans to launch The Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA), a space-based GW detector, in the mid 2030s [95]. However, the detector is designed to observe a different frequency range than ground-based detectors. Sensitive between the \( 10^{-5} \) Hz and \( 10^{-1} \) Hz band, it should observe the mergers of much more massive objects than LIGO. These more massive signals, such as supermassive black hole mergers, will be much longer than LIGO BBH mergers. It will not be possible to study these signals without accounting for the interference from signal overlap.
uniform distribution across a year’s observing period. We then counted how many signals in that observing period overlap in time. This process was repeated $10^6$ times to obtain a reasonable average for each run. The resulting number of overlaps and $P(\text{overlap})$ agree qualitatively with our analytical predictions. We can therefore conclude that our analytical estimates are reasonably accurate, given the current merger rate estimates and our assumptions.

2.6 Discussion

This chapter contains an outline of how estimates can be made for the number of transient compact binaries that overlap in-band in a ground-based GW interferometer. It shows that, while such signals are unlikely to visibly overlap within the life span of the current, second-generation of detectors, they are almost certain to be observed in an end of generation detector configuration. Data analysis methods for detections in a LIGO-Voyager network must therefore be developed to spot such cases and disentangle the two signals.

We also show that most, if not all, transient signals in the proposed third generation will overlap with another transient in-band. Further, it is likely that most of these transients will overlap with multiple other transients. Signal subtraction
in these cases will likely be much more complex than the two signal overlaps that would occur in LIGO-Voyager. It is therefore even more necessary to establish how to spot and separate signals with advanced LIGO-Voyager-like detectors before such a third generation detector is built.

Findings from the parameter estimation study in Chapter 3 led to a re-estimation of the probability of observing problem time-overlaps. This can be found in Section 3.4.
Chapter 3

Parameter estimation bias from time-overlapping binary black hole signals in second-generation interferometers

3.1 Introduction

If time-overlapping signals begin to make up a significant fraction of detected signals, as shown in Chapter 2, their effects could bias wider reaching studies such as population modelling and tests of general relativity. Even a single time-overlapping signal could negatively affect scientific results, if the bias from the second signal causes significant deviation from a true signal.

In this chapter, we investigate the effects time-overlapping signals can have on stochastic sampling, the main PE technique currently in use within the LVK Collaboration. Previous studies of time-overlapping transients have investigated the bias caused when attempting to recover either of the two signals in the data [266, 267]. For our analysis, we treat time-overlapping signals as a single signal and apply parameter estimation in an agnostic manner, making only the assumption that the signal is a merging BBH. We attempt to constrain the regions in which such time-overlapping signals would show significant bias. We also show what forms this bias can take when analysis with parameter estimation includes sampling over black hole spin parameters and uses waveforms that include spin-induced precession.

In Section 3.2 we outline our method of signal overlap and recovery. The results of this study are described in Section 3.3, with updates on our probability calculation from our results in Section 3.4. Section 3.5 provides a summary of our findings and proposals of avenues for further study.
3.2 Method

3.2.1 Parameter estimation of gravitational waves

There are many different methods of parameter estimation used to establish the probable dynamics of detected CBCs. However, the conventional method is to use stochastic sampling via Bayes’ Theorem. Explanations of Bayes’ Theorem and stochastic sampling are given in Sections 1.5.3.1 and 1.5.3 respectively.

For this analysis we used the BILBY parameter estimation code [5, 270], with its default nested sampler DYNESTY. This is now the typical approach to CBC used by the LVK collaboration [55, 67].

For this analysis we used the precessing waveform approximant IMRPhenomPv2 [271–274] to estimate the parameters of the merging binary. While the IMRPhenomPv2 approximant is not the most advanced waveform, notably missing higher multipoles, it does allow for the analysis to contain the majority of signal physics without drastically increasing the computational cost.

To speed up the sampling time of the large number of sampling runs performed in this analysis we allowed the sampler to marginalise over time, phase and distance. Phase marginalisation is not always possible with precessing waveforms, creating likelihoods that can differ from the true likelihood. However, IMRPhenomPv2 contains both (2, ±2) multipoles in the co-precessing frame [271]. This allows for precession to be measured reliably with marginalisation over phase.

3.2.2 Studying time-overlapping signals

In the case of a detected signal, current data analysis techniques assume only the presence of a single signal in the noise. We perform our analysis on a similar basis, in which the data segments containing one or more signals are treated as single signals. This is a realistic situation as, if such a signal were discovered in current search pipelines it would likely produce a single trigger time stamp. This trigger would likely then be treated as a single signal.

However, if two or more GWs are present in the detector at the same time their signals will interfere and produce a non-physical, composite waveform. The sampling software will then select sets of parameters that match this composite waveform, rather than those of the component signals.

For this study we have restricted transient overlaps to two signals only. The observed waveform is therefore comprised of two component signals, Signal A and Signal B, where Signal A is the primary waveform that remains constant throughout the analysis. We perform parameter estimation on a variety of combinations of the two signals and observe the situations in which the sampler recovers signals that differ significantly from the true posterior of either signal. Throughout our analysis we keep Signal A to be a GW150914-like merger with chirp mass of 28.1 M⊙ and...
mass ratio 0.806.

Estimates of the probability of observing transient overlaps showed that BNS+BBH overlaps are the most likely to be observed first. However, our preliminary analysis showed that there should not be significant problems in distinguishing these signals in the case of an overlap, as there are large differences between the time-frequency evolution of these kinds of CBC mergers. These differences, particularly as most of these BBH signals will merge long before the BNS signal merges, should cause the two signals to be distinguishable. In these cases, PE could be performed on only the portion of the signal containing the clean BNS signal. The merging BBH portion would be gated out, as has been done for glitches present in BNS signals \cite{62,123}. It is also possible to perform multi-signal “global-fit” parameter estimation, see Chapter \ref{chap5}. The process of gating allows for less reliable data to be removed from the analysis. Due to this, we do not present any analysis into these types of overlap here.

There are four main differences that can describe the relationship between the two signals. The first being the relative merger time, the time separation between the mergers of Signal A and Signal B. In our analysis, we control this separation by manually setting a displacement of Signal B’s merger time upon signal creation. For the majority of our analysis, we keep this separation constant between detectors by giving both signals the same sky location. This is of course an unlikely situation, but should have little effect on the outcome of the PE for studies of signals in a single detector. For detector networks it does increase the coherence between observed signals in the network, see Sections \ref{sec3.3.2.1} and \ref{sec3.3.2.2}. For our primary analysis we allow the merger time of Signal B to vary according to $|\Delta t_c|: [-0.1, 0.1]$ seconds, relative to the merger time of Signal A.

The second relative parameter compares the SNRs of the two signals, how loud Signal B is in comparison to Signal A. In order to vary this, we keep Signal A at a constant SNR of 30 throughout the whole analysis. The SNR of 30 was set for the LIGO: Hanford detector. The SNR in LIGO: Livingston was 24.3. We then vary the luminosity distance of Signal B such that it would independently appear at several, frequently lower, SNRs in the detector. For our primary analysis we allowed SNR$_B: [5, 30]$, for the LIGO: Hanford detector, in order to vary from very low relative SNRs to almost equal.

The third relative parameter is the difference in the two signals true waveforms. The frequency evolution of each waveform is described uniquely by its own set of parameters. To this extent we describe the frequency evolution of each signal by controlling its chirp mass, $M$. The chirp mass dominates the frequency evolution of the waveform \cite{202}. To observe how this changes overlaps we vary Signal B’s chirp mass according to $M: [24.1, 32.1]M_\odot$ giving a wide range around that of Signal A. The mass ratio of Signal B was kept constant at 0.9, as a typical “vanilla” BBH mass ratio.
The composite frequency evolution of the two signals is also dominated by each signals initial phase. For our analysis, we keep Signal A’s phase constant and perform several sets of analysis for each configuration of Signal B at different random phases.

We have restricted all analysis to time-overlapping BBH signals. This was done as we expect these types of overlap to cause the most significant bias in parameter estimation within the next decade of ground-based observations, see Section 2.2.1 for further information. From preliminary, exploratory studies we also found that time-overlapping BBH signals could show precession-like effects. This is due to the constructive and destructive interference of the two signals causing a beating pattern in their combined waveform. This is the case even when the component signals contained little to no precessing spin.

Other studies [266, 267] have considered time-overlapping BNS signals and BBH signals that merge during a visible BNS signal. For the sake of reducing computational time we have left these studies for future analysis. However, we expect that BNS+BBH mergers are less likely to cause significant bias due to their vastly different frequency evolutions. Unless the SNR of the BBH signal is very high relative to the BNS, sampling will likely recover the BNS correctly when given priors for the BNS, due to the much larger number of cycles. The signal will remain clean for much of its observable period. If recovery of the BBH is desired then, unless the relative SNR is very large, it is likely that no reliable PE can be performed in this situation without prior subtraction of the BNS system. This may not be possible for low mass BBH signals which will have long inspirals.

For the recovery a constant set of priors were used throughout the study. These priors were kept as close as possible to those outlined in Appendix C of [65], in order to best match initial analysis that would be performed in the signal of a detection trigger. To fully encompass the parameters of both systems, some of these priors were widened slightly. The luminosity distance prior was set with an upper limit of 6000 Mpc in order to cover the large luminosity distance of the lowest mass Signal B at SNR 5.

It is possible that the interference of the waveforms could cause merger like effects earlier in the period of the signal. Therefore, the merger time prior was also widened from 0.2 seconds to 1 second. This was done in order to encompass the full chirp of both signals. This would allow for any signals that might interfere in such a way to cause chirp-like characteristics far from the true merger.

The runs were all performed with signals injected in the commonly used “zero-noise” approximation where the noise is assumed to be identically zero across all frequencies. The resultant obtained posteriors are then expected average posterior under a large number of noise realisations. In addition, we performed runs with Gaussian noise added to the signal to ensure consistency in our zero-noise results. None of these runs differed qualitatively from the posteriors found in the zero noise case and all conclusions held.
3.3 Results

3.3.1 Single detector runs

Our primary analysis considered time-overlapping signals as seen in a single detector. Events are rarely published if only found in a single detector, however, this can occur in the case of an interesting signal. This is possible for a signal which has been significantly biased by a second signal.

For each run; two signals were generated as described in Section 3.2. Signal B was then injected into the same data frame as Signal A using the Python package GWpy [12]. The created data frames were then given to the parameter estimation software, BILBY [5, 270], using the nested sampler DYNESTY [8]. The data segments were treated as potential observed BBH signals with no further assumptions. Each data segment was 8s long, with 6s prior to the merger time of Signal A. This was done in order to best match the detection process of a true GW signal. The PSD used for these runs is the aLIGO Design PSD, from the “Design” column of the table of publicly released PSFs [261].

We find that in the case of a signal pairing with an unequal ratio of the SNRs of the two signals, the sampler will recover parameters much closer to those of the louder signal. The sampler can almost always correctly recover Signal A in the situation where its SNR is more than three times the SNR of Signal B. The results are more reliable when Signal A shares less of the parameter space with Signal B. If Signal B is allowed to exist at SNRs greater than that of Signal A then the posterior settles on the values of Signal B. The effect of the SNR ratio is shown in Figure 3.1, where the SNR of Signal B is increased with other signal parameters kept constant.

All plots presented here will be posterior distributions of parameters, in the form of violin plots. The first two posteriors will show the posterior distributions for separate, single signal runs of Signal A and Signal B. The posteriors that follow these are for two time-overlapping signals of near identical parameters, but with stated differences. Horizontal grey lines show the 90% credible intervals for the posteriors. The two horizontal lines in blue and red show the injected values for the parameter for Signal A and Signal B respectively. All posterior plots were made using the parameter estimation plotting software, PESummary [15].

When the two signals have a time separation greater than the visible duration of the signal, the time between the low frequency cut off and the merger, in the detector then the sampler will favour the louder signal. In this situation the signals would have been recorded as separate detections and would not be studied with wide enough time priors to cover both signals.

---

1Violin plots can be read most conveniently by considering the right side of each violin to be a histogram of the posterior distribution. Often the left side of the violin will represent the prior, however, due to our priors being quite wide and flat, this is uninformative in this case. The violins are therefore mirror images of the posterior only.
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Figure 3.1: Recovered chirp mass posterior distributions. Posteriors labelled Signal A and Signal B are for data with a single signal injected at SNR 30. Signal B is injected with a relative merger time of $|\Delta t_c| = +0.025$ seconds and a chirp mass of $26.6 \, M_\odot$. The next five posteriors have the two signals injected with the same properties but with the SNR of Signal B varying from 5 to 30. Signal A is kept with an SNR of 30 in all runs. The two horizontal lines in blue and red show the injected values of the chirp mass for Signal A and Signal B respectively.

In the situation where Signal A is both louder than Signal B and merges at a later time, the recovered posterior is much closer to that of Signal A. This is because most of the power is within the period of Signal A. However, if Signal B merges after Signal A, the posterior is more likely to recover significant bias, even at lower SNR ratios. The reverse is true if the relative SNRs of the two signals are swapped.

When signals do overlap in the time domain there will always be some bias in the parameter estimation. The bias from time overlap increases as the merger times of the two signals are brought closer together. Figure 3.2 shows the recovered posteriors for the chirp mass of near identical runs where the SNR of Signal B is constant, but the time separation of the mergers varies between runs. We also find that the bias in the samples is much more significant if the quieter signal merges after the louder signal. This is likely due to there being significant non-noise power remaining in the data after what would typically be the merger of the signal. This is outlined in Figure 3.3. Here it is clear that the top plot, where the quieter signal merges before the louder signal, shows the beating pattern of a precessing CBC signal, however it is not drastically different from common CBC waveforms. However, the bottom plot,
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Figure 3.2: Recovered chirp mass posteriors. Posteriors labelled Signal A and Signal B are for data with a single signal injected at SNR 30. Signal B is injected with SNR 30 and a chirp mass of 24.1 M⊙. The next seven posteriors have the two signals injected with the same properties but with the relative merger time of the secondary varying. The two horizontal lines in blue and red show the injected values of the chirp mass for Signal A and Signal B respectively.

where the quieter signal merges later, there is significant power left in the waveform after the significant merger of Signal A. This leads to more extreme parameter sets being selected.

For strongly overlapping signals, the significance of the bias is dominated by the frequency evolution of the signals. The bias is amplified if the signals are close in the frequency domain. If the parameters of the two systems are such that they have a very different frequency profiles, for instance if they have very different chirp masses, then the sampler struggles to build waveform templates that match the wide variations in frequency. The sampler is therefore more likely to match to the louder signal. On the other hand, if the signals have similar frequency evolution then the power in the signals are combined and the sampler has any easy job matching the composite, interfering signal.

The strongly overlapping case, in which the two signals have similar SNRs, frequency profiles and merger times, is shown in Figure 3.4. Here there are ten, near identical runs of the same signal configuration. The differences between the recovered posteriors is due to the initial phase of Signal B alone, which was drawn randomly for each run. We performed this analysis for several combinations of Signal
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Figure 3.3: Time domain composite waveforms of two time-overlapping waveforms creating a composite waveform. The top plot shows this when Signal B merges 0.05 seconds before Signal A, the bottom shows the case where Signal B merges 0.05 seconds after Signal A. These waveforms are identical to those injected in two of the time-overlapping runs shown in Figure 3.2, however we have here shown the case where Signal B is half the SNR of Signal A.

B SNR and relative merger time. For each combination we performed the same ten phase realisations. Figure 3.4 shows how much effect the phase has in the strongly overlapping case. In all cases in these phase-varied runs, the recovered chirp mass is lower than either injected values. It is likely that the sampler is selecting lower mass signals in order to match the longer duration of excess power caused by the longer composite signal.

In the case of signals that are very similar in merger time, SNR and frequency evolution, the sampler has to fit to a waveform that is varying significantly in frequency space. It therefore, often picks waveforms that are precessing. This leads to samples that have very unequal, and often well constrained, mass ratios. This is shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6 where the recovered values of mass ratio and $\chi_p$ are shown as the SNR of Signal B is increased. The apparent precession caused by time-overlapping signals is a similar process to one described in Fairhurst et al [275]. In this paper they model precession with the beating of two non-precessing signals. Here we have shown that this can occur from two time-overlapping signals that are visible in the detector.

Residuals were taken for all runs performed with non-zero noise. This was done
Figure 3.4: Recovered chirp mass posteriors. All runs are identical with Signal B of chirp mass $27.6\,M_\odot$, relative merger time of $|\Delta t_c| = -0.025$ seconds and SNR 30. As in all runs, Signal A has a chirp mass of $28.1\,M_\odot$. The time-overlapping signal posteriors differ due to the initial phase of Signal B, which was selected at random from a uniform distribution. The two horizontal lines in blue and red show the injected values of the chirp mass for Signal A and Signal B respectively.

by calculating the maximum likelihood sample set, generating an approximant from this and subtracting the signal from the data. For each residual, we performed Anderson-Darling tests [276] to check how consistent the remaining data was with Gaussian noise. Very few of the cases failed to pass this test at the stringent 1% level. Those that did were entirely high in SNR and close in merger time.

3.3.2 aLIGO-adVirgo network runs

Single detector signals are rarely accepted as real signals and should always be treated carefully. To examine the more likely case where two time-overlapping signals are observed in a network of detectors, we performed a similar set of injections into three detectors. Two of these detectors were located at the two aLIGO sites in Hanford, Washington and Livingston, Louisiana. These detectors were given an aLIGO design PSD from the penultimate column of the table of publicly released PSDs [261]. The third detector was located in Pisa, Italy and given a PSD of the Advanced Virgo detector at design sensitivity. This PSD was taken from the penultimate column of the table of publicly released PSDs [277].

In these runs, Signal A’s parameters were identical to those in the single detector
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Figure 3.5: A plot of posteriors for recovered mass ratio. Here Signal B has chirp mass \(26.6 \, M_\odot\) relative merger time of \(|\Delta t_c| = +0.025\) seconds compared to Signal A. The numerically labelled posteriors are at different injected SNRs of Signal B. Signal A has SNR 30 throughout. The two horizontal lines in blue and red show the injected values of the mass ratio for Signal A and Signal B respectively.

runs, as outlined in Section 3.2. Signal B was allowed to vary in luminosity distance such that it went from one thirtieth to twice the SNR of Signal A, in LIGO: Hanford. These runs were performed at a variety of different time separations and phases, but with a single chirp mass for Signal B of \(24.1 \, M_\odot\).

In multi-detector networks the position of the true signal in the sky controls the time of arrival at each detector. The difference in arrival time between detectors is that of the light travel time between the detectors at a given sky location and arrival time. The maximum difference is between the LIGO: Hanford site and the Virgo site in Pisa, this is approximately 27.3 ms. This time separation-sky location dependency means that signals that overlap in the detector interfere differently in different detectors and have different merger time separations in each detector.

Due to this sky location dependency we present two scenarios. The best case, in which the two signals arrive at the detectors from two positions at opposite sides of the line connecting LIGO: Hanford and Virgo. This maximises the difference in arrival time between detectors to 54.6 ms, twice the travel time between them. This situation should lead to the smallest, bias causing, overlap region and are the most likely time-overlapping signals to be recognised and separated.

We also examine the case in which the two signals arrive from sky locations
Figure 3.6: A plot of posteriors for recovered $\chi_p$. Here Signal B has chirp mass $26.6\, M_\odot$ relative merger time of $|\Delta t_c| = +0.025$ seconds compared to Signal A. The numerically labelled posteriors are at different injected SNRs of Signal B. Signal A has SNR 30 throughout. The two horizontal lines in blue and red show the injected values of $\chi_p$ for Signal A and Signal B respectively.

inducing time delays consistent across the detector network. It is likely that these signals will be more challenging to distinguish from real signals due to the inter-detector consistency. It should be noted that these “worst case scenario” signals are more likely than the best case signals. This is because for the merger times to be consistent across the network the signals can either arrive from the same sky location or come from a location perpendicular to the line of sight between detectors. These two scenarios show the extremes of the overlap for detectors based in their current locations, in reality most overlap cases will fall somewhere in between the two.

3.3.2.1 Best case scenario

We simulate signals at two sky locations at opposite sides of the line of sight between LIGO: Hanford and Virgo. Each signal was created at several time separations, $\Delta t = [-0.1, 0.1]$, as set in the LIGO: Hanford detector. The resulting Virgo time separations are $\Delta t = [-0.155, 0.045]$. The time separations in LIGO: Livingston also differ slightly from the LIGO: Hanford values.

For each of these cases, four randomly selected values for the phases were given to Signal B. The chirp mass of Signal B was kept to $24.1\, M_\odot$. The same agnostic, wide prior set and marginalisations were used as in the single detector runs.
3.3. Results

In these runs, the sampler tends to recover a GW150914-like signal for almost all the cases in which Signal B merges before the merger of Signal A. In these situations the recovered signal is closer to the parameters of whichever signal is louder in the detector network. This is most likely due to the majority of the power of Signal B being disguised by the more significant Signal A. This is increased by the time separation skewing to before Signal A for the majority of the runs due to the sky location and separation in Virgo.

The recovered posteriors show most evidence of bias in time-overlapping situations where Signal B merges after Signal A. This can be seen in Figures 3.7 and 3.8. These show the recovered mass ratio and luminosity distance posterior distributions for the case where Signal B has an SNR of 25 and merges at time separations of ±0.025 seconds, relative to Signal A. It can be seen that, in the case where Signal B merges 0.025 seconds after Signal A, in the LIGO: Hanford detector, the bias is much larger than for the equivalent case of earlier merger. At wider time separations the recovery skews toward a GW150914-like signal, although significant bias still occurs in some signals.

For the case of SNR$_A >$ SNR$_B$: if Signal B merges before Signal A then the majority of the power of Signal B is contained within the inspiral of Signal A. The composite waveform does not differ significantly from that of Signal A. However, if Signal B merges after Signal A, the composite waveform appears Signal A-like, but with a second chirp or elongated chirp. Therefore the sampler tries to match to this composite waveform, selecting more exotic sets of parameters.

However, we find that in all of these runs there is still significant bias in runs that merge with a small time separation. As with the single detector analysis, the bias is reduced at wider time separations and at less even SNR ratios. Effects such as recovered precession and well constrained values of mass ratio, as found in single detector runs, are also present in these strongly overlapping network signals.

As in the single detector runs, the recovered signal appears highly precessing. With mass ratio and $\chi_p$ constrained away from 1 and 0 respectively. To account for this the sampler selects waveforms that look like an edge-on system, as edge-on systems are more likely to show clearly detectable precession. The sampler therefore predicts that all the power of the signal is in the plus polarisation and leaves little in the cross polarisation. The luminosity distance is therefore recovered to be much smaller than the real value, in order to account for the high SNR. This is shown in Figure 3.8.

This behaviour of the polarisations can be represented by examining the inclination of the binary. The gravitational-wave polarisations are related to the inclination

---

2Here Signal B merges 0.020 seconds after Signal A in the LIGO: Livingston detector, and 0.030 seconds before Signal A in Virgo.
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Figure 3.7: Recovered mass ratio posteriors for Signal B overlapping either 0.025 seconds before or after Signal A at a variety of initial phases, injected into an aLIGO-adVirgo network. Signal B was injected with an SNR of 25. The sky locations of the two systems of Signal A and Signal B were selected to maximise the travel time between the LIGO: Hanford and Virgo sites. Stated relative merger times apply to the LIGO: Hanford detector, the equivalent merger time separations in LIGO: Livington are $-0.03s$ and $0.02s$, and $-0.080s$ and $-0.030s$ in Virgo. The two horizontal lines in blue and red show the injected values of the mass ratio for Signal A and Signal B respectively.

as shown in Equations 3.1 [278].

$$h_+(t) \propto 1 + \cos^2(\iota)$$
$$h_\times(t) \propto 2\cos(\iota)$$

(3.1)

where $\iota$ is the inclination of the binary. Due to this when a system is edge-on, $\iota \approx \pi/2$, $h_\times$ tends to zero, with all remaining power in the plus polarisation. For a signal to be selected at edge-on inclinations with large SNRs it must then be significantly closer to Earth. This is shown Figure 3.9 where the significantly overlapping system has a small inferred luminosity distance and a highly constrained inclination, close to edge-on. In the weaker time-overlapping case the sampler returns parameter distributions similar to those of the, unbiased, single signal case.
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Figure 3.8: Recovered luminosity distance posteriors for Signal B overlapping either 0.025 seconds before or after Signal A at a variety of initial phases, injected into an aLIGO-adVirgo network. Signal B was injected with an SNR of 25. The sky locations of the two systems of Signal A and Signal B were selected to maximise the travel time between the LIGO: Hanford and Virgo sites. Stated relative merger times apply to the LIGO: Hanford detector, the equivalent merger time separations in LIGO: Livingston are $-0.03s$ and $0.02s$, and $-0.08s$ and $-0.03s$ in Virgo. The two horizontal lines in blue and red show the injected values of the luminosity distance for Signal A and Signal B respectively. The final horizontal line shows the injected luminosity distance for Signal B in the combined runs at the lower SNR.

3.3.2.2 Worst case scenario

We performed runs in which the two signals merge at the same location in the sky, relative to the detectors. This situation is the most likely to cause a signal that is not recognised as time-overlapping due to the relative merger time remaining constant regardless of detector. The relative merger times of these signals are constant.

Here we find similar results to those in the Section 3.3.2.1, however, we find that the observed bias is much larger and skews away from the recovery of a GW150914-like signal, particularly in the situation where Signal B merges after Signal A, relative to the detectors. The higher significance of the bias is due to the coherence of the composite waveforms across the network. The two signals interfere in the same manner in all detectors due to their identical sky location. These results are shown in Figures 3.10 and 3.11.

Similar runs were performed with only the two aLIGO detectors at design sensitivity. The posterior distributions of these runs had the same qualitative results but
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Figure 3.9: Two dimensional posterior distributions showing the relationship between the recovered binary inclination and the luminosity distance of the source. One dimensional posteriors for each parameter are shown on their respective axis. Shown here are the posteriors of the single signal injection, Signal A (blue), a weakly biased time-overlapping case where the quieter signal merges before the louder signal (red), and a strongly biased time-overlapping case where the loud signal merges first. The two time-overlapping cases are the first two phase cases from Figures 3.7 and 3.8 with less precise constraints on certain parameters, as expected with fewer detectors.

3.3.3 Events below the detection threshold

It is possible that signals can be biased by the presence of a second signal, even if that signal were not detectable itself. To test this we performed PE on systems where the Signal A was identical to the GW150914-like signal described previously, but with an SNR of 8 in the LIGO: Hanford detector. This is often regarded as the threshold SNR for signal detection in an individual detector [77].

In this analysis Signal B merged 0.025 seconds after Signal A in order to provide
3.3. Results

Figure 3.10: Recovered mass ratio posteriors for Signal B overlapping either 0.025 seconds before or after Signal A at a variety of initial phases, injected into an aLIGO-adVirgo network. Signal B was injected with an SNR of 25. The sky locations of the two signals are identical creating identical arrival times at all three detectors. The two horizontal lines in blue and red show the injected values of the mass ratio for Signal A and Signal B respectively.

significant bias. Runs were performed with increasing SNR for Signal B from 1 to 8. These runs were performed for the full, three detector aLIGO-adVirgo network at design sensitivity. The network SNR of Signal A was 13.3, slightly higher than the network SNR detection threshold of 12. Sky locations were defined such as to give the two signals a consistent relative merger time across the network of detectors.

The posterior distributions for the chirp mass of these runs are given in Figure 3.12 These posteriors show that, while these signals are not detectable, they can still cause significant bias in the recovery of Signal A when approaching equal SNR. Such signals would also cause bias in the recovery of a louder Signal A, however, this would not be as significant an issue due to the largely unequal ratio of SNRs.

3.3.4 LIGO-Voyager network runs

Identical runs to the three detector aLIGO network, worst case scenario, were performed with a LIGO-Voyager detector sensitivity. The network kept the same locations as the two aLIGO detectors in Hanford and Livingston, with identical signal
Figure 3.11: Recovered luminosity distance posteriors for Signal B overlapping either 0.025 seconds before or after Signal A at a variety of initial phases, injected into an aLIGO-adVirgo network. Signal B was injected with an SNR of 25. The sky locations of the two signals are identical creating identical arrival times at all three detectors. The two horizontal lines in blue and red show the injected values of the luminosity distance for Signal A and Signal B respectively. The final horizontal line, purple, shows the injected luminosity distance for Signal B in the combined runs at the lower SNR.

parameters. No detector was included in the location of the Virgo detector as no current plans for such a future detector were available.

Two sets of runs, identical to those described in 3.3.2 were performed. These runs were performed with two differences. The aLIGO design PSD was replaced with a predicted LIGO-Voyager PSD. The PSD used was created from an estimate of the noise budget calculated through the Python package pygwinc [10] [11].

One set of runs kept the low frequency cutoff equal to that of the aLIGO network runs, 20 Hz, the other reduced this to 10 Hz, as expected for LIGO-Voyager. The increase in detector sensitivity, combined with identical parameters to the aLIGO network runs, produces signals with much greater significance in the LIGO-Voyager detector. However, it is the relative SNR that is relevant in these situations. This remains constant.

The results of these runs did not differ greatly from those of the aLIGO network. The recovered posteriors were much more precise than from the aLIGO runs, particularly for the mass ratio, Figure 3.13. Better constraints of the posteriors were found in the 10 Hz runs than the 20 Hz runs. This is due to the increased number
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Figure 3.12: Recovered chirp mass posteriors for Signal B overlapping either 0.025 seconds after Signal A at a variety of different SNRs, injected into an aLIGO-adVirgo network. The values given for each posterior are the SNR of Signal B in the LIGO: Hanford detector. Signal A was injected with an SNR of 8. The two horizontal lines in blue and red show the injected values of the chirp mass for Signal A and Signal B respectively.

of cycles visible in the detector. This increased number of cycles also shows more interference between time-overlapping signals. As such the 10 Hz runs show more bias from time-overlapping signals than the 20 Hz runs in all scenarios.

One notable difference between these runs and those in Section 3.3.2.2 can be seen by comparing Figures 3.11 and 3.14. The distance posteriors shown in Figure 3.14 are much broader than those in Figure 3.11 and biased towards smaller distances. This is an effect of the position of the detectors. The Voyager network is a two detector network and therefore cannot provide as accurate a location of the source as the three detector network, despite the higher sensitivity of the LIGO-Voyager detectors. The wider sky localisation leads to poorer constraints on distance and a favouring of nearer sources.

Example posteriors of the 10 Hz runs are shown in Figures 3.13 and 3.14. These show identical runs from the 10 Hz LIGO-Voyager runs as are show in Figures 3.10 and 3.11 for the aLIGO network, worst case scenario.
Figure 3.13: Recovered mass ratio posteriors for Signal B overlapping either 0.025 seconds before or after Signal A at a variety of initial phases, injected into a LIGO-Voyager network. The plot for the equivalent aLIGO run is given in Figure 3.10. The two horizontal lines in blue and red show the injected values of the mass ratio for Signal A and Signal B respectively. Due to the shift in detector sensitivity, here Signal A has an SNR of 120, and Signal B has an SNR of 100. Signal A’s chirp mass was kept constant at $28.1M_\odot$, and Signal B has a chirp mass of $24.1M_\odot$. Signal B is here recovered with the 90% credible interval not covering the injected value for the chirp mass. This difference is not significant enough to change the conclusions from the time-overlapping analyses. The cause of this is unclear, we expect this is due to the sampler getting stuck in a local maxima.

### 3.4 Probability Re-estimation

The probability estimations in Chapter 2 shows that these time-overlapping transients are unlikely to occur until the end of the second-generation of GW interferometers. We found that, in a year’s observations with LIGO-Voyager, there should be approximately $6.3^{+7.7}_{-3.4}$ and $1.2^{+8.5}_{-1.1}$ overlapping BBH and BNS signals respectively, per year of observation. There will also be around $970.0^{+990.0}_{-490.0}$ BBH signals that merge during the observable duration of a BNS merger. However, our study into parameter estimation of such signals indicates that the signals need to be within approximately $\pm 0.1$ seconds in merger times in order to cause significant bias. Here we consider what effect this has on the probability of observing time-overlapping signal bias.

Here, we follow a similar analytical process to that outlined in 2.2. However, to enforce the bias-time difference constraint we shorten the durations of the signals
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![Figure 3.14](image)

Figure 3.14: Recovered luminosity distance posteriors for Signal B overlapping either 0.025 seconds before or after Signal A at a variety of initial phases, injected into a LIGO-Voyager network. The plot for the equivalent aLIGO run is given in Figure 3.11. The two horizontal lines in blue and red show the injected values of the luminosity distance for Signal A and Signal B respectively. The final horizontal line, purple, shows the injected luminosity distance for Signal B in the combined runs at the lower SNR. The parameters of these signals are the same as those listed in the caption of Figure 3.13.

to 0.2 seconds in length. When applying this constraint LIGO-Voyager will only see significant bias causing events once in every four years of observations. When applied to Einstein Telescope there are still some signals that will show significant bias, purely from proximity of merger times. This will occur in approximately $1.39^{+1.70}_{-0.75}$ BBH events and $0.143^{+0.982}_{-0.137}$ BNS events each year.

Despite this, we have shown that bias can still occur from time-overlapping signals with relative merger times $|\Delta t_c| > \pm 0.1$ seconds. This wont be as severe as shown in some of the strongly overlapping results, but it could still be quite different from the true astrophysical source.

These values are only valid for the time-overlap of two signals. We find negligible probability of three or more signals overlapping within $\sim 0.2$ seconds, even in third generation detectors. However, our analysis of the significant bias region only applies to two signal overlaps. It is likely that multiple signals polluting the data will cause significant deviations from the true waveforms and that current parameter estimation techniques will struggle to account for this.
3.5 Discussion

While a few, weakly overlapping, detections may not be a significant problem, their presence is likely to cause trouble for studies of binary black hole populations, and tests of general relativity [279]. In the case of detecting a strongly overlapping signal; the system could appear highly precessing leading to a further detailed analysis and publication. These signals may affect any further astrophysical studies. We have only considered this for single signal cases and leave the effects on population studies for future works.

Overall, we find that time-overlapping BBH mergers do not show significant bias unless their waveforms overlap significantly in time and frequency. Bias is often small unless the separation of the two signals time of coalescence is less than \( \sim 0.1 \) seconds. However, the bias is often stronger if the quieter signal merges later than the louder signal, even beyond the \( \sim 0.1 \) second window. The ratio of the SNRs of the two signals must also be fairly equal, less than three, for the sampler to recover signals that differ significantly from the true posterior of the louder signal. Outside these narrow cases the bias is often negligible enough that stochastic sampling methods will select parameter sets similar to that of the louder signal. The vast majority of signals will be recoverable to a reasonable approximation.

Due to these narrow bias limits, it is reasonable to assume that most early detections of time-overlapping BBH mergers will not show significant bias. They should, however, only recover the louder signal. To recover the quieter signal new analysis techniques must be found to sample over the parameter space of two signals. Recently, some methods have been proposed that may solve this problem [280, 281].

In a network of detectors the relative sky locations of the two signals, and their relation to the line of sight between the detectors, has an effect upon the significance of the bias. We find that signals in sky locations along the line of sight between two detectors have a smaller region of significant bias. However, if the signals are in locations perpendicular to the line of sight, or at similar sky locations, the bias is more significant.

In the situation of two strongly overlapping waveforms the position and distribution of the posterior varies wildly with respect to the initial phase of the two waveforms. In these scenarios the sampler often selects waveforms that match highly precessing signals. This is due to the modulation of the frequencies present in the combined waveform. The result is often posteriors with mass ratios well constrained and away from the equal case. The sampler will then put the majority of the power into the plus polarisation and compensate by constraining a low luminosity distance.

We find that biases from time-overlapping signals can occur even if the quieter signal causing the bias is itself undetectable. Detections of signals with low SNRs should be treated with caution due to the possibility of bias from an undetectable signal.
3.5. Discussion

The results for LIGO-Voyager show that, while higher-sensitivity detectors are more likely to detect bias, they are also more likely to present significant biases in detections. If these can be properly characterised it should be possible to establish which detections contain a potential overlap. It may be necessary to look closely at any signals that show significant evidence of precession or unequal mass ratios.

Our analysis of the effects of time-overlapping transients has been confined to the case of time-overlapping BBH mergers. We don’t expect to observe the overlap of BNS systems until significant improvements are made in low-frequency detector sensitivity. This limits the observation of such overlaps until third generation detectors.

We did not examine the case of a BBH signal overlapping the merger of a BNS signal. However, we expect that the mergers of BBH signals that occur within the inspiral of BNS signals should not be recoverable unless they are much louder than the BNS signal. In this case a process similar to the gating of glitches can be used to remove the BBH for analysis of the BNS signal. When the BNS is louder than the BBH then we would expect only the BNS to be recoverable.

For the less likely case that a BNS merger is close to a BBH merger we expect the signals to not be easily recoverable without bias. It may be possible to correctly recover the BNS from its inspiral. Further, it may then be possible to use the inspiral to predict the merger cycles of the BNS. In this case, it can be removed from the data to reveal the BBH merger for further analysis. This could be a viable method of distinguishing such signals and we leave this for future analysis. However, we have not performed any analysis on time-overlapping BNS systems.
Chapter 4

Can modelled and unmodelled gravitational-wave searches detect time-overlapping transients?

4.1 Introduction

In Chapter 3 we investigated how parameter estimation techniques are affected by time-overlapping CBCs transients. Several other studies have been performed considering such events [266, 267, 281, 282]. The findings of these studies indicate that the parameters of modelled signals should be recoverable, unless the two signals overlap strongly with a small relative merger time. The bias is stronger if the signals have similar SNRs, as stated in Chapter 3 or chirp masses, mostly due to similar frequencies in the signals [282]. In the case where time-overlapping astrophysical signals are misidentified as a single signal, the data will be passed on to these parameter estimation methods. As these methods aim to minimise their residuals, it is possible that the overlap would not be noticed. Any resulting non-Gaussianity would likely be attributed to other causes such as glitches, precession or eccentricity [62, 123, 124, 283].

Current methods of gravitational wave detection rely upon the assumption that only a single signal is present in the detector and, in most algorithms, that this signal can be matched to modelled signal waveforms. As this assumption will break for time-overlapping transients, we have investigated how current search pipelines will behave in their presence. A previous study on simulated data of the third generation interferometer, Einstein Telescope, found that time-overlaps were not a problem for the detection of BNS signals [284]. However, this analysis was only performed with a modelled search and did not consider other categories of CBC time-overlaps.
Our investigation was performed by injecting pairs of time-overlapping CBCs into the coloured-Gaussian noise of a three detector, LIGO-Virgo, network. We then performed an offline search of these data sets using a modelled search, PyCBC, and an unmodelled search, cWB. We investigated how the parameters of the signal pairings affected whether the signals were detected and how accurate the recovered parameters of those signals were.

Section 4.2 outlines how the data were generated, and how each search works. Section 4.3 covers the findings of how signal pairings were detected and the effect of the overlap on recovered parameters. Section 4.4 contains a summary of our findings.

4.2 Method

4.2.1 Overview

For this study we consider two types of CBCs, BBH and BNS. Our main interest in including these two forms of signal was to see how current search methods behave under the presence of time-overlapping CBCs of different visible durations and frequency profiles. We did not include neutron star-black hole signals, which should have similar observable durations to low mass BBH signals, as these events are rare and less relevant to this study. Their presence in overlaps should be considered in future studies. We also did not include tidal deformability in the BNS signals, as it should have little effect on the length and frequency of the signal. Three separate investigations were performed for this study, each examining one of three combinations of CBC overlap: BBH+BBH, BNS+BNS and BNS+BBH.

4.2.2 Data generation

Each investigation in this study included generating ten days of coloured-Gaussian noise for a three detector network. This length of time was chosen to give a reasonable estimate of false alarm rate of significant signals and to allow a reasonable number of events to be studied. The detectors were added as two advanced LIGO detectors at design specification in the locations of LIGO: Hanford and LIGO: Livingston and a third detector with an Advanced Virgo sensitivity in the position of Virgo.

For each of the three studies mentioned in Section 4.2.1 we made three injection sets. The first two only included individual, non-overlapping signals from the pairings, labelled as SINGLES_A and SINGLES_B. This provides comparison data to see whether each signal is detectable alone. The final injection set, labelled as PAIRS, contained both Signal A and Signal B as time-overlapping pairs.

Signals were injected into the data internally in each search pipeline. BBH signals were generated using the SEOBNRv4PHM approximant to allow for the
inclusion of spin precession and higher modes. BNS signals were generated with the SEOBNRv4 approximant; this only allows for aligned spin and, does not include neutron star tidal deformability.

With the exception of merger time, the extrinsic parameters of both Signal A and B were drawn from uniform distributions in sky locations, phase, polarisation and binary inclination. Each signal was generated from 9 Hz, just below the noise cutoff of 10 Hz, to avoid discontinuities in the data. Further details of intrinsic parameters, merger times and luminosity distances are given in the subsections below.

This distribution is designed to be as close to a true astrophysical distribution, but to also allow reasonable study of possible time-overlapping CBC cases. As such our study is aimed at the methodology of the pipelines and not at providing an astrophysical study of such events.

4.2.2.1 Masses and spins

The masses of the two objects in a binary were drawn in pairs. BBH mass pairing were drawn from the most recent binary mass distribution estimation by the LIGO-Virgo collaboration. The chosen mass distribution was the PowerLaw+Peak distribution covering primary masses in the range $[5, 100] M_\odot$ and mass ratios in the range $[0.1, 1]$ [135]. As the detectors have some bias as to the events they will detect, we included a biasing factor on the mass distribution. Using the PSD of the advanced LIGO detectors [286], and the inspiral-range Python package [11, 258], we estimated viewing ranges for each binary pairing in the mass distribution grid. These distance estimates were used to generate volume estimates and were then multiplied by the per volume merger rate to estimate a true merger rate of each signal. This was then normalised to produce a weighted distribution to bias the astrophysical merger rates, by mass, to the observable merger rate. This produces binaries with more even mass ratios and higher masses, as is expected in these detectors.

The neutron star (NS) binary mass range is still an area of active research [135, 160], with observed and predicted maximum NS masses differing [156, 158]. As such, for BNS mergers we defined a mass range of $[1.14, 3] M_\odot$ and drew uniformly across this. This is broadly consistent with both gravitational wave and electromagnetic observations. No mass distribution biasing was performed due to the smaller luminosity distances drawn for these binaries.

BBH spins were drawn from the spin distributions estimated by the PowerLaw+Peak mass model from the most recent estimates by the LIGO-Virgo collaboration [135]. This includes both aligned and in-plane spins with azimuthal orientations between $[-\pi, \pi]$, polar angles between $[0, 2\pi]$ and magnitudes ranging between $[0, 0.99]$ in dimensionless magnitude. Parameter estimation on time-overlapping signals has shown that highly time-overlapping pairs can mimic precession effects in the waveform, see Section 3.3.1, so it is interesting to consider how well searches
will observe such events. Spins were drawn independently of binary masses. BNS signals were given aligned only spins with magnitude range \([-0.05, 0.05]\), based on observations of BNS systems \([62, 123, 173, 287]\).

### 4.2.2.2 Distances and times

The distance of events was drawn from a third-order power law between \([200, 1300]\) Mpc for BBH systems and \([5, 200]\) Mpc for BNS systems. These values were set to ensure a reasonable number of visible events in the injection sets, without too many events being too quiet to observe, \(\text{SNR} < 5\), or overwhelmingly loud, \(\text{SNR} > 50\). These ranges are broadly consistent with observations in current detectors \([55]\). While redshift does have an effect at these distances it will not change any conclusions drawn from this study, and therefore was not included in these injections. For consistency, all detector frame masses are identical to the source frame masses.

The merger times of Signal A events were drawn uniformly across the ten days of simulated data. To avoid overlaps of \(N_{\text{signals}} > 2\), these times were spaced out within this data set such that no mergers were within 60 seconds of the start of when the next pairing reached 10 Hz. The merger times of Signal B events were then selected by generating a waveform for each Signal A, calculating the time of first visibility at 10 Hz and that of the merger, and drawing a time uniformly between these values. To ensure observations of close relative merger times, some pairings in the BNS+BNS and BNS+BBH runs were drawn to ensure mergers within two seconds of each other. The BNS studies with narrower merger time separations were performed as a separate ten day segment, which does not affect the estimated false alarm rates in those runs.

As lower mass signals, such as BNS inspirals, are in-band in the detector for much longer than lower mass, BBH signals, this leads to many fewer signals in the BNS study. However, we did not increase the length of the BNS studies beyond ten days as this would have drastically increased the computational expense.

### 4.2.3 Searches

#### 4.2.3.1 PyCBC search

PyCBC is a matched-filter search pipeline for the detection of CBC signals in a wide parameter space \([10, 20, 70, 285]\). The triggers are generated in coincidence with the network of detectors by correlating the data with templates. The \textit{bank} of templates used in this study is exactly the same as the one used for PyCBC\text{-}broad in GWTC-3 \([55]\). In this work we have employed a slightly modified version of PyCBC\text{-}broad which was used for the GWTC-3 catalogue \([55]\). These modifications were made in order to accommodate the complexity induced in the signal space due to time overlap. In particular, for this work the “clustering window” of the PyCBC search is modified. This is discussed in more detail in Section 4.2.4.
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Background estimates are generated by time shifting the data of the three detectors by more than the time of flight between the detectors, producing a background trigger list. This process is repeated until enough events are acquired to measure a false alarm rate (FAR) of 1 per year (1 yr\(^{-1}\)). The injections are then processed and ranked according to the background. This process is same for both the pipelines used in this study, however the detection statistics between the two pipelines are very different.

PyCBC uses detection statistics based on the matched-filter SNR, with information about the event rate and the background rate incorporated as described in\cite{70,170}.

4.2.3.2 cWB search

cWB is an unmodelled analysis pipeline which detects and reconstructs GW signals without assuming any waveform model\cite{6,7,211}. cWB decomposes each interferometer data into a time-frequency (TF) representation using Wilson-Daubechies-Meyer wavelets\cite{288}. Each wavelet amplitude is normalised by the corresponding detector amplitude spectral density, cWB then selects those wavelets having energy above a fixed threshold. Finally, clusters from different detectors are combined coherently into a likelihood function, which is maximised with respect to the sky location.

From the likelihood we define the statistical quantities to distinguish between a possible GW signal and glitches coming from the noise. The first being the coherent energy \(E_c\), which represents the coherent contribution of the likelihood by cross-correlating data from different detectors. Another key statistic is the null, or residual, noise energy \(E_n\), which is given by subtracting the likelihood from the whitened data energy.

From coherent and null energy we can define two further quantities. The first is the penalty, \(\chi^2\), defined as the null energy divided by the number of independent wavelet amplitudes used for describing the detected event. The second is the correlation coefficient \(c_c\):

\[
    c_c = \frac{|E_c|}{|E_c| + E_n} \tag{4.1}
\]

This estimates the coherence of the data among different detectors: when \(c_c \approx 1\) \((|E_c| \gg E_n)\) there is a high coherence and it is likely that there is an astrophysical signal, while when \(c_c \approx 0\) \((E_n \gg |E_c|)\) the data is incoherent and so is less likely to contain an astrophysical signal.

The correlation coefficient and the penalty are used in post-production analysis for recognising non-Gaussian noise transients, commonly referred to as “glitches”, which could trigger the pipeline, even if they are not GW events. In this work we applied the same thresholds used for O3 analysis, these are \(c_c > 0.7\) and \(\log_{10}(\chi^2) < 0.2\)\cite{55}. 
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4.2.4 Finding signals

Once the searches were performed, trigger sets were recovered for each of the three injection sets in each run. Injections were marked as found if there was a trigger found in the trigger sets within a defined time separation at merger. These separations differed between the two pipelines.

As a matched filter search, PyCBC returns a time for each trigger that corresponds to the visible end of the signal in the data. This was directly matched to the injected signals merger time. If the injected signal had a PyCBC trigger with an end time in the range \( \pm 0.1 \) seconds then the injection was counted as found by the pipeline.

A slight problem arises for signal pairings in which the mergers are within \( \pm 0.1 \) seconds. PyCBC often finds that several templates match the same signal, particularly for significant triggers. To avoid this, a clustering window is specified for the run. This window, set to \( \pm 1 \) second for our study, will reject all but the most significant trigger within the window. If signals overlap in this region, then only one trigger will be returned for the pairing. This situation is covered in more detail in Section 4.3.2.

cWB’s approach of searching for regions of excess power requires a different approach. The standard returned time is the mean time, weighted with energy, but for this study it is more suitable to use the end time of the reconstructed waveform as estimated by cWB. This allows for the reconstructed waveforms to be counted correctly. Initial applications of the PyCBC time constraints led to a large number of triggered injections being rejected. A window for signal finding of injected/reconstructed signal end time was set to \( \pm 2.5 \) seconds. This time allows for the best recovery rate of cWB triggers, without missing separate signal pairings.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Bias regions for time-overlapping signals

Previous studies of time-overlapping CBCs, including the study presented in Chapter 3, have focused on their effect on the parameter estimation of the underlying signals [1, 266, 267, 281, 282]. By considering the findings of these studies, we define three regions in which the presence of a second signal affects the recovered parameters of the primary signal:

**Strong bias:** This is the region in which the two signals most strongly affect each other. In this region, recovered parameters will be significantly biased away from their true values. Largely this is bound by the separation of merger times between the signals. As this boundary is not consistent between all studies, to be conservative we define this as a merger time separation of \( |\Delta t_c| \leq 0.5 \) s for BBH+BBH overlaps. However, some studies [266, 282], indicate that the similar region for BNS+BNS
overlaps is closer at $|\Delta t_c| \leq 0.01 \text{ s}$. The literature has not defined any such value for BNS+BBH overlaps, so for this study we have applied boundaries to be the same as BNS+BNS overlaps. This region is smaller, likely due to the number of clean cycles in the later merging BNS, due to their high merger frequency, unlike BBH mergers which merge at lower frequency.

**Weak bias:** In this region signals are often recovered with slightly biased, but broadly correct, parameters. Considering the literature we define this region as $0.5 < |\Delta t_c| \leq 2 \text{ s}$, with the lower limit varying for overlaps containing a BNS merger.

**Negligible bias:** In this region the signals are dissimilar enough to not cause any noticeable bias in the recovered parameters. Pairings in this region should both be recovered. The bias in one signal, caused by the presence of the other, should be small enough to not negatively impact the results. We define this region to be for merger time separations of $|\Delta t_c| > 2 \text{ s}$.

Parameter estimation studies also indicate that the bias will be negligible if the ratio of the SNRs of the signals is particularly unequal, one signal being at least greater than three times louder than the other, see Section 3.3.1. Pairings in this category are likely to fall into the negligible bias region, regardless of merger time proximity. Some indication of relative chirp mass, and therefore waveform frequency range, is likely to also have an effect [282]. If signals differ significantly in chirp mass, $\mathcal{M}$, then the bias may be smaller as the signals are dissimilar in frequency at merger. While we include signal overlaps of differing chirp mass in the study, we do not examine how this effect is present in trigger selection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overlap configuration</th>
<th>Strong $N_{\text{Overlaps}}$ by region</th>
<th>Weak $N_{\text{Overlaps}}$ by region</th>
<th>Negligible $N_{\text{Overlaps}}$ by region</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BBH+BBH</td>
<td>$6.94^{+8.49}_{-3.74}$</td>
<td>$20.8^{+25.4}_{-11.2}$</td>
<td>$15000.0^{+7100.0}_{-5000.0}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BNS+BNS</td>
<td>$0.014^{+0.098}_{-0.014}$</td>
<td>$2.85^{+19.5}_{-2.73}$</td>
<td>$4800.0^{+8500.0}_{-3800.0}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BNS+BBH</td>
<td>$0.138^{+0.170}_{-0.075}$</td>
<td>$27.6^{+35.7}_{-14.9}$</td>
<td>$15000.0^{+7100.0}_{-5000.0}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Estimated number of signals occurring for different CBC overlap configurations in a year’s observations of the Einstein Telescope. For the BNS+BBH row this is the expected number of BBHs, rather than the number of BNSs. The other columns represent the predicted number of overlaps of this kind in each bias region.

Table 4.1 shows estimated numbers of events falling within each of the bias regions, defined above, over a year’s observation of ET [89]. These numbers were estimated by calculating the visible volume for a variety of different mass CBCs as described in Chapter 2 using the insipral-range Python package [11, 258], and a PSD for ET [262]. The viewing time for each signal, in the negligible bias region, was estimated from 1 Hz to the time of merger. Signals in the strong and weak bias regions were fixed to the durations described above, merger time separations of
0.1 s and 2 s, respectively, for BBH signals. For a more detailed explanation of this method see Section 2.2.1.

From the numbers in Table 4.1 it is clear that, despite the strong and weak regions being the most cause for concern, only a very small fraction of events will ever fall into these regions. By far the dominant case is the negligible bias region, covering almost all detectable transients in ET.

### 4.3.2 Injection studies

#### 4.3.2.1 BBH+BBH overlaps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BBH+BBH</th>
<th>Injected</th>
<th>PyCBC</th>
<th>cWB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Counts</td>
<td>SINGLES</td>
<td>PAIRS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>13172</td>
<td>10454</td>
<td>9818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>79.37%</td>
<td>74.54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAR &lt; 1 yr⁻¹</td>
<td>13172</td>
<td>8436</td>
<td>7947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>64.04%</td>
<td>60.33%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Injected and recovered individual overlapping signals in different injection sets and search pipelines. Here the two signals in a pairing are both BBH mergers. The SINGLES column here is the union of the results from both SINGLES_A and SINGLES_B data sets. The FAR threshold of < 1 yr⁻¹ means that, in a years observation, fewer than one event of this kind will occur due to statistical fluctuations in the noise. This is a fairly typical cut for assuring an event is astrophysical. The total column is for all events matching a trigger, with no FAR threshold.

Table 4.2 contains values of the number of injected and recovered signals in each injection set in both PyCBC and cWB. As can be seen, in PyCBC, the vast majority, close to 80%, of injected non-overlapping signals were recovered by any trigger. The other 20% were largely missed due to the signals having low network SNRs, ≲ 12, due to their large distances or sky locations that are a challenge for the detectors. However, another 15% are removed once a FAR threshold of < 1 yr⁻¹ is applied, these could be true astrophysical signals, but are rejected due to poor significance. This is an artefact of the injected distribution to provide a reasonable number of detectable events.

As expected \[135\], cWB is less sensitive, with respect to modelled searches, for this range of masses. The missed signals here are largely low mass CBCs, \( M \lesssim 15 M_\odot \), in which the majority of the SNR comes from the inspiral, which is difficult for cWB to recover. As expected, if the injections are present in the template bank of the matched filter search, then the unmodelled method will always be less optimal than the matched filter searches. This is the case here since our injections have source parameters which are well described by the template bank.
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Figure 4.1: Bar charts for the found injections, in the BBH+BBH injection sets, in both pipelines in the different overlap bias regions. Each region has four bars, split into two for each pipeline. These show the percentage injections in which the pipeline found a trigger. The “unique” column shows the percentage of unique triggers, i.e. if both signals are found by the same trigger, then they are only counted once. The shaded segments show injections recovered at a FAR threshold of $< 1 \text{yr}^{-1}$.

Figure 4.1 shows bar charts for the percentage of injections that were found by a trigger in each pipeline in the PAIRS injection set. As expected the pipelines perform reasonably well in the negligible bias region, with the majority of signals found in PyCBC. For both pipelines, in this region, the number of injections found matches the findings in the SINGLES injections. There is some decrease in the fraction successfully caught when moving to the weak and strong bias regions.

Inside the strong bias region for PyCBC, and some of the weak region for cWB, some of the injections are both found in the same trigger. This means that they are counted twice. To show this we have added extra bars for each search in which we have removed duplicated triggers here. This is an effect of the criteria we have applied to decide if an injection is found. See Section 4.2.4 for more details.

At the threshold of FAR $< 1 \text{yr}^{-1}$ we see a 5% increase of found injections in the weak bias region compared to the negligible bias region. This comes largely from constructively interfering signals increasing the recovered SNR of the pairing and hence decreasing the false alarm rate of the trigger.

The strong bias region here shows a functional problem with the pipelines for signals in this region. These numbers are slightly lower than they theoretically should be, due to the clustering of triggers in the pipeline. In PyCBC, as templates are matched to the data, numerous triggers are recorded for each signal as multiple templates may match the signal to differing levels of significance. To avoid all of these triggers being returned for a single signal, a clustering window is set. This window, set to $\pm 1 \text{s}$ in our study, clusters these triggers and returns a single trigger of highest significance.

In the case of time-overlapping signals within this $\pm 1 \text{s}$ merger time separation window, only the most significant signal is returned. As such, in the strong bias
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Figure 4.2: A stack plot showing the distribution of how injected signals were found by relative merger time in the PyCBC BBH+BBH PAIRS injection set. Blue and red show the pairings in which only one signal was found, Signal A or Signal B respectively. Green shows the pairings in which both signals were found with separate triggers, while yellow shows signal pairings where both signals were found by a single trigger. Grey represents entirely missed pairs. This plot covers both the strong and weak bias regions. The time convention is $T_B - T_A$, this is always less than 0 due to the convention of drawing Signal B’s merger within the observable duration of Signal A. The percentages in the caption refer to the fraction of pairings in this region, $|\Delta t_c| \leq 2$ s, that fall in each category.

In the strong bias region and some of the weak bias region, many of the signals are missed due to only the most significant being returned. In our study the triggered signal is usually Signal A. Due to our method of drawing of the merger time, Signal B always merges before Signal A. Therefore, in a matched-filter search, Signal A is favoured as it is still providing power in the data at this time. This is not necessarily the case with unmodelled searches, such as cWB, see Section 5.2.2 for further details. An example of this can be seen in Figure 4.2.

Both found triggers are only in the region outside the clustering window of PyCBC, $|\Delta t_c| \leq 1.1$ s. In the region $|\Delta t_c| \leq 1$ s, Signal A is clearly favoured, as it is the later merging signal. Pairings in this region that are found with Signal B are largely either very close in merger time or have SNR$_B >$ SNR$_A$. This is shown in the top plot of Figure 4.3 where the distribution of SNR ratio between signals in found pairings is shown. In the region $< 1$ s here Signal A is louder, and

---

$^1$Three pairings have both signals found inside the clustering window. These pairings have merger time separations of approximately $-0.999$ s and, in some detectors have separations $|\Delta t_c| > 1$ s
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Figure 4.3: A stack plot showing the distribution of how pairings were found as a function of SNR ratio between the two signals. The ratio is defined to be \( \frac{\text{SNR}_B}{\text{SNR}_A} \). Colours are consistent with those in Figure 4.2. Similarly, the data comes from pairings in the strong and weak bias regions of the \( \text{PyCBC BBH+BBH PAIRS} \) injection set. The percentages in the caption refer to the fraction of pairings in this region, \( |\Delta t_c| \leq 2 \text{ s} \), that fall in each category.

Therefore favoured, and in the region \( |\Delta t_c| > 1 \text{ s} \) Signal B is louder and more likely to be found. Missed pairings here have generally even SNR ratios due to them both having poor SNRs. These regions are artefacts of the pipeline settings and as such remain the same for the longer signals in the BNS+BNS and BNS+BBH runs outlined in Sections 4.3.2.2 and 4.3.2.3.

It should be noted that signals pairings in the region \( |\Delta t_c| \leq 0.1 \text{ s} \) are classed as "both found" as both signals meet our criteria for a found signal, they are less than 0.1 seconds from a trigger. However, they are found within the clustering window of the search and would only return a single trigger for the pairing. In such cases the a trigger would be returned but, most likely, the second signal would be missed.
For Figures 4.2 and 4.3, we have only included PyCBC results. This is due to the large time window criteria we applied to count found cWB injections. Most signals with such close mergers will only be found as a single trigger in cWB. cWB internally applies time windows on regions of excess power, under the assumption that it would only ever be a single signal. In wider regions, such as the negligible bias region, the search returns separate triggers for each component signal in the pairing. This is akin to the clustering window of PyCBC, however, when PyCBC finds both injections by a single trigger it will return a template for a single signal under the assumption that it is a single signal, cWB returns the coherent power of one, or potentially both signals, see Chapter 5.

There are some signals in the negligible bias region that are found in the single signal injection sets, but missed in the time-overlapping runs. Generally, these signals have relative merger times just beyond the two second negligible bias region and have fairly unequal SNR-ratios. This follows the findings of previous parameter estimation studies. In those studies, if one signal is much louder than the other then samples are recovered matching the parameters of the louder signal. In the case of match filter searches, the template bank search will recover templates closer to the louder signal, the remaining power from the weaker signal will be rejected as either noise, or excess power in the inspiral of the louder signal.

The drop in efficiency due to the presence of time-overlapping signals can be estimated by comparing the efficiency of the overlapping and non-overlapping signals. For PyCBC this drop off is approximately 4% across the entire run. In cWB this drop in efficiency is approximately 12%. The differences in pipeline efficiency means that a direct comparison is not a simple matter. We also report the relative efficiency drops as 6% and 23% for PyCBC and cWB respectively. The relative efficiencies were estimated as described in equation 4.2.

\[
Differences = 100 \times \frac{Singles - Pairs}{Singles} \tag{4.2}
\]

The errors on all efficiencies are less than 0.01% and as such were not included. All quoted efficiencies are for events found with a FAR threshold of < 1 per year.

Outside the clustering window of PyCBC, this fall in efficiency is approximately 1%, while inside the clustering window the fall in efficiency is 26% due to the majority of paired signals being found by a single trigger, or not at all. These regions are not directly comparable for cWB, in these cases it will find both signals and return them as one trigger, however, similar numbers would be 9% and 32% for outside and inside the $|\Delta t_c| = 1\,\text{s}$ boundary.

### 4.3.2.2 BNS+BNS overlaps

Table 4.3 shows the results for the BNS+BNS overlap injection set. There are fewer signals in these injection sets as a higher number of signals would have caused
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BNS+BNS Injected Counts</th>
<th>PyCBC Singles</th>
<th>PyCBC Pairs</th>
<th>cWB Singles</th>
<th>cWB Pairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counts</td>
<td>2212</td>
<td>2042</td>
<td>1677</td>
<td>554</td>
<td>467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>92.31%</td>
<td>75.81%</td>
<td>25.05%</td>
<td>21.11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAR&lt; 1 yr⁻¹</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counts</td>
<td>2212</td>
<td>1854</td>
<td>1544</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>83.82%</td>
<td>69.80%</td>
<td>24.86%</td>
<td>20.84%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Injected and recovered individual overlapping signals in different injection sets and search pipelines. The SINGLES column here is the union of the results from both SINGLES_A and SINGLES_B data sets. Here the two signals in a pairing are both BNSs. It should be noted that these values are not directly comparable to those in Table 4.2, as the luminosity distances were arbitrarily set for BBH and BNS injections such that most were visible in the detector. As such we have a slightly higher proportion of BNS signals recovered in PyCBC than we did for BBH signals.

\( N_{\text{signals}} > 2 \) overlaps, which we do not consider in this study. As expected, cWB finds a lower percentage of the injections, as it is not designed to find longer, inspiral dominated signals such as binary neutron stars. This can be seen in Figure 4.4 where cWB recovers only about 20% of injections with unique triggers. PyCBC has a slightly higher efficiency here than in the BBH+BBH run, however, this is most likely a consequence of the injected luminosity distances of the signals rather than the design of the search pipeline.

Due to these long durations and the uniform drawing of merger time separation, the signals were drawn such that approximately half fell into the negligible bias region with a further quarter falling in each of the weak and strong bias regions. Due to the narrow strong bias region for these overlaps, a very high percentage of injected pairs fall inside the PyCBC clustering window. These are then both found by the same trigger. This is apparent in the strong region of Figure 4.4 where the unique bar is half that of the non-unique found.

The efficiency drops between overlapping and non-overlapping BNS signals is 14% for PyCBC and 4% for cWB. The cWB values drop is small, compared to PyCBC, as the majority of BNS signals found by cWB are very significant regardless of overlap. The relative drop in these efficiencies are 17% and 16% respectively.

4.3.2.3 BNS+BBH overlaps

As described in Section 4.3.2.2, cWB is not tuned to low mass, inspiral dominated signals, like BNSs. As such it does not perform well for the BNS portion of the SINGLES injection sets. The efficiencies of the pipeline for these injection sets highlights this. For cWB, the SINGLES_A run recovered 25% of injections, while the SINGLES_B run recovered 52%, with 86% and 82% being the comparable numbers.
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Figure 4.4: Bar charts for the found injections, in the BNS+BNS injection sets, in both pipelines in the different overlap bias regions. Each region has four bars, split into two for each pipeline. These show the percentage injections in which the pipeline found a trigger. The “unique” column shows the percentage of unique triggers, i.e. if both signals are found by the same trigger, then they are only counted once. The shaded segments show injections recovered at a FAR threshold of $<1$ yr$^{-1}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Injected</th>
<th>PyCBC</th>
<th>PyCBC (unique)</th>
<th>cWB</th>
<th>cWB (unique)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>Counts</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>2086</td>
<td>1713</td>
<td>928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>86.92%</td>
<td>71.38%</td>
<td>38.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAR&lt; 1 yr$^{-1}$</strong></td>
<td>Counts</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>1782</td>
<td>1519</td>
<td>922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>74.25%</td>
<td>63.29%</td>
<td>38.42%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4: Injected and recovered individual overlapping signals in different injection sets and search pipelines. The SINGLES column here is the union of the results from both SINGLES$_A$ and SINGLES$_B$ data sets. Here the two signals in a pairing are a BNS and a BBH. It should be noted that the comparison between PyCBC and cWB for the SINGLES runs is challenging as cWB will perform significantly differently for the BNS SINGLES run. See Table 4.3 for a more precise comparison of single signal runs for these events.

Table 4.3.2.3 shows a significant falloff between the SINGLES and PAIRS injection sets, compared to the BBH+BBH run. This, as in Section 4.3.2.2, is in large part due to a large percentage of strong bias pairs falling inside the clustering windows and being found by the same trigger. This can be seen in Figure 4.5 where, as in Figure 4.4, the strong bias region sees a significant falloff from any to unique found injections.

Here PyCBC performs better for BNS+BBH overlaps than for BNS+BNS overlaps. The same cannot be said for cWB, which would appear to perform more consistently in the BNS+BNS run. The robustness of this conclusion should be considered due to the low efficiency of the run.
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Figure 4.5: Bar charts for the found injections, in the BNS+BBH injection sets, in both pipelines in the different overlap bias regions. Each region has four bars, split into two for each pipeline. These show the percentage injections in which the pipeline found a trigger. The “unique” column shows the percentage of unique triggers, i.e. if both signals are found by the same trigger, then they are only counted once. The shaded segments show injections recovered at a FAR threshold of $< 1 \text{ yr}^{-1}$.

The efficiency drop between overlapping and non-overlapping BNS signals is 11% for PyCBC and 10% for cWB. Care should be taken here in comparisons between the pipelines, as PyCBC has similar sensitivities to BBH and BNS signals, whereas cWB will favour higher mass signals and is therefore more sensitive to one half of the non-overlapping signals. The relative drops in efficiency are 15% and 26% respectively.

4.3.3 Accuracy of recovered triggers

Figure 4.6 contains histograms of the fractional chirp mass difference between the triggers recovered, by PyCBC, in the PAIRS injection set and the true injected values. It also includes a similar distribution for the SINGLES injection set, shown in grey.

In most cases the recovered trigger in the PAIRS injections match what is found in the single signal injections to a reasonable level, $|\Delta M|/M < 1$. This can be seen by comparing the distribution of negligible bias region injections to the SINGLES distribution. The weak and negligible regions match this distribution fairly well, with few outliers. However, the strong bias region skews towards a high fractional difference, up to $\sim 6$ times the value found in SINGLES. Therefore, we can say that signal pairings in the strong bias region are affected in a similar way in matched filter searches to matched filter based parameter estimation.

The skew of this distribution shows that incorrectly found signals tend to be found with higher chirp mass templates than the injected signal. As this is also true for the inaccurately found single signals, this is a feature of how we calculate the fractional difference. The recovered chirp mass can never be less than -1 as for a trigger to be recovered it must have a positive chirp mass. Triggers with much larger values of fractional chirp mass are likely extreme due to the lower density of templates at the high mass tail of the template bank.
4.4 Discussion

We have shown that both modelled, and unmodelled searches can detect time-overlapping CBC signals in the negligible bias region of $|\Delta t_c| > 2\text{s}$. Within the weak bias region, so long as the signals are separated by more than the matched filter clustering window, here $|\Delta t_c| > 1\text{s}$, the matched filter search should recover both signals, provided one is not much louder than the other. These findings match those of Regimbau et al [284]. We also show that in the narrower weak and strong bias regions both pipelines can successfully recover one or both signals in the overlap most of the time.

Inside the clustering window, matched filter pipelines do struggle to successfully recover both signals due to internal methods designed to reduce the number of false triggers returned. However, it is possible that these searches could be modified to find templates that best match each signal in the pairing. This could provide reasonable best guesses for multi-signal parameter estimation. However, a proper method of time-overlapping transient identification is still required to prevent signal misidentification. The effect of adjusting the clustering window is discussed further in Section 5.2.1 of Chapter 5. It is possible that such modification methods could be
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used to identify time overlapping signals without large adjustments to these search pipelines.
Chapter 5

Can we accurately identify which transient signal search triggers contain time-overlapping transient signals?

5.1 Introduction

In Chapter 4 we showed that two of the most successful modelled and unmodelled transient GW search algorithms are not likely to miss transient signals purely because there is a second, significant, signal concurrently in the detector. It has also been shown that the background noise from near constant transient CBC signals will not affect noise curve estimation in third generation detectors to the point where the majority of signals will be missed by searches 289. However, unless the signals are separate enough in time, these search techniques will only return a single trigger with no information as to the number of signals present within that time.

In this chapter we discuss possible methods of identifying which triggers that contain more than a single signal. This includes methods based on matched filter searches, unmodelled searches and machine learning techniques. We then discuss potential methods of separating these signals.

5.2 Adapting current methods for transient overlap identification

Figure 5.1 shows a comparison of the whitened strain of an injected BBH single signal in simulated LIGO: Hanford detector strain. This signal, combined with coloured-
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Figure 5.1: A plot of whitened strain, in the LIGO: Hanford detector, for a single BBH injection. The blue lines show the matched template found by PyCBC in the SINGLES$_A$ injection set from Chapter 4. The red line is the cWB reconstructed waveform from the same injection set. The green, dashed, vertical line indicates the injected merger time.

Gaussian noise was given to PyCBC and cWB as a part of the transient signal search study described in Chapter 4. The plot includes the maximum likelihood template found by the modelled search in blue and the reconstructed waveform found by the unmodelled search in red.

Here, outside the merger, the template found by PyCBC does not match the signal as well as the cWB reconstruction. This is most noticeable at lower frequency, although the mergers are broadly similar. This is due to the coarseness of the gridding at higher masses in the PyCBC template bank selecting a template that is a poor match for this signal.

Figure 5.2 shows an equivalent plot involving the same signal, here Signal A, represented in Figure 5.1 overlapping with a second signal, Signal B. It can be seen that Signal B, merging first, is found in cWB but not in PyCBC. Both signals are significant, with network SNRs of 26 and 27. Despite this, due to the close mergers of the signals and clustering, the template for Signal A is returned in the PyCBC PAIRS analysis due to its later merger time. The Signal B from this pairing was

\footnote{PyCBC, by default, does not return information about amplitude for templates. For the purposes of clarity in showing the template accuracy, we have here applied fitting methods to approximate the amplitude of the template to the signal.}

\footnote{See Section 4.2.2 for details.}
5.2. Adapting current methods for transient overlap identification

![Figure 5.2: A plot of whitened strain, in the LIGO: Hanford detector, for a BBH+BBH injection. The blue line shows the matched templates found by PyCBC in the PAIRS injection set, see Chapter 4. The red line is the cWB reconstructed waveform from the PAIRS injection set. The green, dashed, vertical lines indicates the injected merger times of each signal.](image)

found by both PyCBC and cWB, as an individual signal, in the SINGLES\textsubscript{B} injection set.

The phase of the cWB reconstruction for Signal A in Figure 5.2 is different compared to that showing in Figure 5.1 as the algorithm is trying to fit both signals to the same, coherent sky location. Indeed, as shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 in that case the likelihood maximisation is considerably affected by Signal B, and so Signal A’s reconstruction is not optimal. This is discussed in detail in Section 5.2.2.

This case is typical of a situation in which current search techniques would only return a single trigger, resulting in difficulties for later signal analysis. The signals being less than 0.4 seconds apart would comfortably fall within the clustering windows of both the PyCBC and cWB searches. Due to this only a single trigger would be returned. This is indicated by the single blue PyCBC template\textsuperscript{3}.

5.2.1 Identification via matched filter template searches

When searching for signals in data, matched filter searches, such as PyCBC, will match a template waveform to the data at time intervals in order to create an SNR

\textsuperscript{3}While the reconstructed waveform (red) shows both signals the algorithm would return this as a single trigger.
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Figure 5.3: A plot of SNR time-series for two perfect templates against simulated data containing both signals in the LIGO: Hanford detector. The blue line shows the SNR of the Signal A template against the data, the red line shows the equivalent for the Signal B template. The blue and red, dashed, vertical lines show the injected merger times of Signal A and B respectively. The signals are the same as those shown in Figure 5.2. The peak SNRs here are smaller than those given in Section 5.2 as they are single detector SNRs, not network SNRs.

time-series of the data. This time-series is a map of the SNR of that template with the data. When one of these templates closely matches a signal, the time-series will peak.

In a situation in which there are two signals in the data, this time-series should peak twice, once for each signal in the data. Figure 5.3 shows this for two perfect templates against data with two signals injected. The blue line, for Signal A’s template, shows a small peak around the merger of Signal B, where the match is not perfect. It then peaks again, cleanly and more significantly, around the merger of Signal A. The reverse is shown for a perfect Signal B template in red.

The signals and templates used in Figure 5.3 have very similar chirp masses, and as such match reasonably well with each other’s templates. Conversely, if the signals have very different chirp masses, then this plot will only show a single peak for each signal, as can be seen in Figure 5.4. Although, there will likely be some non-Gaussianity in the region of the non-ideal signals merger time.

PyCBC’s clustering routines, as described in Section 4.2.4, will ignore these features and only return the maximum likelihood signal, in this case Signal A. However, it should be possible to modify the clustering routines to check for multiple peaks in
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Figure 5.4: A plot of SNR time-series for two perfect templates against simulated data containing both signals in the LIGO: Hanford detector. The blue line shows the SNR of the Signal A template against the data, the red line shows the equivalent for the Signal B template. The blue and red, dashed, vertical lines show the injected merger times of Signal A and B respectively. This plot is an equivalent of that shown in Figure 5.3, but with less similar signals and templates.

a single template, or for single peaks in multiple templates. These results can then be used both as checks for the number of signals, and also to identify reasonable parameter ranges for each signal in the overlap. This would allow for a reliable starting point for multi-signal parameter estimation [281].

5.2.2 Identification via unmodelled searches

The cWB framework, as described in Section 4.2.3.2, is designed to analyse a single signal. The pipeline finds regions of excess power and then maximises the likelihood with respect to one source location, regardless of the number of present astrophysical signals. In the standard case of a single signal trigger, the pipeline maximises the likelihood with respect to that signal, and so almost all its energy is placed in the likelihood, while the null is almost entirely noise, as shown in Figure 5.5.

For the case of two time-overlapping signals, the likelihood is maximised considering both signals, generally with one favoured over the other, considering this signal as the “primary” and the other as the “secondary”. In this case, the likelihood is largely maximised with respect to the primary signal, though often with some contamination from the secondary signal, depending on its energy. This means that
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Figure 5.5: A spectrogram of likelihood and null energy for a single signal event. The likelihood contains almost entirely signal energy, while the null almost entirely noise. The data is the same as for the Single A signal in Figure 5.1.

The primary signal energy is almost entirely found in the likelihood. The energy of the secondary signal is divided between likelihood and null depending on its source location. If this is considerably different with respect to that of the primary signal, then a considerable amount of the energy of the secondary signal will remain in the null. This is similar to the situation in Figures 5.1 and 5.2.

Figure 5.5 shows the time-frequency representation of the likelihood and null energies of Signal A, in which likelihood has been properly maximised. The signal is almost entirely caught in the likelihood. The remaining energy in the null is likely excess noise. Figure 5.6 represents the same signal in an overlapping pairing, as in Figure 5.2. In this case, the likelihood is maximised mainly with respect to Signal B, here the primary signal. The null contains the secondary, here Signal A, and is increased with respect to the single detection. The likelihood has been maximised with respect to a different sky location, and both the null and likelihood contain a non-negligible contribution from each signal.

This contribution of the signal to the residual noise energy increases the penalty, lowering the correlation coefficient. For this reason, triggers containing time-overlapping transients are penalised when applying post-production cuts, as it can be seen in detection efficiencies reported in Tables 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 and in Figures 4.1, 4.4 and 4.5.

These results suggest that, to produce an optimal analysis of time-overlapping transient signals, a future development of cWB should allow for the estimation of multiple likelihoods. If a time-frequency (TF) map suggests the presence of two time-overlapping transient signals, then the information about the way to analyse it can be obtained firstly, by analysing the data with a likelihood following the primary signal. If the null then contains an indication for another signal, then it could be used to select the pixels related to this signal and try to maximise the likelihood with respect to them only. It is important to remark that the TF representation is able to
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Figure 5.6: A spectrogram of likelihood and null energy for two time-overlapping transient signals. The likelihood has been maximised with respect to the primary signal, so a relevant fraction of the energy associated with the secondary one remains in the null. The data is the same as for the signals in Figure 5.2.

If a pixel has contributions from both signals, then the TF separation is not possible. In that case there is still the possibility to exploit the likelihood-null energy distribution for the involved overlapping pixels, if the signals come from different sky locations. When the two signals cover the same pixel the likelihood-null disentangling would be non-optimal as some fraction of the secondary signal will fall into the likelihood of the primary, as shown in Figure 5.6. This implies that we may not be able to fully recover the secondary signal from the null. If the signals come from almost the same sky position, then there is no way to disentangle them through cWB’s unmodelled processes. This is true in those TF pixels covered by both signals; here the likelihood-null approach fails as well because in that case the null is also almost the same for both signals.

A previous study performed as an unmodelled search for transients in the first two observing runs of the LIGO-Virgo Collaboration [290]. In this search they identified a case in which one signal, GW151012, showed a chirp-like feature 200ms after the identified signal merger. They matched this signal to a catalogue of sub-threshold triggers and found that it is a possible overlap with another CBC transient signal. However, due to the search sensitivity of the detectors at this time and the significance of that sub-threshold trigger, it is likely that this chirp-like situation is purely noise fluctuations.
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While Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 have shown that it may be possible to adapt current searches to identify which triggers contain more than one signal, it is possible that the optimal method is to produce an independent check upon triggers to find the number of signals. For this we trained a Neural Network to identify triggers that contain multiple CBC signals.

5.3.1 Methods

5.3.1.1 Convolutional Neural Network

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are a machine learning technique that allow for the categorising of previously unseen data based on networks trained on large sets of training data. In this way the analysis performed by the network is very rapid as the computationally expensive portion is completed beforehand. CNNs are neural networks that can extract features from data using layers of filters [291]. Each layer in the network is comprised of multiple neurons. These neurons take inputs for each example in the training data, in this case each generated data segment. By comparing each training example to the label provided with it the network can obtain a weight for each example. The output of each neuron is given by Equation 5.1.

\[ O = \sigma \left( \sum_{i=0}^{n} w_i x_i + b \right) \]  

(5.1)

where \( x_i \) is the \( i \)th training example associated with the weight \( w_i \). The neuron itself has a bias, \( b \), applied to it. \( \sigma \) is an activation function that allows for the variation of the output. For the networks in this study we used a combination of “ReLU” \(^4\) and the “softmax” functions. These are given by Equations 5.2 and 5.3 respectively.

\[ \sigma_r(z) \equiv \max(0, z) \]  

(5.2)

\[ \sigma_s(z) \equiv \frac{\exp(z_i)}{\sum_{j=1}^{\exp(z_j)}} \]  

(5.3)

The ReLU function allows for quick output generation between layers, while the softmax function is normalised in order to produce a value between zero and one.

CNNs are constructed from several layers of multiple neurons. The outputs of each layer can be used as inputs for subsequent layers. During training, the input data is shuffled and given to the network. The network uses this to train the weights and biases of each neuron. Typically the data is shuffled multiple times and applied to the network repeatedly in order to tune the parameters to the data. Secondary,

\(^4\)Or “rectifier”
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>Parameter (Option)</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. Neurons</td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter size</td>
<td></td>
<td>64</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max pool size</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drop out</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activation function</td>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Table representing the network adapted from Gabbard et al, 2018 [295]. The network is constructed from six convolutional layers (C) and three hidden layers (H). The first eight layers use a ReLU activation function (R), and the final layer uses a Softmax function (S).

Prior to layers two, five, and six we perform pooling in order to reduce the dimensions of the data. This process filters the results of multiple neurons, here two, to one neuron in the subsequent layer. In this network we use “Max pooling”, in which the new neuron’s input is the maximum of the previous neurons [291].

To reduce over-fitting the network utilises drop out after layers seven and eight. This process removes neurons from the result, at random, here with a 50% probability of the neuron being accepted or rejected. This means that not all nodes are trained on the entirety of the data and therefore reduces over fitting.
5.3.1.2 Training data generation

We generated data segments containing sections of simulated interferometer data. This was done for a two detector network of aLIGO design sensitivity detectors in the positions of LIGO: Hanford and LIGO: Livingston. Each data segment contained 16 seconds of Gaussian noise, coloured to the aLIGO design sensitivity, sampled at 1024 Hz. This is a high enough frequency information to account for most BBH signals, due to their relatively low merger frequencies.

Each data segment contained either one or two time-overlapping transient CBC signals. For simplicity we constrained all signals to be BBH inspirals. The parameters of such signals were set to be uniform for both intrinsic and extrinsic parameters. This is required to train the network on all possible signal cases. The only parameters which were drawn specifically were the merger times. These followed the convention set in previous studies in this thesis that Signal B merges before Signal A. Here the merger time separations were drawn from the distribution $U(0, 2)$ seconds$^5$.

The masses of the primary component in each signal was drawn in the range $U(10, 70)M_\odot$, with the mass ratio constrained to the range $U(0.1, 1)$ $^6$. This range kept both signals short enough that their visible duration, from 20 Hz to merger and ringdown, could easily be contained in the 16 second segments. The signals were generated using the waveform approximant IMRPhenomTPHM to provide time domain strain estimations of the waveform including the physics of precession, which is important for time-overlapping signal studies$^7$ and higher modes [144].

For this study it was assumed that the 16 second data segment is found from a trigger produced by another search pipeline. We therefore apply a null hypothesis that the data contains both noise and a single signal. The alternative hypothesis is then that there is also a second signal in the data. Equation 1.8 is therefore modified to:

$$H_0 : d(t) = n(t) + h_A(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.4)

$$H_1 : d(t) = n(t) + h_A(t) + h_B(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.5)

Each time-series data set, containing either individual signal or a pair of signals, was normalised such that the strain varied between values of $\pm 1$, however the data was not whitened. For each data set we created separate strains for a two detector network, LIGO: Hanford and LIGO: Livingston, the injected signals were projected into the detector frames according to their drawn sky location, and the noise representations were generated for each detector based on the aLIGO design.

$^5$This ensures that we cover signals that might be missed due to the PyCBC clustering window, but we assume that most signals with $|\Delta t_c| > 2$ would be found by separate triggers

$^6$This mass ratio distribution is varied slightly, depending on primary component mass, such that no signal has a component with mass less than $8 M_\odot$

$^7$See Section 3.3.1
PSD \[261\].

We produced 100,000 individual signal pairings. This meant we could produce 200,000 individual signal data cases, each with different coloured-Gaussian noise realisations. We produced two overlapping time-series for each signal pairing by adding the cases to two different noise realisations, this allows for equal cases of individual signal cases and time-overlapping cases. This totalled 400,000 training cases for the network, with a further 40,000 apiece for testing and validation. This data was used to train and test the CNN described above.

5.3.2 Results

Figure 5.7 shows the network’s overlap classification as a function of each signals SNRs in the data segment\[8\]. Here the single signal sets are constrained to the horizontal and vertical axis at zero, as the second signal has an SNR of zero. It is clear that the majority of these points have a light green colour, indicating that the network is confident that these signals do not contain a secondary transient signal.

Data segments that contain two signals are located off the axis. These, largely show complete, or near complete, confidence as time-overlapping transients. However, there are a few, particularly at low SNR that are less confidently identified by the network. To examine which pairings are not identified by our network we must set a threshold below which we accept that a data segment is a single signal and above which the network would refer the segment for further investigation.

It is clear from the results of the time-overlapping signals in Figure 5.7 that the majority of signals at low SNR are not correctly identified by the network. In the majority of current transient GW analysis, signals with a network SNR below 12 are not considered due to the difficult in detecting them \[77\]. Therefore, for the remainder of this investigation, we added a cut in network SNR to remove signals that were not identified due to poor SNR. In applying this cut we rejected approximately 7400 of data segments. The equivalent of Figure 5.7 for this investigation is shown in Figure 5.8 but focused on the relevant region of \(12 \leq \text{SNR} \leq 25\).

5.3.2.1 Setting a threshold for time-overlapping signal identification

We estimated the number of false identifications in the network as a function of the acceptance threshold. That is, the point in the network’s binary output at which we claim identification of transient signal overlap. This can be seen in Figure 5.9.

The green line in Figure 5.9 shows the two \(\sigma\) confidence level, at which we claim confident time-overlap identification. At this level, an acceptance threshold of 0.288 in the network output, we correctly identify 84.9% of single signal segments and 95.4% of time-overlapping segments. At this point the number of misidentifications

\[8\]The SNRs are estimated as single signals in the data segment. These values are the SNR if they were non-time-overlapping transients.
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Figure 5.7: A scatter plot showing the SNR of each signal in a pairing given to the network. Where the data segments contained only a single signal the other signal has been given an SNR of zero. The colour of each point represents the classification of the pairing by the network, with zero being confidently single signal and one being confidently time-overlapping.

is not equal either way. However, it is advantageous to misidentify in such a way that you find more single signal segments as time-overlapping. Identified time-overlapping segments would most likely be subjected to further analysis, such as bespoke parameter estimation methods [281]. Misidentified single signal segments would then be filtered out at a later stage. However, misidentified time-overlapping segments would likely be only considered by standard parameter estimation techniques and then subject to the biases of such processes, see Chapter 3.

We set this threshold at the $2\sigma$ level as higher confidence levels, at lower acceptance thresholds, lead to a rapid increase in the number of misidentified single signal segments. With the rate of signals likely at the sensitivity at which time-overlapping signal are likely to occur, see Chapter 2 this would leave far too many signals to perform further analysis on.

Figure 5.10 shows the percentage of data segments incorrectly identified by the network as a function of the SNR of the injected signals. This is shown in the region $12 \leq \text{SNR} \leq 35$, beyond which the percentage of misidentified signals no longer varies as signals are then correctly identified in both cases. As expected, low SNR time-overlapping transients, and high SNR single signal transients, are the most
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Figure 5.8: A scatter plot showing the SNR of each signal in a pairing given to the network. Where the data segments contained only a single signal the other signal has been given an SNR of zero. The colour of each point represents the classification of the pairing by the network, with zero being confidently single signal and one being confidently time-overlapping. This plot shows the same data as in Figure 5.7, but focused on the region $12 \leq \text{SNR} \leq 25$.

likely to be misidentified as the network is likely learning that data segments with higher power are more likely to contain multiple signals.

5.3.2.2 Misidentified single signal segments

As stated above, approximately 15.1% of single signal segments in this network were misidentified as time-overlapping. We performed some simple investigations into these signals to attempt to identify the features of these signals. The majority of the parameters of signals that were correctly identified as single signal and those that were incorrectly identified as time-overlapping, had near-indistinguishable distributions. However, there is an indication that cases of misidentified single signal cases occur more readily in higher SNR signals. This is most likely due to the network identifying the power in the time-series and weighting the high power cases in favour of time-overlaps. Time-overlapping data segments will most likely contain more power. This can be seen in Figure 5.11.

It is clear from both plots in Figure 5.11 that the network SNRs in these segments are not drawn from the same distribution. A Kolmogorov–Smirnov test\textsuperscript{[296]}, hence
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Figure 5.9: Percentage of segments misidentified as a function of acceptance threshold. The blue line shows time-overlapping signal segments misidentified as single signals, and the red line shows single signal segments identified as time-overlapping. The cross composed of the two green dashed lines shows the threshold at which we have a $2\sigma$ confidence that we are correctly identifying the segment as time-overlapping.

KS, proves that they are not to a confidence level of $p = 3.95 \times 10^{-9}$, with the correctly identified signals matching the distribution of the injections. We note here that the acceptance threshold was calculated and applied to the data to distinguish the identified/misidentified signals after the SNR threshold was applied. Due to this order of the applications the distributions in the two plots of Figure 5.11 are not identical with a cut at an SNR of 12 in the second plot.

There is some indication, with a KS test accepted above a threshold of $2\sigma$, that the misidentified single signal segments tend towards shorter, higher mass signals. We expect that this is an artefact of the segments containing time-overlapping pairs having a higher total power, as the combination of the two signals. As such the network may identify higher SNR single signals as more likely to be time-overlapping.

5.3.2.3 Misidentified time-overlapping signal segments

Due to our acceptance threshold, we only misidentify approximately 4.55\% of segments containing time-overlapping signals. The parameters of the signals in the segments misidentified as containing only one signal do not noticeably differ from those correctly identified as time-overlapping across chirp mass, relative merger time, or the separation of the signals in sky location. However, unlike our findings in Chap-
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Figure 5.10: Percentage of segments misidentified at this acceptance threshold as a function of the SNR of the injected signal. For time-overlapping transients the shown SNR is that of Signal A, the later merging signal.

Figure 5.11: Plots of the distributions of network SNR in correctly identified (blue) and incorrectly identified (red) single signal data segments. The left plot shows the distributions of all signals, including those with network SNR less than 12, the right plot shows the distributions with the SNR cut.

ter 4 there is no significant indication that unequal ratios of SNRs in the signal pairings lead to misidentification of the signals. Though this may be obscured by the relatively small sample of such signals, and the high number of missed low SNR signals. Figure 5.12 shows the distribution of the SNRs in the pairings for both correctly and incorrectly identified segments.

Figure 5.13 shows the distribution, in network SNR, of correctly and incorrectly identified time-overlapping signal segments. Is is apparent from this that signal pairings containing signals of a low network SNR are those most likely to be misidentified,
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We did find a relation in the relative merger time between signals in the misiden-

---

Figure 5.12: Histograms showing the distribution of the ratio of network SNRs in the signal pairings, correctly identified (blue) and misidentified (red).

Figure 5.13: Histograms showing the distribution of network SNRs in the signal pairings, correctly identified (blue) and misidentified (red).

the reverse for the case of misidentification of single signals in Section 5.3.2.2.

We did find a relation in the relative merger time between signals in the misiden-
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Figure 5.14: Histograms showing the distribution of merger time separation between the signals in time-overlapping data segments, correctly identified (blue) and misidentified (red).

...tified time-overlapping cases. As with previous studies, signals that merge closer together in time are more likely to be misidentified. This is shown in Figure 5.14. The distributions differed by statistically significant amounts both in analysis of signals above a network SNR of 12 and including signals below that threshold.

Half of the time-overlapping segments are contained the same combination of signals with different noise realisations. Of the segments that differ only by noise realisation only 8.7% were found in one noise realisation but not the other. These signals have a fairly even ratio of SNRs across the pairing and are typically relatively low in SNR.

5.3.3 Discussion of the effectiveness of Neural Networks for identification

The resulting network from this training data is clearly able to distinguish the vast majority of segments containing single signals from those containing time-overlapping signals. The segments that cause problems for the network are those containing signals that are low in SNR and those that merge very closely in time. These signals are also those that would also cause a problem for the initial searches, see Chapter 4 and are those that would potentially go unnoticed in standard parameter estimation techniques, see Chapter 3.

In order to correctly train the network we relied upon signals with parameters
drawn from uniform distributions. It would be interesting to test this network upon data drawn from the astrophysical distributions used in Chapter 4. This would allow for a more direct comparison between the time-overlapping CBC signals that cause triggers in standard search pipelines, and those that would be identifiable as time-overlapping in the CNN.

We note that such a network is not intended as a method of separating such signals, although we will comment on using CNNs for this purpose in Section 5.3.3.1. The purpose of this network is purely to identify single signal data segments from those containing multiple signals, with no comments made on the parameters of those signals. It is likely that training the network on larger sets of data would allow for a more efficient identification of these signals and a reduction in the number of false positives.

### 5.3.3.1 Signal Separation

Several methods of separating time-overlapping CBCs have been proposed. These include:

- **Global-fit**: This method proposes simultaneously fitting every parameter for all signals in the data [281, 297, 300]. As a single BBH signal has at least 14 independent parameters to sample over, current parameter estimation techniques would struggle with doubling the parameters for a secondary signal. In the case where further signals are present the parameter spaces would be very large.

- **Local-fit**: Here an algorithm separately fits each signal in the data independently, correcting for biases using a Fisher-matrix formalism as presented in [281]. The original proposal suggests using the findings of such a method as a basis for a later *global-fit* approach.

- **Hierarchical Subtraction**: This method proposes initially analysing a single signal in the overlap. This signal would then be subtracted from the data. The residual would then be analysed to estimate the parameters of the second signal [300].

- **Machine Learning**: This is a machine learning approach to extracting the parameters of two time-overlapping CBC signals. The study outlined in Langendorff et al [301], trained a network on segments of data containing time-overlapping BBH signals and used the network to estimate the parameters of each signal.

Each of these methods performs better if more is known about the signals contained within the data. For example, a *global-fit* study of two time-overlapping BBH
signals requires sampling over 30 parameters.

To provide a reduction in the degrees of freedom that later studies need to sample over, we attempted to extract the merger times from each signal in our CNN study. This attempt, with a slightly modified network, showed some successes. However, it was only able to consistently identify the merger time of the louder signal, the returned time for the secondary signal was inaccurate for the vast majority of cases. However, with more work this method could provide more information about time-overlapping signals to improve the accuracy of parameter estimation.

5.4 Discussion

In this chapter we have shown that unmodelled searches can successfully recover both signals in the pairing, both as a single trigger when the mergers are close, and as separate triggers when far apart. cWB, when recovering signals via coherent sky location, is able to disentangle time-overlapping signals, so long as they cover different frequencies in the TF map. In the case in which the signals are in the same TF pixels, the secondary signal should be at least partially separable via the null energy map, if coming from a different sky location than the first. This should be another indicator of the presence of a secondary signal. It is possible that the second signal’s sky location may be recoverable leading to further first guess parameters for multi-signal parameter estimation.

We have also shown that matched filter searches may be capable of identifying both signals, via careful examination of the SNR time-series of each templates match. Such an approach would potentially identify both signals, provided the two signals are not too close in merger time or too similar in closest template. Through such an approach it is possible to extract some simple guesses at the parameters of each signal for later, more detailed, multi-signal parameter estimation.

We have also shown that convolutional neural networks can be used to identify segments containing two signals from those containing only a single signal. While this method cannot currently identify the overlaps of low SNR signals, or for segments containing signals that merge close in time, it would be a useful tool for checking the results of any transient GW search in order to identify which signals would require further study.
Chapter 6

Direct limits for scalar field dark matter from a gravitational-wave interferometer

6.1 Introduction

Beyond their revolution in astrophysics, the detection of GWs has shed light on fundamental physics questions, and could lead to breakthroughs in the study of dark matter.

Beyond their applications to direct GW observations, ground-based interferometers can also be used in direct searches for dark matter \[302\]. Scalar field dark matter is a prominent theory that is being explored with precision instruments, such as atomic clocks and optical cavities \[303-309\].

Due to their excellent sensitivity at or beyond quantum limits, GW interferometers can be used directly for fundamental physics, without the mediation of GWs. Examples include a possible search for vacuum birefringence \[310\], and the search for signatures of quantum gravity \[311-312\]. Several ideas have been proposed as to how different candidates of dark matter can directly couple to GW detectors, ranging from scalar field dark matter \[305-314\] to dark photon dark matter \[315\], and to clumpy dark matter coupling gravitationally or through an additional Yukawa force \[316\]. Upper limits for dark photon dark matter have already been set in a narrow mass-band using data from the first observational run (O1) of the Advanced LIGO GW detectors \[317\].

In this chapter, we present the first search for signals of scalar field dark matter in the data of a GW detector. Scalar field dark matter would cause oscillations of the fine structure constant and electron mass, which in turn drive oscillations of the

\[101\]
size and index of refraction of the beamsplitter in an interferometer, such as that of
the GEO 600 detector. This would produce an oscillatory signal in a GW detector
at a frequency set by the mass of the dark matter particle. With this we can set
new upper limits on the parameters of scalar dark matter particles. Such a signal
would not cause issues for the analysis of transient gravitational-wave signals as it
would contribute purely to the noise in the detector.

6.2 Scalar dark matter theory

Models of weakly coupled low-mass ($\ll 1$ eV) scalar fields predict that such particles
could be produced in the early Universe through a vacuum misalignment mechanism,
and would manifest as a coherently oscillating field \[\phi(t, \vec{r}) = \phi_0 \cos \left(\omega_\phi t - \vec{k}_\phi \cdot \vec{r}\right),\] (6.1)
where $\omega_\phi = (m_\phi c^2)/\hbar$ is the angular Compton frequency, and $\vec{k}_\phi = (m_\phi \vec{v}_{\text{obs}})/\hbar$ is
the wave vector, with $m_\phi$ the mass of the field and $\vec{v}_{\text{obs}}$ the velocity relative to the
observer. The amplitude of the field can be set as $\phi_0 = (\hbar \sqrt{2\rho_{\text{local}}})/(m_\phi c)$, under
the assumption that this scalar field constitutes the local dark matter (DM) density $\rho_{\text{local}}$.

Moreover, these models predict such DM would be trapped and virialised in
gravitational potentials, leading to a Maxwell-Boltzmann-like distribution of veloc-
ities $\vec{v}_{\text{obs}}$ relative to an observer. As non-zero velocities produce a Doppler-shift of
the observed DM field frequency, this virialisation results in the DM field having a
finite coherence time or, equivalently, a spread in the observed frequency \[315, 319\].
The observed frequency, or linewidth, is determined by the virial velocity, which is
given by the depth of the gravitational potential. For DM trapped in the galactic
gravity potential, as in the standard galactic DM halo model, the expected linewidth
is $\Delta \omega_{\text{obs}}/\omega_{\text{obs}} \sim 10^{-6}$. This would correspond to a coherence time for a signal of
$\tau = 10^6/\omega$, a DM signal at 1000 Hz would have a coherence time of 1000 seconds.
Certain kinds of scalar particles, such as Relaxion DM \[320, 321\], may also form
gravitationally bound objects and be captured in the gravitational potential of the
Earth or Sun, producing a local DM overdensity where the field has a much narrower
linewidth \[322\]. The observed DM frequency is further modulated by the motion of
the Earth with respect to the local DM’s centre of mass, changing the frequency of
the observed DM field.

$$\omega_{\text{obs}} = \omega_\phi + \frac{m_\phi \vec{v}_{\text{obs}}^2}{2\hbar}. \tag{6.2}$$

Scalar field DM could couple to the fields of the Standard Model (SM) in nu-
merous ways. Such a coupling, sometimes called a “portal”, is modelled by the
addition of a parameterised interaction term to the SM Lagrangian \[323, 324\]. In
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In this study, we consider linear interaction terms with the electron rest mass $m_e$ and the electromagnetic field tensor $F_{\mu\nu}$:

$$L_{\text{int}} \supset \frac{\phi}{\Lambda_{\gamma}} F_{\mu\nu} F^{\mu\nu} - \frac{\phi}{\Lambda_e} m_e \bar{\psi}_e \psi_e,$$

(6.3)

where $\psi_e$, $\bar{\psi}_e$ are the SM electron field and its Dirac conjugate, and $\Lambda_{\gamma}$, $\Lambda_e$ parameterise the coupling. Specific types of scalar DM, such as the hypothetical Moduli and Dilaton fields motivated by string theory, have couplings to the Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) part of the SM as well [325–327].

The addition of the terms in Eq. 6.3 to the SM Lagrangian entails changes of the fine structure constant $\alpha$ and the electron rest mass $m_e$ [303, 304].

$$\frac{\delta \alpha}{\alpha} = \frac{\phi}{\Lambda_{\gamma}}, \quad \frac{\delta m_e}{m_e} = \frac{\phi}{\Lambda_e},$$

(6.4)

to first order.

The apparent variation of these fundamental constants in turn changes the lattice spacing and electronic modes of a solid, driving changes of its size $l$ and refractive index $n$:

$$\frac{\delta l}{l} = -\left( \frac{\delta \alpha}{\alpha} + \frac{\delta m_e}{m_e} \right),$$

(6.5)

$$\frac{\delta n}{n} = -5 \cdot 10^{-3} \left( 2 \frac{\delta \alpha}{\alpha} + \frac{\delta m_e}{m_e} \right),$$

(6.6)

where $\delta x$ denotes a change of the parameter $x$: $x \rightarrow x + \delta x$. Equations 6.5, 6.6 hold in the adiabatic limit, which applies for a solid with a mechanical resonance frequency much higher than $\omega_\phi$ (the driving frequency) [314, 326, 328].

GW interferometers, by design, have exquisite sensitivity to differential changes in the optical path length of their arms. The thin cylindrical beamsplitter in such an instrument interacts asymmetrically with light from the two arms, as the front surface has a 50% reflectivity and the back surface has an anti-reflective coating. Therefore, a change in the size ($\delta l$) and index of refraction ($\delta n$) of the beamsplitter affects the two arms differently, and produces an effective difference in the optical path lengths of the arms $L_{x,y}$

$$\delta(L_x - L_y) \approx \sqrt{2} \left[ \left( n - \frac{1}{2} \right) \delta l + l \delta n \right],$$

(6.7)

The mirrors in the arms of GW interferometers would also undergo changes in their size and index of refraction, but as the wavelength of the DM field is much greater than the distance between the arm mirrors ($\lambda_\phi/L \gtrsim 10^3$) for all frequencies

---

1 This expression includes a correction to Eq. 17 in [314]. In addition, a geometrical correction ($\approx 6.4\%$) from Snell’s law is applied to Equations 6.7 and 6.8 for calculating the results below.
of interest here, and because the mirrors have roughly the same thickness, the effect is almost equal in both arms and thus does not produce a dominant signal.

The interferometer most sensitive to potential DM signals is the GEO 600 detector, as it has the highest sensitivity to optical phase differences between the two arms. The squeezed vacuum states of light currently employed in this instrument allow for a world-record quantum noise reduction of 6 dB [329]. Although other GW detectors, such as aLIGO, are more sensitive to GWs through the use of Fabry-Pérot cavities in the arms, these do not boost their sensitivity to signals induced at the beamsplitter, so their relative sensitivity to scalar DM is lower [314].

From Equations 6.1–6.7 it follows that an oscillating scalar dark matter field is expected to produce a Doppler-shifted and -broadened signal in the GEO 600 interferometer of the form

\[
\delta (L_x - L_y) \approx \left( \frac{1}{\Lambda_y} + \frac{1}{\Lambda_x} \right) \left( \frac{m \hbar \sqrt{2 \rho_{\text{local}}}}{m \phi c} \right) \cos (\omega_{\text{obs}} t),
\]

where we have neglected the contribution of the refractive index changes to the signal, as it is three orders of magnitude smaller than that of the size changes. Given this prediction, we can examine the data from the interferometer for the presence of such signals, and if none are found, place upper limits on the mass and coupling constants of scalar field DM.

6.3 Logarithmic power spectral density estimation

6.3.1 Standard PSD estimation methods

As mentioned in Section 1.3.2 most analysis of gravitational wave interferometer data relies upon estimations of the noise floor. This is done through PSD estimation. In order to correctly estimate a PSD of the GEO 600 detector we experimented with using standard PSD estimation techniques, with Welch averaging in the GWpy software package [12]. In doing so we found the correct parameter to reduce spectral leakage in the resulting spectrum. This is a Kaiser window with the tuneable parameter \( \beta = 30 \). The effect of incorrect windowing on GEO 600 data can be seen in Figure 6.1

6.3.2 Logarithmic power spectral density method

As shown in Section 6.2 the scalar DM signal has a linewidth of approximately \( 10^{-6} \) of its frequency. Unfortunately, linear PSD estimations would only provide a single frequency bin at which the width would be optimal for the search, \( \Delta f = 1/T_{\text{segment}} \). An optimal analysis could be performed by taking standard PSD estimations with different data segment lengths for each required frequency bin. Unfortunately, this is not available in most standard Fourier transform software packages such as GWpy.
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Figure 6.1: Power spectral density estimations, made with GWpy, on 100 seconds of GEO 600 data using Kaiser windows with different $\beta$ parameter values.

and NumPy. Adaptions could be made, but such a process would result in excess frequency estimations being made and discarded, drastically increasing computational wastage.

Instead of standard FFT estimations, we utilised and adapted the Logarithmic frequency axis Power Spectral Density (LPSD) method \[330, 331\]. This method calculates bin placements across a desired frequency range, to provide logarithmically spaced frequency bins. This method is optimal as each bin can be specified to have a width of $\Delta \omega / \omega \approx 10^{-6}$. As such the maximal loss in a potential scalar dark matter signal would occur if the peak of the signal straddles the boundary of two bins.

The LPSD technique divides the full time-series of data into $N_{\text{seg}}$ overlapping subsegments as described in Equation 6.9.

$$N_{\text{seg}} = \left\lfloor \frac{T - \tau_{\text{coh}}(f)}{\tau_{\text{coh}}(f)(1 - \xi)} + 1 \right\rfloor$$ \hspace{1cm} (6.9)

The subsegments, $S_k^j(t)$, have a length equal to the expected coherence time $\tau_{\text{coh}}(f)$ of the DM signal at a frequency $f$, where $\xi \in [0, 1]$ is the fractional overlap of the subsegments, and $k \in [1, N_{\text{seg}}]$. As the expected coherence time and linewidth are frequency dependent, this subdivision is unique for every frequency of interest. After subdivision, the subsegments were multiplied with a Kaiser window function $W_f(t)$ and subjected to a DFT at a single frequency:
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\[ a^k(f) = \sum_{t=0}^{T_{\text{DFT}}} W_f(t) S^k_j(t) e^{2\pi i ft}, \]  

(6.10)

with \( T_{\text{DFT}} = \tau_{\text{coh}}(f) \), where \( a^k(f) \) is the complex spectral estimate at frequency \( f \) for the \( k^{\text{th}} \) subsegment. The frequency bin placements are estimated between a provided minimum and maximum frequency. For this study we chose the sensitive region of the GEO 600 detector, 50 Hz to the Nyquist frequency, 8192 Hz. The number of frequency bins in the returned spectra is set by the desired linewidth, shown in Equation (6.11)

\[ N_f = \text{int} \left[ 1 + \frac{\ln \left( \frac{f_{\text{max}}}{f_{\text{min}}} \right)}{\ln (1 + \frac{\Delta\omega}{\omega})} \right] \]  

(6.11)

The power spectrum is then obtained by averaging the absolute squared magnitudes \( |a^k(f)|^2 \) over the all subsegments.

\[ P(f) = \frac{C}{N_{\text{seg}}} \sum_{k=1}^{N_{\text{seg}}} |a^k(f)|^2, \]  

(6.12)

where \( C \) is a normalisation factor. The spectra used in the analysis were made with a bin width equal to the expected linewidth of galactic DM (\( \Delta\omega/\omega \approx 10^{-6} \), see Derevianko [319]). The amplitude spectrum \( A(f) = \sqrt{P(f)} \) created in this way comprises \( \approx 5.1 \cdot 10^6 \) frequency bins between 50 Hz and 8 kHz.

The benefit of the LPSD algorithm when searching for frequency dependent linewidth signals can be seen in Figures 6.2 and 6.3. Figure 6.3 shows the difference between the optimal bin width and the returned bin width for a linear PSD calculation, a linear PSD calculation which has been calculated using four different time-series chunks spaced linearly throughout the frequency space, and the optimised LPSD method. The benefit of the Welch averaging can be seen in Figure 6.2 where the variance in the LPSD is poor at low frequencies, but better than that of the linear PSD at high frequency.

6.3.2.1 Adaptations from the LPSD method

The LPSD algorithm had previously been coded in the C language by the original authors of the algorithm [332]. However, several changes to this code were required for the purpose of this study.

Firstly, the original algorithm introduces a parameter, \( K_{\text{des}} \), which sets the desired minimum number of segments for the Welch averaging. If the bin resolution requires segments too long for this averaging then the resolution is shifted to favour the averaging. This process is best explained by Equation 18 of [330]. Our modifications forced all bin width calculations into the first region such that all bin widths
Figure 6.2: A comparison of three different PSD estimation methods for this search. The estimation here was made for a desired bin width of $\Delta \omega / \omega \approx 10^{-4}$ on 10,000 seconds of GEO 600 data. The optimised LPSD is the method used for our dark matter search. The single linear PSD is the typical method used in gravitational wave analyses, here the frequency bins are spaced linearly across the spectra. The chunked linear PSD is constructed of four linear PSD estimations, with narrower bins at higher frequencies set by manually changing the time segment lengths.

This is done in order to provide more equivalent PSD averaging across the spectra. However, the optimal search required a bypass of this adaptation in order to enforce the required bin width across the returned spectrum. The result of this adaptation is that the resulting high frequency bins have a much lower variance than those at low frequency.

The code itself was designed and tested to be run on shorter data sets, sampled at lower frequencies. The high sampling frequency of GEO 600, combined with the long segments necessary to estimate the bin width at lower frequencies, means that the code needed to be adapted considerably to run quickly and reliably. Checkpointing routines were added to provide returns in the case of failures and the code was parallelised in order to provide much faster calculation times.
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Figure 6.3: A comparison of the bin spacing in three different PSD estimation methods, with a value of one being the optimal bin width.

### 6.3.3 Data acquisition

The minimum frequency chosen for this investigation was 50 Hz\(^2\) for the required bin width this meant a minimum segment length of 20,000 seconds of data at the sampling frequency of 16 kHz\(^3\). This, however, would only provide a single segment for several of the first frequency samples. The longer the segment the more averaging is possible. Therefore, eight data sets were analysed, four from 2016 and four from 2019. The shortest of these data sets was 69,000 seconds in length, giving four averages at 50 Hz, and the longest was 104,000 seconds, allowing a minimum of six averaged segments.

The chosen data sets were selected in order to provide coverage at approximately four month separations across the year to maximise potential Doppler shift in the signal. The Doppler shift is due to the Earth’s orbit, about the sun, relative to the galactic halo. The limit of eight data sets was due to the number of available continuous data acquisitions and the computational cost of an LPSD estimation on them. One data set was later rejected due to data quality concerns.

Computation times for the spectra used in this work are \(~10\) s per frequency bin for each \(~10^5\) s data set, or \(~10^4\) CPU hours per spectrum. With the calculation time per frequency bin taking longer for smaller frequencies.

\(^2\)The low frequency cut off for GEO 600

\(^3\)16384 Hz, due to powers of two in the sampling.
Figure 6.4: The spectral amplitude (left) and SNR (right) of a simulated DM signal (blue) and monochromatic sine wave (red) as recovered from spectra created using different frequency bin widths ($\Delta f_{\text{bin}} = 1/T_{\text{DFT}}$). The plotted recovered amplitude is normalised by the injected amplitude. The SNR ($n_\sigma$) is measured as the difference between the signal amplitude and the noise amplitude divided by the standard deviation of the noise. The appearance of a maximum for the SNR as shown on the right is a direct consequence of both the decrease of the recovered amplitude of signals with limited coherence (as shown on the left) and the scaling of white Gaussian noise with increasing integration time. The plot on the left was produced by injecting a simulated dark matter signal and a perfect sine into a segment of GEO 600 data and creating spectra using the modified LPSD technique described above. The plot on the right was made by injecting the same signals into white Gaussian noise and creating spectra using Welch’s method. Note that for any single bin and for equal $T_{\text{DFT}}$ the spectral estimate obtained with the LPSD method (Eq. 6.10) is mathematically equal to that obtained with Welch’s method.

6.4 Dark matter search with LPSD

The SNR for galactic DM signals in a logarithmically spaced spectrum is optimal given the minimum required data length, and can only be further improved by analysing more data. Additional data would allow for more averaging, which decreases the variance of the spectrum as the square root of the amount of data, such that the sensitivity approaches the noise floor. The noise floor can be lowered using longer DFT lengths at the cost of reduced SNR, but this is subject to severely diminishing returns; the sensitivity can only be improved by a factor proportional to the fourth root of the amount of data needed [319], and the computation time scales with the product of DFT length and the amount of data [330].

Figure 6.4 shows how the recovered signal to noise ratio of an injected scalar DM signal compares to that of a sinusoidal signal.

---

4For the entirety of this chapter SNR refers to the ratio of signal to noise, not the matched filter SNR described in Section 1.5.1.
6.4. Dark matter search with LPSD

6.4.1 Estimation of noise statistics

The local noise parameters were estimated at every frequency bin by taking the median of the \( w = 5 \cdot 10^4 \) neighbouring bins. This method allows the underlying noise distribution to be estimated in a way that is independent of narrow, \( \ll w \), spectral features, such as those due to mechanical excitation of the mirror suspensions. This is done under the assumption that the underlying noise spectrum is locally flat, and that is that the auto-correlation length of the noise spectrum is assumed to be \( \gg w \). The choice of \( w \) represents a trade-off between incorrectly assuming that instrumental spectral artefacts or signals are features of the underlying noise spectrum, and erroneously assuming features of the underlying noise spectrum are instrumental spectral artefacts or signals. If a frequency bin differed from the median by more than \( 5.6\sigma \) then it was recorded to a catalogue of significant peaks. Figure 6.5 shows an example of these peaks in an LPSD amplitude spectrum.

Our analysis, using the LPSD method, found \( \sim 10^4 \) peaks above the 95% confidence level (\( \gtrsim 5.6\sigma \)), where the total error includes a frequency dependent amplitude calibration error of up to 30% inherent in GEO 600 data [333]. The frequency and amplitude stability of the peaks in time was then evaluated by cross-checking all candidates between spectra. Candidate peaks were rejected if their centre frequencies differed between spectra by more than the Doppler shift expected from the Earth’s motion around the Sun through a galactic DM halo [334]. Peaks were also rejected if their amplitude changed significantly (\( \gtrsim 5\sigma \)) between spectra by more than an amount expected due to the underlying noise. Specifically, peaks that changed amplitude between spectra were only eliminated when there was a less than 1% (\( \gtrsim 5\sigma \)) probability that the amplitude change was due to noise, compensated for the look-elsewhere effect, so that on average only one peak would be falsely rejected if all cross-checks are performed 100 times.

Using this procedure, we eliminated all but 14 candidate peaks, where the vast majority (\( > 99% \)) of peaks were rejected because they did not appear in all data sets within the centre frequency tolerance.

6.4.2 Follow-up analysis of candidates

After this process, fourteen candidate peaks remained. Thirteen of these peaks were found to have insufficient width to be DM signals. Further investigation of each of these candidates found that shifting the bin centre frequencies by an amount much smaller than the expected linewidth of DM signals of that frequency and amplitude and recomputing the spectra did not reproduce the peak. Additional work revealed these 13 candidate peaks were not present in spectra created using the same data and the same LPSD algorithm implemented in a different programming language\(^5\), nor when slightly offset frequency bins were used, whereas the noise floor and other

---

\(^5\)Basic algorithm implementations were written in Python and MATLAB.
Figure 6.5: A typical amplitude spectrum (black) produced with frequency bins that are tuned to the expected dark matter linewidth using the modified LPSD technique. The noise spectrum was estimated at each frequency bin from neighbouring bins to yield the local noise median (blue) and 95% confidence level (green). Peaks (red) above this confidence level were considered candidates for DM signals and subjected to follow-up analysis.

Spectral features were reproduced identically. These peaks were also not present when using the same LPSD algorithm, but with a different strain channel of GEO 600 data across the same time periods. These peaks are therefore likely artefacts of the numerical implementation of the LPSD technique. Figure 6.6 shows how these peaks are not present when the spectra is estimated using different resolution LPSDs, or with slightly offset frequency bins.

The coherence time of the single remaining candidate peak was probed by evaluating its height in the amplitude spectrum as a function of the DFT length. The height of the peak did not decrease for DFT lengths more than an order of mag-
6.5. Results

Figure 6.6: LPSD estimations of one of the thirteen single bin, persistent peaks. The dashed lines show estimations made with the $\Delta \omega / \omega \sim 10^{-6}$ resolution, with the red line estimated with a slightly different low frequency causing all subsequent bins to have displaced central frequencies. The other lines are estimations at different resolutions.

Magnitude greater than the expected DM coherence time, evidencing a coherence time much greater than that expected for a galactic DM signal of that frequency. To find the origin of the signal, and to check whether it could be due to the theoretically more coherent Relaxion Halo DM, we performed spectral analysis on data acquired on an auxiliary data acquisition system. The signal was not present in this data, whereas both noise and other signals from the interferometer were. This fact, in combination with higher-resolution, $\Delta \omega / \omega \sim 10^{-7}$, spectra revealing that the frequency at which the peak occurs is very close to and indistinguishable from an integer ($f_{\text{peak}} = 224 \pm (2 \cdot 10^{-5})$ Hz), implies the signal is most likely an artefact of a timing signal in the main data acquisition electronics. A representation of this process is shown in Figure 6.7, the reduction of amplitude can be seen in the peak at higher resolutions.

6.5 Results

Having determined that all significant peaks in the amplitude spectrum, above a confidence level of $> 99\%$, are not caused by scalar field DM, we can set constraints on the parameters of such dark matter at a 95% confidence level, corresponding to $5.6\sigma$ above the noise floor, using Eq. 6.8. We apply our results to three different
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Figure 6.7: LPSD estimations of the 224 Hz, persistent peak. The dashed lines show estimations made with the $\Delta \omega / \omega \sim 10^{-6}$ resolution, with the red line estimated with a slightly different low frequency causing all subsequent bins to have displaced central frequencies. The other lines are estimations at different resolutions. The sub-plot in the lower left shows a close up of the region of interest.

scalar DM scenarios:

1. **Basic Scalar** (Figure 6.8): The scalar field DM is assumed to interact with the SM as given by the terms in 6.3, and is further assumed to be homogeneously distributed over the solar system with a density of $\rho_{GH} = 0.4 \text{ GeV/cm}^3$, as in the standard galactic DM halo model [318].

2. **Dilaton/Modulus** (Figure 6.9, left): In addition to the coupling to the electromagnetic sector as in Eq. 6.3, the field is assumed to have couplings to the QCD sector, and the coupling to the gluon field is assumed to be dominant [325,327,335]. The local DM density is taken to be $\rho_{GH}$. Compared to the **Basic Scalar**, this scenario is subject to additional limits from tests of the equivalence principle, but is equally constrained by our result and those of other direct searches.

3. **Relaxion Halo** (Figure 6.9, right): In this scenario, the scalar field effectively couples to the SM as in the **Dilaton/Modulus** scenario, but these couplings arise through mixing with the Higgs boson [320,321]. The local DM density in this scenario is taken to be dominated by a Relaxion halo gravitationally bound to earth, which leads to a local overdensity that depends on the field’s mass and reaches values of up to $\rho_{\text{local}} / \rho_{GH} = 10^{11}$ for the mass range constrained...
For each scenario, we set constraints on the electron and photon coupling parameters $\Lambda_e, \Lambda_\gamma$, as a function of the field’s mass $m_\phi$ (where for each coupling constant we assume the other to be zero); the constraints are plotted in Figures 6.8 and 6.9 together with previous upper limits. For the Relaxion Halo scenario, we assumed a mass-dependent halo density as described in [322].

Constraints from other direct experimental DM searches include those from various atomic spectroscopy experiments [306, 307, 337, 337, 339], a search using an optical cavity [309], and a resonant mass detector [338]. Tests of the equivalence principle using e.g. torsion balances [335, 341, 343] have also been used to set constraints on the parameters of undiscovered scalar fields; these bounds assume the scalar field manifests as a ‘fifth force’, and is sourced by a test mass (e.g. the Earth) [308, 324, 340]. The constraints on scalar fields inferred from these experiments depend in general on the composition and topography of the test masses and are independent of the local dark matter density.

6.6 Validations

To validate several aspects of our analysis methods, we simulated DM signals and injected them into sets of real and simulated data. The DM signals were created by superposing $\sim 10^2$ sinusoids at frequencies linearly spaced around a centre frequency, that of their simulated Doppler-shifted DM Compton frequency. The amplitude of each sinusoid was given by the quasi-Maxwellian DM line shape proposed in [319] and then scaled by a simulated DM coupling constant. The relative phases of the sinusoids were randomised to capture the thermalisation of the scalar field DM. A representation of the injected line shape is shown in Figure 6.10.

To test the spectral estimation, signal search, and candidate rejection, a blind injection of simulated DM signals into several GEO 600 data sets was performed. During this test the frequency, amplitude, and number of signals were randomly selected with their values hidden. All injected signals were recovered at their Compton frequency and at an amplitude corresponding to the hypothetical coupling constant, to within 3%, and were subsequently identified through cross-checks between spectra as persistent candidate DM signals.

We also tested the use of our modified LPSD algorithm as a method of obtaining optimal SNR [314, 319] using injected signals. Mock DM signals and monochromatic sine signals were injected into both real GEO 600 data and simulated Gaussian noise. We then produced spectra from this data for which the width of the frequency bins $\Delta f_{\text{bin}}$, and correspondingly the length of the DFTs $T_{\text{DFT}}$, was varied over four orders of magnitude. The recovered amplitude of signals injected into GEO 600 data in spectra created using the LPSD algorithm is plotted in Figure 6.4 (left). This shows
Figure 6.8: Constraints on the coupling parameters $\Lambda_\gamma$, $\Lambda_e$ as a function of the field’s mass $m_\phi$, for scalar field DM as in the Basic Scalar scenario. The dashed lines represent constraints on the electron coupling $\Lambda_e$, while the dotted lines represent constraints on the photon coupling $\Lambda_\gamma$, at the 95% confidence level. The green region denotes the parameter space excluded in the current study through the spectral analysis of data from the GEO 600 GW detector. Other coloured regions indicate parameter space excluded through previous direct experimental searches; Hees et al [307] (blue), Van Tilburg et al [306] (yellow), Kennedy et al [306] (brown), Aharony et al [337] (magenta), Branca et al [338] (purple), Savalle et al [309] (cyan), and Antypas et al [339] (red). The black curves and grey regions correspond to previous constraints from “fifth-force” searches/tests of the equivalence principle; the most stringent such constraints for this DM scenario are from the MICROSCOPE experiment [308-340] (limits shown in the range $m_\phi = [10^{-20}, 10^{-13}]$ eV), and the Cu/Pb torsion pendulum experiment performed by the Eötvös group [324, 335, 341] (limits shown across the full mass range of this plot).
Figure 6.9: Constraints on the coupling parameters $\Lambda_{\gamma}$, $\Lambda_e$ as a function of the field’s mass $m_{\phi}$, for scalar field DM as in the Dilaton/Modulus (left) Relaxion Halo (right) scenario. Dashed lines represent constraints on the electron coupling $\Lambda_e$ and dotted lines represent constraints on the photon coupling $\Lambda_\gamma$, at the 95% confidence level. The green region denotes the parameter space excluded in the current study through the spectral analysis of data from the GEO 600 GW detector. Other coloured regions indicate the parameter space excluded through other direct experimental searches ([306, 307, 336–339, 342]). The black curves and grey regions correspond to previous constraints from “fifth-force” searches/tests of the equivalence principle; the most stringent such constraints for this DM scenario are from the MICROSCOPE experiment [308, 340] (limits shown in the range $m_\phi = [10^{-20}, 10^{-10}]$ eV), and the Cu/Pb torsion pendulum experiment performed by the Eöt-Wash group [324, 335, 341] (limits shown across the full mass range of this plot). The constraints for the Relaxion Halo scenario from direct experimental searches have been obtained by rescaling the originally reported constraints to account for the mass-dependent local over-densities as proposed in [322]. This produces novel constraints not reported before for Relaxion Halo DM from the results of [306, 307, 336–338]. The fifth force/equivalence principle constraints are independent of the local DM density so remain unchanged.
that the recovered amplitude of signals starts to decrease as the DFT length exceeds the coherence time (a monochromatic sine has infinite coherence time), and validates the rejection of the remaining candidate signal above as its amplitude was found to be roughly constant for $T_{\text{DFT}}/\tau_c > 10$. The recovered SNR of signals injected into Gaussian noise in spectra created using Welch’s method [117] is plotted in Figure 6.4 (right), which confirms that the SNR is maximal when the frequency bin width is roughly equal to the full-width at half-maximum $\Delta f_{\text{DM}}$ of the spectral line shape of the signal. This is a consequence of the decrease in recovered amplitude for smaller bin widths and the scaling of white Gaussian noise.

### 6.7 Discussion

In this chapter, we presented the first search for signals of scalar field dark matter in the data of a GW detector. Scalar field dark matter would cause oscillations of the fine structure constant and electron mass, which in turn drive oscillations of the size and index of refraction of the beamsplitter in an interferometer, such as that of the GEO 600 detector. This would produce an oscillatory signal in a GW detector at a frequency set by the mass of the dark matter particle.

As exquisite classical noise mitigations are employed in GW detectors, quantum
technologies such as squeezed light can provide a major increase in sensitivity. Such technologies facilitate measurements beyond the shot-noise quantum limit, and yield unprecedented sensitivity to scalar field dark matter in a wide mass range. In addition, by tuning the frequency bin widths to the expected dark matter linewidth, our spectral analysis method improves on the analyses used in previous work that set constraints on dark photons using data from GW detectors, and other searches for scalar fields in frequency space. In contrast to these other efforts, the spectral analysis presented here yields the optimal signal-to-noise ratio for potential dark matter signals across the full frequency range.

We excluded the presence of such signals in the data of the GEO 600 GW detector, thereby setting new lower limits on dark matter couplings at up to $\Lambda_e, \Lambda_\gamma = 3 \cdot 10^{19}$ GeV for dark matter masses between $10^{-13}$ and $10^{-11}$ eV. The new constraints improve upon the current limits in this mass range obtained with atomic spectroscopy experiments by more than six orders of magnitude, and are up to four orders of magnitude more stringent than previous bounds from tests of the equivalence principle for some dark matter scenarios.

Tighter constraints on scalar field dark matter in various mass ranges can be set in the future using next generation GW detectors or other similar precision interferometers. Using the same methods as in this work these instruments would allow new limits to be set across their characteristic sensitive frequency range. Moreover, by slightly modifying the optics in such interferometers, e.g. by using mirrors of different thicknesses in each interferometer arm, their sensitivity to scalar field dark matter could be improved even further [314].

Through the reduction of losses, quantum technologies such as squeezed light are also expected to improve, allowing for ever-increasing noise mitigation [344]. These and other forthcoming technological advances make precision interferometers operating beyond quantum limits indispensable tools for dark matter detection and fundamental physics in general.

More stringent limits can theoretically be set by analysing more data. This allows for more averaging thus decreasing the variance of the spectrum proportional to the inverse of the square root of the amount of data, such that the constraint converges asymptotically to the mean noise level. Constraints can be set beyond this level using longer DFT lengths at the cost of reduced SNR, but this is subject to severely diminishing returns; the constraint can only be improved by a factor proportional to the fourth root of the amount of data needed [319], and the computation time scales with the product of DFT length and the amount of data [330, 331].
Chapter 7

Conclusions

The purpose of this thesis was to outline the difficulty of correctly identifying unusual signals in ground-based gravitational-wave interferometer data. These detectors are currently used to observe transient GW signals, so far constrained to the inspirals and mergers of compact binary systems. This has been done successfully with a number of astrophysical successes resulting from the analysis of the interferometer data. There is also a great deal of important research into physics and astrophysics, outside the field of CBC astrophysics, that is performed using this data. The complexity of this data can cause significant problems for such analysis if it is not correctly understood. In this chapter, I will give a summary of how this thesis presents some aspects of this problem.

7.1 Introduction to gravitational-wave interferometer data, signals and analysis methods

The aim of Chapter 1 was to give a summary of the data produced by GW interferometers, what the components of such data is, how it is collected and what analysis can be performed using it. I started with a brief summary of the purpose of ground-based GW interferometers, why they were built and what they were designed to observe. I outlined the basics of the design of these detectors and showed how the sensitivity of these detectors will increase with time. The step up in sensitivity from the first to second-generation of these observatories was significant, with the process of improving the current generation still providing considerable observing range improvements. The next generation of these detectors are expected to have orders of magnitude better sensitivity, and will revolutionise GW astrophysics.

I outlined the nature of the data extracted by these detectors. I explained how the data is typically converted from the time domain to the frequency domain, for analysis, via Fourier Transforms. I showed the dangers of incorrectly performing Fourier transforms and showed several techniques of how to get the best output from these processes. I also described some of the contributions to the noise floor
of the detector, and other sources of noise in the data, for example transient noise sources such as glitches.

As mentioned above, the only astrophysical signals confidently observed in these detectors have been CBCs. These signals are also the most prevalent subject of the studies presented in this thesis. I showed how these systems are modelled and outlined the subcategories of CBCs that we see, or expect to see, in these detectors. I then went on to describe the typical processes for detecting, interpreting and understanding these signals. I concluded this chapter with a brief introduction to other predicted sources of GWs that could theoretically be observed by current and future GW interferometers.

7.2 Estimation of the probability of observing two time-overlapping Compact Binary Coalescences

The aim of Chapter 2 was to examine and explain the potential failings of one of the key assumptions of current CBC analysis. This assumption is that any transient signal observed by these detectors is the only, non-noise, contribution to the strain in the detector. Our aim was to show that, while this assumption is reliable for current generation detectors, future detectors will likely be sensitive enough for this assumption to cause major problems for later analysis.

We outlined how transient signals in interferometers can be modelled using Poisson statistics. We then used the sensitivity curves of these detectors, coupled with current estimates for the rates of transient signals, to estimate the inter-arrival time. This time predicts the separation of transient signals. As these signals are visible in the detectors for a length of time we can then calculate the probability of a signal overlapping with another.

We used this calculation method to predict the probability of observing the time-overlap of binary black hole signals with other BBH signals, that of two binary neutron star, and the overlaps of BNS and BBH signals. We calculated this probability for several GW interferometer configurations in the current and future generations of detectors. We used this calculation to estimate the number of signals observed by each detector that will have a time-overlap with another signal.

We found that the proposed expansion of the current, second, generation of detectors LIGO-Voyager will likely observe such signals, particularly BNS+BBH overlaps, over its lifetime. We also found that no signal in the third generation observatory The Einstein Telescope will be observed in what would now be called “clean” data, data which only contains detector noise and a single signal. This is in large part due to the long observable duration of low mass signals, especially at lower frequencies. It was also found that most signals in ET will overlap with more than one other signal. These findings concur with similar studies by other
We confirmed these findings with a purely numerical method of estimating the probability and number of these overlaps by drawing the parameters of possible signals at the rates expected in those detectors. We then used these predictions to estimate the number of signals that overlapped in time. The results of these two methods agreed.

This study showed that one of the key assumptions in transient GW astronomy will not hold for future interferometer configurations. If this assumption is not successfully mitigated in future analyses then the results of such signal analyses would potentially be biased away from the true astrophysical values. This would then lead to problems for other analyses of the results of these signals, or the population of signals as a whole.

It is important to note that this work did not account for several potentially important aspects of the parameter space of transient signals. We did not include analysis of burst-like signals such as supernovae. We also did not include the effect of redshift upon the population of binaries. Redshift would be an important correction to include for future predictions, particularly due for estimations of third generation detectors such as ET with larger viewing distances.

7.3 Parameter estimation bias from time-overlapping binary black hole signals in second-generation interferometers

As shown in Chapter 2, it is likely that, in the next decade, observed transient GW signals will overlap in time. The aim of the work in Chapter 3 was to understand what cases of these overlaps cause problems for the estimation of the parameters of observed binary black hole signals. By doing so it is possible to establish what cases of time-overlapping transient signals will significantly bias our results, should they go unnoticed. It is also possible to establish the cases that would not cause significantly different results from a standard, single signal, analysis and would therefore cause problem biases in the population of observed transient signals.

This test of the parameter space was performed across a selection of different second-generation detector networks and established the relative parameters of signals that would cause significant bias in the detector. Most notably we found that time-overlapping transient signals do not significantly bias the results of parameter estimation unless the two signals merge within $|\Delta t_c| \leq 0.1$ seconds of one another. We also found that, to produce significant bias in the resulting parameters, the two signals must have relatively similar signal-to-noise ratios. Further it was proved that, for quiet signals, otherwise undetectable sub-threshold signals can cause bias in parameter estimation.
It was also found that signals that overlap significantly in time result in observed waveforms similar to those of precessing signals. Such time-overlaps, if ignored, could lead to significant misunderstandings of the parameter space of CBC systems. However, a reanalysis of the probability calculation in Chapter 2 with the finding that significant bias only occurs when the signals are very close in merger time, shows that such events are exceedingly unlikely, even in third generation detectors.

The majority of this work agrees with the findings of similar studies, that were published at the same time [266, 267, 281, 282]. However, these studies differ in methodology. These studies focus mainly on third generation detectors, ignoring the early cases of advanced second-generation detectors where such events are likely to be first observed. They also use simpler waveform approximants, neglecting the presence of in-plane spin. As we showed, parameter estimation studies on data containing strongly overlapping signals are more likely to produce parameter distributions with high in-plane spin, in order to account for the beating of the two waveforms. Others of these studies do, however, include parameter estimation investigations into the overlaps of BNS signals both with other BNS signals, and those of BBH. It would be interesting to expand this investigation across a range of compact object masses in order to fully explore how the parameter estimation of signals containing different numbers of cycles and merging at different frequencies are affected by time-overlaps.

In this analysis, we also explored how the relative sky location of the two signals effects the resulting bias of the parameter estimation. It was found that signal pairings that arrive at similar merger times across the network cause less obvious bias. Utilising the change in merger time separation across the network could be a useful tool in distinguishing which detections are time-overlapping and then separating those signals.

7.4 Can modelled and unmodelled gravitational-wave searches detect time-overlapping transients?

Chapter 3 showed that biases in the parameter estimation of time-overlapping transient signals are not significant unless the signals merge very close together, and are similar in SNR. This category of time-overlapping transients are the least likely, but also the ones most likely to be spotted and separated due to the significance of their bias. Outside this region, analysed signal parameter will still be biased away from their true value, but are less likely to be acknowledged as non-single signal events.

In Chapter 4 we examined how and where time-overlapping transient signals would be detected by current transient GW search algorithms.

We performed searches on simulated data containing both single signal events and time-overlapping transient signals. These searches were performed both with
modelled and unmodelled algorithms. We performed the search with differing tech-
niques as the different methods can each catch signals that the other might miss. We found that both search methods could identify the majority of time-overlapping
CBC signal. The algorithms did struggle when the signals were within their clus-
tering windows. The algorithms naturally return a large number of possible signals
around the time of significant noise or astrophysical signals. To avoid returning too
many triggers, they employ clustering windows to return only the most significant
of these. We found that if a secondary signal is within the clustering window of the
search then only one trigger is returned. These algorithms would therefore require
some modification to avoid such time-overlaps being ignored by search techniques.

The findings of our search, for the previously considered case of BNS+BNS
time-overlaps in modelled searches, are similar to the findings of the first Einstein
Telescope mock data challenge[284]. This study found that such time overlaps do not
cause significant problems for matched filter searches. A later study[289] considered
how these searches perform with noise curves estimated for data containing realistic
numbers of time-overlapping transient signals. They too found that, for the majority
of cases, the searches perform as expected.

7.5 Can we accurately identify which transient signal
search triggers contain time-overlapping transient
signals?

Chapters 3 and 4 showed that, for the vast majority of time-overlapping transient
signals, the signals will still be detectable, and reasonably accurate analysis of the
nature of these signals is still possible. Nonetheless, the main problem caused by
time-overlapping transient signals will be those time-overlaps that go unnoticed. Un-
less the interferometer data is clean and stationary, then the results of astrophysical
analysis of signals will not be reliable. We must therefore find a confident method
of identifying such cases. In Chapter 5, we considered several possible methods of
identifying which triggers from search pipelines contain multiple signals.

Three methods were proposed for time-overlap identification. The first two of
these rely upon current search methods. For example, examining the SNR time-
series of each template in the template bank of a modelled search. Multiple peaks in
different time-series, or at separate times, would indicate that the trigger contains
more than a single signal. The unmodelled search method would consider where and
when there is excess power remaining in the null time-series, after the subtraction
of the identified astrophysical signal. If there is this power, and in particular if that
power is across different time-frequency bins, then such a time-overlap is possible.

We also proposed a new method, utilising convolutional neural networks, to
identify which triggers contain time-overlapping BBH signals. By training a network
7.6 Direct limits for scalar field dark matter from a gravitational-wave interferometer

In Chapter 1 we discussed the possibility of having signals, other than those of transient CBCs, detectable in the data. One possible source of such signals is that of scalar dark matter. A scalar dark matter signal would cause an oscillation in the interferometer’s data at a specific frequency corresponding to the mass of the dark matter particle. For the purposes of transient signal analysis, such as that performed in Chapters 3 and 4, a dark matter signal of this nature would not cause problems. The signal itself, provided it remained constant over the visible duration of the signal, would merely contribute to the noise floor in any PSD estimation of that stretch of data.

However, such a signal, if it were found to exist, would be ground-breaking across many fields of physics and astronomy. Therefore, any search for such signals must take care in testing that any signals found truly are a dark matter source, and not just some specific noise source in the detector. For this purpose we designed a novel approach to searching for such signals. This involved taking a precisely tuned method of PSD estimation to produce multiple, high precision, amplitude spectra of the GEO 600 detector.

The result of this power spectra was a large number of peaks that could correspond to dark matter signals. We set a limit for confidence in a peak to those that differed from the median of the local noise floor by 5.6σ. Across the different spectra there were multiple candidate signals. These were removed with conditions on the stationarity of the peak across the spectra, both in frequency and amplitude. After this process was complete we had 14 candidate peaks. The majority of these peaks were clearly not dark matter due to their inconsistency across different methods of calculating the spectra and different channels of data collection. The final peak that passed all previous methods was found to be rejectable, as a dark matter signal, due to other inconsistencies with the candidate dark matter field. We tested this method...
of dark matter searches by injecting dark matter signals into the real interferometer data and performing our search algorithm upon them. All blindly injected signals were found by this method. This search set new upper limits on the possible mass of scalar dark matter particles.

### 7.7 Final remarks

In recent years there have been many advances in various fields of physics and astrophysics gained through the use of gravitational-wave interferometer data. Each of these advances rest upon careful processes of manipulation of extremely complex data. In this thesis I aimed to show how and why any analyst considering this data must be careful to challenge the assumptions they make about the nature of the signals in their data. If this is not done correctly the results may be biased away from their true values. Analysts using any results from studies on GW interferometer data must also take care to understand what assumptions were made in the generation of these results.
Appendix A

Tables of parameters for circularised binary black hole signals
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Typical range of values</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chirp mass</td>
<td>$\mathcal{M}$</td>
<td>[4, 70] $M_\odot$</td>
<td>See Equation 1.4 for definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass ratio</td>
<td>$q$</td>
<td>[0, 1]</td>
<td>$q = m_2/m_1$ by convention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component mass</td>
<td>$m_1$, $m_2$</td>
<td>[5, 80] $M_\odot$</td>
<td>Alternative parameterisation to $\mathcal{M}$ &amp; $q$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective spin</td>
<td>$\chi_{\text{eff}}$</td>
<td>[0, 1]</td>
<td>The combined aligned spin parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precessing spin</td>
<td>$\chi_p$</td>
<td>[0, 1]</td>
<td>The combined in-plane spin parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component spin magnitude</td>
<td>$\chi_1$, $\chi_2$</td>
<td>[0, 1]</td>
<td>$\chi_i =</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin azimuthal angle</td>
<td>$\theta_1$, $\theta_2$</td>
<td>[0, $\pi$]</td>
<td>Polar coordinate angles of each component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin polar angle</td>
<td>$\phi_1$, $\phi_2$</td>
<td>[0, $2\pi$]</td>
<td>Polar coordinate angles of each component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartesian component spin</td>
<td>$S_{1x}$, $S_{1y}$, $S_{1z}$, $S_{2x}$, $S_{2y}$, $S_{2z}$</td>
<td>[0, 1]</td>
<td>Alternative parameterisation to $\chi_{\text{eff}}$, $\chi_p$, $a_1$, $a_2$, $\theta_1$ and $\theta_2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.1: A selection of parameterisations commonly used to describe the intrinsic properties of binary black hole signals, observable in second-generation ground-based interferometers. The values given for each parameter are typical values for observable, circularised, binary black hole signals.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Typical range of values</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Luminosity distance</td>
<td>$d_L$</td>
<td>[0, 4000] Mpc</td>
<td>The line of sight distance to the binary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right ascension</td>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>[0, 2\pi]</td>
<td>Describes the sky position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Declination</td>
<td>$\delta$</td>
<td>[0, \pi]</td>
<td>Describes the sky position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclination</td>
<td>$\iota$</td>
<td>$[-\pi, \pi]$</td>
<td>Angle between the binary’s orbital angular momentum and the line of sight to the Earth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coalescence time</td>
<td>$t_c$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Time of the merger when the signal reaches the Earth’s centre. Typically given in GPS time [seconds]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polarisation angle</td>
<td>$\psi$</td>
<td>[0, 2\pi]</td>
<td>The angle between the binary’s orbital momentum to the sky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase angle</td>
<td>$\phi_c$</td>
<td>[0, 2\pi]</td>
<td>Angle of the signals phase when at Earth’s centre.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.2: A selection of typical parameterisations used to describe the extrinsic properties of binary black hole signals, observable in second-generation ground-based interferometers, when observed from the Earth. The values given for each parameter are typical values for observable, circularised, binary black hole signals.
Appendix B

Additional plots

Figure B.1: Distribution, across the overlap regions, of the fractional difference between the recovered and injected chirp masses for PyCBC triggers in the PAIRS injection set. Also shown, in grey, is the same distribution for recovered and injected in the SINGLES injection set. A perfect pipeline, with an infinitely finely gridded template bank, would find injections with a delta spike on zero in this plot. This plot is included as an alternative to Figure 4.6 in Chapter 4 for direct comparison between the overlap regions.
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